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Interior, Palazzo Mocenigo 

 

A point often made about the superiority of R.E.Prothero’s Edwardian edition of Byron’s 

Letters and Journals over that of Leslie Marchand is that Prothero often gives you the other 

side of the correspondence in his notes. It’s a matter of swings and roundabouts – Marchand 

edits nothing out (or hardly anything), where Prothero bowdlerises quite a bit without 

acknowledgement, and Marchand gives you fewer notes, but many more letters. You really 

have to have both editions. 

 We can’t deny that when Byron writes to Richard Belgrave Hoppner “What right had they 

to dispose of another’s property without consulting him? Had it been fairly lost – I should not 

have cared one sixpence – it was natural & to be overlooked – but to throw it away – the devil 

damn them all to the lowest maid of their own kitchen” (BLJ VIII 75) we are baffled, because 

we have no idea who threw what away, or in what circumstances. It’s possible to guess; but 

that’s not good enough. 

 When Byron describes Father Pascal Aucher, his hitherto revered mentor at the Armenian 

convent of San Lazzaro, as “a dishonest man” and “the rogue of an Armenian” (BLJ X 112) 

and when he writes, “I have no fault to find with the bargain itself, though a great deal with 

Father Pascal Aucher, but it only confirms my opinion of mankind, and especially the priestly 

portion thereof …” (BLJ X 128) it seems a sad disillusion – but occasioned by what, we may 

go read i’th’stars. 

 Such queries are answered in this edition. 

 

Richard Belgrave Hoppner (1786-1872) was son to the portrait-painter John Hoppner, who 

once painted Byron’s lover Elizabeth, Countess of Oxford. He was also godson to Byron’s 

“Literary Father” William Gifford – so it was natural that upon Byron’s reaching Venice in 

1816 the two men should get together. Hoppner had artistic and literary interests, and was by 

political inclination more Whiggish than not, so he and Byron got on well. He had a Swiss 



wife, Isabelle; and this made him resent his Venetian posting and long for one in Milan, as 

being closer to the Swiss frontier, his in-laws, and friends. 

 He wrote poetry, about which Byron is polite. 

 He assisted Byron in many ways, especially in the matter of Allegra, in whom he and 

Isabelle took an interest, and whom they looked after sometimes. If they had had their way 

Allegra would have been educated in Switzerland – and might have lived. 

 Byron’s letters to the married and more grown-up Hoppner show a greater intimacy than 

those to Hobhouse, with whom there were some matters – amatory ones in particular – that he 

was unable to discuss. However, Hoppner disapproved of Byron’s liaison with Teresa 

Guccioli, in whose sincerity he had no faith, and once Byron had moved to Ravenna, the 

correspondence, though it did not cease, became more desultory, and finally petered out. 

 
My thanks to David McClay, Rachel Beattie, and their colleagues at the National Library of Scotland. 

I am also very grateful to John and Virginia Murray for permission to quote (where necessary) texts 

from Byron’s Letters and Journals, ed. Leslie A. Marchand (John Murray 1973-1994). This is referred 

to as BLJ. I’m also grateful to Jack Gumpert Wasserman for his help. 

 
Sunday November 10th 1816: Byron and Hobhouse arrive in Venice. 

 

November 18th 1816: Childe Harold’s Pilgrimage III published. 

December 5th 1816: The Prisoner of Chillon and other Poems published (Churchill’s Grave, 

Darkness, The Dream, Prometheus). 

 

1817: In England, Claire Claremont gives birth to Allegra, January 12th. Byron finishes 

Manfred, after study at the Armenian monastery of San Lazzaro. His liaison with Marianna 

Segati has begun. From April 17th to May 28th, he travels via Florence to Rome, where he 

revises Manfred’s third act under advice from William Gifford. He starts Childe Harold IV. In 

June he leases the Villa Foscarini on the Brenta. On June 16th, Manfred is published. In October, 

as he is finishing Childe Harold IV, he reads Whistlecraft, a mock-epic in ottava rima by John 

Hookham Frere: and writes Beppo in two nights by way of imitation. On December 10th, he 

hears that Newstead Abbey has at last been sold, to Colonel Thomas Wildman, for £94,554 3s 1d; 

his years of financial insecurity are at last over. 

 

April 2nd–September 26th 1817: Byron writes Mazeppa. 

April 19th 1817: Byron writes The Lament of Tasso. 

June 26th-July 19th 1817: Byron drafts Childe Harold’s Pilgrimage Canto IV. 

July 26th-27th 1817: Byron writes the Ode to Venice. 

 

Hoppner to Byron, from Este, September 5th 1817: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43448) 

Hoppner’s first known letter to Byron. 

Este 5
th

 September 1817 

My Lord 

 Having accidentally heard that your Lordship was in search of a summer residence in this part of 

Italy I have taken the liberty of addressing your Lordship, as circumstances require my return to 

England if not this Winter at least early in the spring, conceiving that the one I occupy might answer 

your wishes. – The house
1
 consisting of three best bed rooms, besides sitting rooms five or six in 

number, and rooms for four or five servants is completely furnished, and has besides the rare advantage 

in this country of being well supplied with water: there is a very good coach house and an excellent 

three stall stable. It stands in the centre of about 4 acres of ground well stocked with vines and all kinds 

of fruit trees, nearly at the foot of the Euganean Hills, and overlooks the town of Este, having 

 

The Right Hon
ble

 

Lord Byron &c. &. &. 
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1: The villa is called “I Cappuccini” at BLJ V 264 and Supp 47, “the villa Berlinger” by H. in his diary, and “the 

Villa d’Este” at BLJ V 274. 



 

behind it at about the distance of a couple of miles the village of Calaon, and a part of these hills which 

even in the times of the Romans was distinguished for its beauty, and is still without contradiction the 

prettiest part of them. The situation although within a few minutes walk of Este is very retired, and the 

neighbourhood abounds with pretty rides. – The rent which I pay is 48 Louis d’or per ann. And I have 

about two years of my lease to run. – If this is the kind of thing you want & your Lordship should think 

it worth your while to ride over here & look at the house, I shall have great pleasure in showing it to 

you. 

  I have the honor to be 

   My Lord 

    Your Lordships most obedient 

     Humble servant 

     R.B.Hoppner 

 
Byron to Hoppner, from Venice, September 12th 1817: 

(Source: Ms. not found; text from Moore’s Life II 144-5; LJ IV 166-7; BLJ V 264) 

Byron’s first known letter to Hoppner. He answers the previous item. 

 

La Mira, Sept. 12. 1817. 

I set out yesterday morning with the intention of paying my respects, and availing myself of your 

permission to walk over the premises. On arriving at Padua, I found that the march of the Austrian 

troops had engrossed so many horses, that those I could procure were hardly able to crawl; and their 

weakness, together with the prospect of finding none at all at the post-house of Monselice, and 

consequently either not arriving that day at Este, or so late as to be unable to return home the same 

evening, induced me to turn aside in a second visit to Arqua, instead of proceeding onwards; and even 

thus I hardly got back in time. 

 Next week I shall be obliged to be in Venice to meet Lord Kinnaird and his brother, who are 

expected in a few days. And this interruption, together with that occasioned by the continued march of 

the Austrians for the next few days, will not allow me to fix any precise period for availing myself of 

your kindness, though I should wish to take the earliest opportunity. Perhaps, if absent, you will have 

the goodness to permit one of your servants to show me the grounds and house, or as much of either as 

may be convenient; at any rate, I shall take the first occasion possible to go over, and regret very much 

that I was yesterday prevented. 

I have the honour to be your obliged, &c. 

 

Hoppner to Byron, from Este, September 5th 1817: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43448) 

Hoppner answers the previous item. 

Este 13
th

 Sep
r
 1817 

My Lord 

 I have just been honoured with your Lordship’s letter of yesterday’s date, and regret extremely that 

my invitation should have been the cause of so much unpleasant trouble.
2
 It will always be a great 

honour & a pleasure to me to receive your Lordship whenever you can make it convenient to come 

over to Este, as well, I need scarcely add, as M
r
 Hobhouse, or any of your friends you might like to 

bring with you;
3
 and I shall not fail, if any chance should call me from hence, which is not immediately 

probable, to leave directions for your Lordship to see every thing here. – I take this opportunity to state 

that, should the house answer your Lordship’s wishes, which I sincerely hope it may, there is a private 

stable within a short distance of the house which stands constantly empty, and where your Lordship 

might have permission to keep 

 

The Right Hon
ble

 

Lord Byron &c. &. &c. 

                                                           
2: B. and H. set out to see Hoppner’s villa on September 11th (six days after Hoppner invited them) but had to turn 

back because of the unavailability of adequate post-horses. See BLJ V 264, B.’s letter to Hoppner of September 

12th. B. did eventually lease the house (see BLJ V 274, letter to Hoppner of November 17th 1817), but never lived 

there, and sub-let it in turn to Sh., who wrote Lines written among the Euganean Hills, October 1818 there. 

3: B. eventually inspected the villa on November 1st 1817. H. records in his diary, Set out with Byron in his 

carriage at a quarter past six – went to Padua and Montselice and thence to Este and saw the villa Berlinger 

which he has taken off Hoppner our consul for 42 louis a year – a beautiful place on a green knoll – with the walls 

of the old Este castle opposite – (BL.Add.Mss 47234 f.31v.) 
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three or four horses, if you pleased, for a mere trifle. With regard to the Landlord of the House, as my 

lease allows me to let it, there can <be> no difficulty arise on his account, and the less so as by the laws 

of the country it is expressly allowed, <talking> even when there is no such stipulation in the Lease. Du 

reste I never see him, and have not yet experienced any kind of trouble from him. 

  I have the honor to be 

  My Lord 

   Your Lordship’s most obedient humble servant  

       R.B.Hoppner 

 
Isabelle Hoppner to Byron, from Este, October 3rd 1817: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43448) 

Este le 3 
octre

 1817 

Milord 

 Ayant apris par M
r
 Hoppner que vous viendriez voir Este pendant le tems que je m’y arreterai 

encore. Je viens vous avertir, que ce ne sera que jusqu’à Jeudi matin 8 de ce mois; afin de ne pas avoir 

le déplaisir de vous manquer, Si vous persisté [sic] dans cette intention, Milord, et sinon pour vous 

prier de me faire l’honneur de venir me voir à Venise; car je serai toujours charmée de faire votre 

connaissance et je pourrai de même, vous, y remettre 
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les listes de tout ce qui concerne cette campagne, j’y laisse un homme de garde, que sera dans le cas de 

vous montrer la maison et toutes ses dépendances, si vous aviez envie d’y venir après mon départ. 

 J’ai l’honneur d’être Milord 

  Votre très humble Servante 

   Isabelle Hoppner 

 

Translation: My Lord / Having gathered from Mr Hoppner that you were coming to see Este during 

the time that I would still be staying here, I am writing to warn you, so as not to have the unhappiness 

of missing you, that I shall not be here beyond Thursday the eighth of this month. If your intention is 

still the same, my Lord, [please visit us, and] if it is not I beg that you will do me the honour to come 

and see me at Venice, for I shall be delighted to make your acquaintance and I shall also leave you 

documents relating to everything about this country house. I shall leave a man in charge who will be 

able to show you the house and all its grounds, if you need to visit it after my departure. / I have the 

honour to be, my Lord, your most humble servant, Isabelle Hoppner. 

 

October 8th-10th 1817: Byron drafts Beppo in two nights. 

 

Hoppner to Byron from Venice,
4
 October 21st 1817 (a): 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43448) 

Venice 21 October 1817 

My Lord 

 I proposed to have done myself the honour of waiting on your Lordship this morning, but my 

servant whom I had sent to inquire at your Lodgings at what hour I might have that pleasure has just 

brought me word that you had returned to La Mira
5
 yesterday Evening. As I am ignorant when your 

Lordship will again revisit Venice, and I am under the necessity of sending in a few days to Este, I will 

direct my servant, if you have no objection, to call at your house as he passes, to receive your 

Lordship’s orders in case you desire to send any person there with him to view the house and receive 

possession of the furniture: in the mean time I have only to express my regret and that of M
rs
 Hoppner 

that we were not so fortunate 

 

The Right Hon
ble

 

Lord Byron &c. &c. &c. 

 

                                                           
4: The location of Hoppner’s Consulate is not known. 

5: Since June 4th 1817 B. had leased the Villa Foscarini on the Brenta river, to the north of Venice. 
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as to see your Lordship when you did us the honor to call at our door yesterday afternoon. I will with 

pleasure wait upon your Lordship at La Mira if you deem it necessary, and would have done it on my 

return but that having my brother
6
 with me extremely ill I am now officiating as nurse. – 

    I have the honor to remain 

     My Lord 

      Your Lordships most obedient 

       humble servant 

       R.B.Hoppner 

 

Byron to Hoppner, from La Mira, October 21st 1817: 

(Source: this text from BLJ Supp.47) 

Byron answers at once – presumably with a note carried by a servant. 

La Mira. Octr. 21st. 1817 

Dear Sir—On calling at your door yesterday I was informed that you had returned from your journey 

which I hope proved less disagreeable than you expected. In a note which I took the liberty of 

addressing to Mrs. Hoppner I mentioned that with your permission I considered myself as your 

tenant,—& I shall avail myself of the earliest opportunity of fulfilling the necessary arrangements on 

my return to Venice—which will be early in November—I hope that this will be satisfactory—

otherwise I can easily come up any morning you please during the present month.—With my respectful 

compliments to Mrs. Hoppner I have the honour to be yr. obliged 

& very obedt. Servt. 
BYRON 

Hoppner to Byron from Venice, October 21st 1817 (b): 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43448) 

[To The Right Hon
ble

 / Lord Byron / alla Mira] 

Hoppner answers the previous item, also at once. 

        Venice 21 Oct 1817 

My Lord 

 Before receiving your Lordship’s note of this day’s date I had already written to you & sent my 

letter to the Post having been disappointed of the pleasure of seeing your Lordship today as I hoped, 

not knowing that you had returned out of town last night. – Any arrangement that suits your Lordship 

will be satisfactory to me; but I take 

 

The Right Hon
ble

 

Lord Byron &c. &. &. 
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the liberty of mentioning that as the Italians are in the habit of putting their grounds in order at this 

Season of the year, the spring being too short and the Summer too hot, you may perhaps not be sorry to 

have early possession of the house; and therefore unless I shall hear from your Lordship to the Contrary 

I shall still direct my Servant to wait on your Lordship on his way to Este to receive your orders, either 

at the end or the beginning of next week 
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as I proposed in my letter of this morning. – I am much obliged to your Lordship for the interest you 

express in my Journey, which certainly did not prove so unpleasant to me as I expected, since although 

I found my Brother, and have brought him back with me extremely ill, his complaint was fortunately 

not of the dreadful nature I had been led to believe. – 

  I have the honor to be 

  My Lord 

   Your Lordship’s most 

   Obedient humble Servt 

   R.B.Hoppner 

 

                                                           
6: Hoppner rarely mentions his brother. 



Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, November 2nd 1817: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43448) 

Venice 2 Nov 1817 

My Lord 

 I have just been honored with your Lordship’s letter of yesterday’s date
7
 and regret extremely that 

my note of the preceding day should have induced you to believe that the Dutchess of Devonshire had 

put me to any trouble by forwarding her letter, which I now enclose, for your Lordship through me.
8
 I 

can only assure you that I never for a moment considered it as such, and that I shall always be very 

happy if my situation here affords me the means of being of any the least service to your Lordship. – It 

has given me great pleasure to learn that you are pleased with my late Summer’s Residence at Este, and 

I shall 

 

The R
t
 Hon

ble
 

Lord Byron &c. &. &. 
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be happy if your Lordship finds it as agreeable as we have done. With respect to any arrangements that 

are still to be made between us I can only report that whatever suits your Lordship will be satisfactory 

to me, and I shall be happy to receive you in Venice on any day or hour that may suit you, or if more 

agreeable I will gladly wait upon your Lordship if you will let me know when you arrive in Venice. 

  I have the honor to be 

   My Lord 

   Your Lordship’s most obedient 

   humble servant 

   R.B.Hoppner 

 

Byron to Hoppner, from Venice, November 20th 1817: 

(Source: Bixby, not seen; this text from BLJ V 274-5) 

 Venice – Nov. 20, 1817 

Dear Sir – I shall endeavour to keep the conditions of the lease and I had already decided to retain in 

my service the man whom you left in care of the place. I took the liberty of sending to request that you 

would accept cash for the draft immediately as I was making up some accounts, and also on account of 

the exchange as I wished to draw before it lowered still further which I understand will shortly be the 

case. I have sent you the publications you honoured me by requesting, and also the last poem of my 

friend Moore and one by Coleridge
9
 – which you have perhaps not seen – and of which I beg your 

acceptance as I have other copies of the same works and these can be spared without the least 

inconvenience to myself. If you have not read “Tales of my Landlord” I have duplicates and a set is at 

your service – they are well worth the perusal – and I will send them whenever you like. I have the 

honour to be 

Very truly your obedient & faithful svt., 
BYRON 

 

Byron to Hoppner, from Venice, November 28th 1817: 

(Source: text from Newstead Abbey Collection RB H21 ALS; BLJ V 275) 

Venice – Nov. 28
th

. 

1817 

Dear Sir, 

 I seem fated to give you trouble. Certain persons (or person) unknown this day walked into 

my hall and during the sleep or neglect of the Servants carried off a blue great coat – a water proof 

cloak – and a pair of Silver Candlesticks – of which larceny I have given notice to the Police – but they 

tell me that my complaint will come with greater weight – if the proofs be transmitted through your 

office and backed by some forms of which I am incompetent or ignorant. – If I am misinformed I hope 

you will excuse me and blame the bearer <wh> (an Italian in 
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7: This letter has not been found. 

8: B.’s letter to the Duchess, “promising to pay the rent” on 13 Piccadilly Terrace. 

9: The Moore poem must be Lalla Rookh (1817); no single poem by Coleridge springs to mind. 



my service who has brought me {back} this information & whom I have instructed to apprize you of all 

particulars) and if not may I beg your assistance or instruction – not to recover the Chattels {or the 

thief} – for that is hopeless – but to make the degree of objection to such conveyance – requisite to 

apprize the Venetian public that I would rather not be robbed if I could avoid it. – I should have done 

myself the honour of waiting on you instead of troubling you with this note had I not been laid up with 

a Cold which has made me deaf and inarticulate. – I have the honour to be 

very <truly> your 

obliged & faith S
t
. 

Byron 

To – R.B.Hoppner Esqre 

&c. [scrawl] 

 

Byron to Hoppner, from Venice, December 15th 1817: 

(Source: Ms. not found; text from Moore’s Life II 155-6; LJ IV 189; BLJ V 279) 

Venice, December 15. 1817. 

I should have thanked you before, for your favour a few days ago, had I not been in the intention of 

paying my respects, personally, this evening, from which I am deterred by the recollection that you will 

probably be at the Count Goess’s
10

 this evening, which has made me postpone my intrusion. 

 I think your Elegy a remarkably good one,
11

 not only as a composition, but both the politics and 

poetry contain a far greater portion of truth and generosity than belongs to the times, or to the 

professors of these opposite pursuits, which usually agree only in one point, as extremes meet. I do not 

know whether you wished me to retain the copy, but I shall retain it till you tell me otherwise; and am 

very much obliged by the perusal. 

 My own sentiments on Venice, &c., such as they are, I had already thrown into verse last 

summer, in the fourth Canto of Childe Harold, now in preparation for the press; and I think much more 

highly of them, for being in coincidence with yours. 

Believe me yours, &c. 

 

1818: Beppo is published anonymously on February 28th, and Childe Harold IV (with Byron’s 

name), on April 28th. Byron’s liaison with Marianna Segati ends, and he embarks upon a period 

of total debauchery, encouraged by the Venetian way of life. He leases the Palazzo Mocenigo on 

the Grand Canal. In June he wins a swimming race the length of the Grand Canal. Margarita 

Cogni becomes his mistress and housekeeper, cutting the household expenses by half. He writes 

Mazeppa, and begins Don Juan I, which he finishes on September 19th. He starts his Memoirs. 

On November 11th, John Hanson arrives in Venice with the papers for the sale of Newstead. 

Byron hears that Robert Southey, whom he despises already on political grounds, has been 

spreading rumours about his sex-life in Switzerland, and he composes the Dedication to Don 

Juan I, attacking Southey. He starts Don Juan II. 

 

Byron to Hoppner, from Venice, January 18th 1818: 

(Source: Ms. Buffalo and Erie County Public Library; this text from BLJ XI 191) 

A poem on the birth of Hoppner’s son. 

January 18th. 1818. 

 I wish you Joy and hope that the young Venetian and his Mother are both doing their best. – 

 

  His father’s Sense, his Mother’s Grace, 

  In Him I hope will always fit so 

  With (still to keep him in good case) 

  The Health and Appetite of Rizzo. –  

       yrs ever 

       [swirl] 

 

Byron to Hoppner, from Venice, February 28th 1818: 

(Source: Ms. not found; text from Moore’s Life II 165-6; LJ IV 204-6; BLJ VI 15) 

Venice, February 28. 1818. 

My dear Sir, 

                                                           
10: The Austrian governor of Venice. 

11: I have not found Hoppner’s Elegy. 



 Our friend, il Conte M., threw me into a cold sweat last night, by telling me of a menaced 

version of Manfred (in Venetian, I hope, to complete the thing) by some Italian,
12

 who had sent it to 

you for correction, which is the reason why I take the liberty of troubling you on the subject. If you 

have any means of communication with the man, would you permit me to convey to him the offer of 

any price he may obtain or think to obtain for his project, provided he will throw his translation into the 

fire, and promise not to undertake any other of that or any other of my things: I will send his money 

immediately on this condition. 

 As I did not write to the Italians, nor for the Italians, nor of the Italians, (except in a poem not yet 

published,
13

 where I have said all the good I know or do not know of them, and none of the harm,) I 

confess I wish that they would let me alone, and not drag me into their arena as one of the gladiators, in 

a silly contest which I neither understand nor have ever interfered with, having kept clear of all their 

literary parties, both here and at Milan, and elsewhere.—I came into Italy to feel the climate and be 

quiet, if possible. Mossi’s translation
14

 I would have prevented, if I had known it, or could have done 

so; and I trust that I shall yet be in time to stop this new gentleman, of whom I heard yesterday for the 

first time. He will only hurt himself, and do no good to his party, for in party the whole thing 

originates. Our modes of thinking and writing are so unutterably different, that I can conceive no 

greater absurdity than attempting to make any approach between the English and Italian poetry of the 

present day. I like the people very much, and their literature very much, but I am not the least 

ambitious of being the subject of their discussions literary and personal (which appear to be pretty 

much the same thing, as is the case in most countries); and if you can aid me in impeding this 

publication, you will add to much kindness already received from you by yours Ever and truly, 
BYRON. 

 

P.S. How is the son, and mamma? Well, I dare say. 

 

April 28th 1818: Childe Harold’s Pilgrimage Canto IV published. 

July 3rd 1818: Byron starts Don Juan Canto I. 

September 6th 1818: Byron finishes Don Juan Canto I. 

 
Hoppner to John Cam Hobhouse, from Venice, September 24th 1818:

15
 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43448) 

[John C. Hobhouse Esqre / at John Murray’s Esqre / Albemarle Street] 

Venice 24 7
bre

: 1818 

My dear Sir 

 I hope you are some way or another aware that your friends M
r
 & M

rs
 Smith

16
 did not reach Venice 

until the present moment, otherwise you must have but an ill opinion of my breeding in suffering your 

letter of the 30 May to be so long unanswered. I beg however to assure you that I take the first 

opportunity since their arrival of thanking you for your remembrance of me and mine, and for your 

favour in introducing these worthy and agreable people to our acquaintance. – I fear that in desiring me 

to write to you, you little know how great a task you entail on yourself, at least if you deem it necessary 

to read my prosaick effusions. Venice to a person who dislikes the place as much as I do, who consider 

it, I am sorry to say as my prison, and its inhabitants in a worse light than if they were jailors, can 

afford very little entertaining chatter for a letter; to you, too, in particular who are so much interested in 

politicks; for as no political change is likely to originate here, it is little worth anyones while to collect 

the idle ravings of such miserable dastards as are its present 
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12: A prose translation of Manfred by Silvio Pellico was published in Milan in 1818; but B. had met Pellico. 

13: CHP IV. 

14: Pelegrino Rossi’s [sic] translation of The Giaour was published in Geneva and Paris 1817, Milan 1818. 

15: H. was with B. in Venice throughout the latter part of 1817. His initial impression of Hoppner was poor. He 

wrote in his diary on November 17th: Hoppner the painter’s son consul here tells Byron he feels no sympathy with 

the Italians who lost their liberties to the French – this is the way these scoundrels [that is, consuls] talk and write 

home to their government who call their nonsense good information … (BL.Add.Mss. 47234 ff.33r-v). Later he 

revised his impression, writing on December 6th, … dined at Hoppner’s – our Consul – a good fellow – a little too 

witty with his friend Count Rizzo about acting – Mrs Hoppner a charming Swiss woman …(BL.Add.Mss.47234 

f.37r) 

16: Unidentified. 



inhabitants. I might indeed find sufficient matter for a letter in writing to you of your friend Lord 

Byron, but as I know he keeps you regularly informed of all that relates to him I will only mention a 

circumstance which he no doubt has not thought it worth his while to make the subject of a paragraph 

in any of his letters to you: that I owe to his kindness in permitting me to <write/>ride with him daily, 

the enjoyment of better health this year than I have known since I left England, & that he has had the 

miraculous power of dispossessing me of the black demon Ennui, who had been my constant tormentor 

since I came to reside amongst these ruins of a former world. – 

 We owe to Mr Smith’s arrival the pleasure of seeing the fourth Canto of Childe Harold with your 

admirable illustrations.
17

 Neither of these had before reached Venice, and it will add something to our 

regret at that gentleman’s departure, that he will again leave Venice without a copy of your work, for 

Mr Albrizzi
18

 to whom you sent one is not at present here. – In looking over the notes of the 4
th

 Canto I 

have met with one or two errors which I hope you will pardon me the liberty I take in pointing out to 

you. The first you will find in the translation of Peter Doria’s answer to the Venetian deputies: the 

meaning as I take it of 
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“Imbrinati che gli havremo, in faremo stare in lucona pace”, being “as soon as we have bridled them 

we will leave you in peace”.
19

 Alluding to the preceding sentence of his answer. – In this opinion Lord 

Byron agrees with me, and he has encouraged me to mention it to you. The other <error> I have met 

with is at page 168, at the conclusion of the note in Pietro Aretin, where you say that the church of S
t
 

Luke at Venice is now changed into a Lamp warehouse, this not being the case, as S
t
 Luke is one of the 

most fashionable & frequented churches here.
20

 

 But I fear I am indiscreet in taking up so much of your valuable time: I beg you however to 

recollect that you have brought this letter on yourself, & that if you had not desired me to write to you I 

should never have taken the liberty of [Ms.tear] you the above remarks which if they appear to you 

[Ms.tear: “impertinent”?] I beg you not to ascribe them to any intention of being so on my part. M
rs
 

Hoppner who has not forgot your kind promise of introducing her to your family desires her best 

compliments to you, and I remain my dear Sir 

     ever sincerely yours 

      R.B.Hoppner. 

 

Lord Byron desires me to say that he thinks your essay on Italian Literature perfect. –
21

 

 

Byron to Hoppner, from Venice, November 25th 1818: 

(Source: text from copy at B.L.Charnwood 70949, microfilm, ff.200-1; BLJ VI 84) 

Venice 

Nov. 25
th

. 1818. 

My dear Sir, 

 Many thanks for your kind note.
22

 Believe me I am truly grateful for attention so little deserved 

– you have no reason to be apprehensive that I should be displeased at your offer. – The remarks you 

make at the bottom of your letter cannot be more pertinent. We are all heirs to misfortune and 

disappointments – but poets especially seem to be a marked race – who has not heard of the blindness 

of Milton – the wretched life, and still more unhappy death of Otway – the long sufferings & 

unrequited services of Cowley and of Butler – the struggles against poverty & malice which occupied 

the life of Dryden – the constitutional infirmities which embittered the existence of Pope – the 

lamentable idiocy & madness of Swift – the almost unparalleled miseries 
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and unhappy end of Savage – the frenzy of Collins – the indigence of Goldsmith – the morbid 

melancholy and sullen discontent of Johnson – the hypochondrianism of Gray and of Beattie – the 

                                                           
17: H.’s Historical Illustrations to the Fourth Canto of Childe Harold’s Pilgrimage. 

18: Son of the Venetian society hostess Countess Albrizzi. 

19: H.’s translation is “Wild as we may find them, we will soon make them stand still” (CPW II 226). 

20: “… all memorial of this author [Aretino] has disappeared from the church of St Luke, which is now changed 

into a lamp warehouse” (CPW II 327). 

21: The essay on Italian Literature in H.’s Historical Illustrations was actually written by Ugo Foscolo – a fact 

which B. almost certainly knows, and Hoppner doesn’t. 

22: Note not found. 



tragical catastrophe of Chatterton – the disappointed hopes and premature death of Burns – and the 

sickness, despondency, and madness of Cowper? To this deplorable list many additions might be made 

– – – Let me offer my most sincere wishes for your health and happiness – and allow me still to 

subscribe myself 

yours most sincerely 

BYRON 

To 

 T.Hoppner Esqre 

  British Consul 

   &c: &c: &c: 

    Venice 

 

December 13th 1818: Byron starts Don Juan Canto II. 

 

Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, late December 1818: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43448) 

Hoppner’s tone is by now more familiar. 

 

My dear Lord 

 Lady Morgan has taken a strange method to insure a favorable reception for herself & did thus: I 

hope either when she comes or before she will enable us to judge of her skill in portrait painting. ——

——— 
23

 

 It seems that absence is not only a cure for love but for dislike too as Hobhouse who could not bear 

the old Albrizzi while here has now set up as the champion of the dear little love – I am sorry however 

to find that he has separated himself entirely from the Whigs & has quarrelled with Lord Holland 

House, as they may prejudice his chance of election. According to the present system of politics, a man 

should never quarrel with his party, till nothing more is to be got from it – 

 I have taken the liberty of preventing Edgecombe
24

 of going to Mad:
e
 Cavazzi Zergi, who I know to 

be one of the most worthless drabs that Venice contains. – This unfortunate Frenchman is not the first 

stranger she 
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has ruined, and for heaven’s sake if you have any means and intentions of assisting him, do not make 

her the medium, as your bounty will certainly stop by the way. I fear however that he is past any 

material assistance: he has a debt with the master of the White Lion of upwards of 12000 francs, and 

having forfeited his half pay by quitting France without leave, can hope for no assistance from his own 

family, which, although once of considerable property, and still perhaps of great respectability, is, I am 

informed by the French Consul, totally ruined. If the poor man recovers from his wound he has little to 

expect in Venice, I fear, but imprisonment for his debt & misery, which he owes in a great measure to 

the extravagance & infamy of the W―― who has now had the impudence to address you not only in 

his, but in her own behalf. – Excuse my warmth which perhaps you may think impertinent & believe 

me now as was 

     Your devoted 

      R.B.Hoppner 

 

There is an Englishman here of the name of Wraxall: if he is the son of Sir Nat. the traveller he is a 

person to be avoided. 

 

Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, between December 13th 1818 and February 23rd 1819: 

(Source: text from McGann and Levine, eds., Manuscripts of the Younger Romantics, Byron II, Don 

Juan Cantos I-V, Manuscript, Garland 1985, p.133. 

B. has composed, on the back of this note from Hoppner, stanza 90 of Canto II of Don Juan.) 

 

 My dear Lord 

                                                           
23: Italy, by Lady Morgan, was published in 1821. She has a chapter on Venice, written from a liberal perspective. 

Hoppner seems to have been observing her researches. 

24: Edgecombe (Christian name unrecorded; surname doesn’t seem French) was a clerk at the Consulate, whom B. 

employed earlier in 1819 to look after his Venetian affairs while he went to Ravenna, after Teresa Guiccioli. He 

became very dissatisfied with the accounts with which Edgecombe presented him on his return: see below. 



 M
r
 Edgecombe would not take the trouble of asking Fletcher for the 3

rd
 Vol. and M

r
 Fletcher 

would not be at the pains of geting it without being asked, so that between the two I am fated to remain 

in ignorance of the news of Jenny Dean’s travel to London;
25

 unless yr L
dp

 kindly order some one to 

deliver it to the bearer of these presents on Shrovetuesday
26

 if not sooner I hope to have again the 

pleasure of seeing you, & pray try & amend your looks for I was really distressed to find you looking 

so unwell. – Believe me as 

    your Lordship’s faithful Serv
t
. 

    Friday – 

    R.B.Hoppner 

 

1819: Byron’s English associates advise against publishing Don Juan I, because of its portrait of 

Annabella in Donna Inez. On the night of April 1st/2nd, the day on which he sends Don Juan II 

to John Murray, Byron meets and falls in love with Teresa Guiccioli. He follows her to Ravenna. 

Mazeppa is published on June 28th, and Don Juan I and II (anonymously and with no publisher’s 

name) on July 15th. Teresa comes with him to Venice, then returns to Ravenna with her 

husband. On December 24th, Byron arrives in Ravenna. Don Juan III and IV are written. 

 

May 1819: the elephant runs amock north of the Riva dei’Schiavoni. 

 

Byron to Hoppner, from Padua, June 2nd 1819 

(Source: not yet seen in NLS; text from BLJ VI 143, adapted) 

Padua June 2
d
. 1819 

My dear Hoppner, 

 When you see that learned Clerk Edgecombe – will you tell him in your most 

agreeable manner – that the repairs of the Carriages which he stated to be so complete as to warrant 

him in paying one hundred francs above the agreement are very far from doing credit to him or to the 

Coach=maker here – the wheels of the Servants carriage had not been touched – the wheels of my own 

made rather worse than before – and so far from being cleaned they had not even wiped the Glasses; – 

will you hint to him that if I do not find my Palazzo and Casini – in town & country in rather better 

order at my ritorno than I found the carriages at setting out – I will remit him to be Supercargo to a 

Venetian fishing boat. – And now he may go home and beat M
rs
. Edgecombe. – – 

I am just setting off for Ferrara – Mengaldo gave me a letter to the Podesta Count Mosti – for which – I 

am grateful which is a troublesome sensation. – – I am proceeding in no very good humour – for La 

G.’s instructions are rather calculated to produce an éclat – and perhaps a scene – – than any decent 

iniquity; – I had a letter from her on Monday which merely repeated the directions she had given me 

before with the addition of something about her own house. – Now to go to cuckold a Papal Count, 

who like Candide – has already been “the death of two men, one of whom was a priest”
27

 in his own 

house is rather too much for my modesty – when there are several other places at least as good for the 

purpose. – – She says they must go to Bologna in the middle of June – and why the devil then drag me 

to Ravenna? – However I shall determine nothing till I get to Bologna – and probably take some time 

to decide when I am there – so that – the Gods willing – you may probably see me again soon. – The 

Charmer forgets that a man may be whistled any where before – but that after – a Journey in an Italian 

June is a Conscription – and therefore She should have been less liberal in Venice – or less exigent at 

Ravenna. – If I was not the most constant of men – I should now be swimming from the Lido – instead 

of smoking in the dust of Padua. – Should there be letters from England – let them wait my return. – 

And do look at my house and (not lands but) Waters, and scold – and deal out the monies to 

Edgecombe with an air of reluctance – and a shake of the head – and put queer questions to him – and 

turn up your nose when he answers. – – Make my respects to the Consuless – and to the Chevalier – 

and to Scotin – and to all the Counts & Countesses of my acquaintance – and believe me ever 

 y
r
. disconsolate & aftec

te
. 

  B 

 

Byron to Hoppner, from Bologna, June 6th 1819: 

(Source: text from Morgan Library MA 0062, 286952, Item 48; BLJ VI 146) 

Transcription by Paul Curtis, modified 

 

                                                           
25: For “Jenny” read “Jeannie” and for “Dean’s” read “Deans”: the heroine of Scott’s The Heart of Midlothian. 

26: In 1819, Shrove Tuesday fell on February 23rd. 

27: Alessandro Guiccioli was credited with several murders, but I do not believe he was a Papal count. 



[A. Monsieur / Monsieur R. B. Hoppner / Consul General / De sa Majeste Brit
gne

. / a / Venezia. –] 

 

Bologna. June 6
th

. 

1819. 

Dear Hoppner –  

                        I am at length joined to Bologna – where I am settled like a Sausage 
28

 – and shall be 

broiled like one if this weather continues. – Will you  thank Mengaldo
29

 on my part for the Ferrara 

acquaintance – which was a very agreeable one – I staid two days at Ferrara – & was much pleased 

with the Count Mosti and the little the shortness of the time permitted me to see of his family. – I went 

to his Conversazione  which is very far superior to anything  of the kind at Venice – the women 

{almost} all  young – several pretty – and the men  courteous & cleanly; the Lady of the  mansion who 

is young – lately married – and 
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with child – appeared very pretty by Candle light (I did not see her by day) pleasing in her manners and 

very lady=like – or thorough=bred as we call it in England a kind of thing which reminds me of a racer 

– an Antelope – or an Italian Grey=hound – – She seems very fond of her husband who is amiable and 

accomplished – {he} has been in England two or three  times – and is young. – The Sister – a Countess 

Somebody – I forget what – they are both Maffei by birth – and Veronese of course – is a lady of more 

display – she  sings & plays divinely – but I thought She was a d—d long time about it – – her likeness 

to Madame Flahaut – (Miss Mercer  that was) is something quite extraordinary – I had but a bird’s eye 

view of these people 
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and shall not probably see them again – but I am very much obliged to Mengaldo for letting me see 

them at all; – whenever I meet with any – thing agreeable in this world it surprizes me so much – and 

pleases me so much (when my passions are not interested one way or the other) that I go on wondering 

for a week to come. – I fell {too} in great admiration of the Cardinal Legate’s red Stockings. – – I 

found too such a pretty epitaph in the Certosa Cimetery – or rather two – one was 

 

                Martini Luigi 

                              Implora pace. – 

the other –  

                        Lucrezia Picini  

                               “Implora eterna quiete.” 

 

that was all – but it appears to me that  

 

1:4 

 

these two and three words comprize and compress all that can be said {on the subject} – and then in 

Italian they are absolute Music. – – –  They contain doubt – hope – and humility – nothing can be more 

pathetic than the “implora” and the modesty of the request – they have had enough of life – they want 

nothing but rest – they implore it – and “eterna quieta” – it is like a Greek inscription in some good old 

Heathen “City of the dead”. – Pray – if I am shovelled into the Lido Church=yard – in your time – let 

me have the “implora pace” and nothing else for my epitaph – I never  met with any antient or modern 

that  pleased me a tenth part so much. – – – 

In about a day or two after you receive this letter I will thank you to 

 

2:1 

 

2.) desire Edgecombe to prepare for my  return – shall go back to Venice before I village <at> {on} the 

Brenta. – – – I shall stay but a few days in Bologna, I am just going out to see sights, but  shall not 

present my introductory letters for a day or two till I have run over again the place & pictures – – nor 

perhaps at all if I find that I <like> have books & sights enough to do without the inhabitants. – – – 

                                                           
28: See sausage joke in B. to Hobhouse, May 17th 1819. 

29: Angelo Mengaldo, with whom B. swims the Grand Canal. He had fought with Napoleon in Russia. 



After that I shall return to Venice where you may expect me about the eleventh – or perhaps sooner – 

<xxxx> {pray make} my thanks {acceptable} to Mengaldo – my respects to the Consuless – and to M
r
. 

Scott; – <believe me> I hope my daughter is well – ever y
rs
 

                                                   & truly  

                                                      Byron 

P.S. 

I went over the Ariosto M.S. &
c
, &

c
. again at Ferrara – with the Castle – and Cell

30
 – and House – &

c
. 

&
c
. &

c
. – – – – 

 

2:2 [top half of torn page:] One of the Ferrarese asked me if I knew “Lord Byron” an acquaintance of 

his now at Naples – I told him No – <it> {which} was true both ways – for I know not the Impostor 

and in the other – no one knows himself. – He stared when told that I was “the real Simon Pure.”
31

 – 

Another asked me if I had not translated “Tasso”. –You see what fame is how accurate – how 

boundless; – I don’t know how 
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others feel – but I am always the lighter and the better looked on when I have got rid of  mine – it sits 

on me like armour on the Lord Mayor’s Champion – and I got rid of all the husk of literature – and the 

attendant babble by answering that I had not translated Tasso. – but a namesake had – and by the 

blessing of Heaven I looked so little like a poet that every body believed me. – – – – 

 

[mirror image to the address:] I am just setting off for Ravenna. – June 8
th

 1819. I changed my mind 

this morning & decided to go on – – 

 

Byron moves to Ravenna to be with Teresa, June 10th 1819. 

 

Hopper to Byron, from Venice, June 16th 1819: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43448) 

 [VENEZIA / REGNO LOMBARDO VENETO / The Right Hon
ble 

Lord Byron / Albergo del Pelegrino 

/ in / Bologna // BOLOGNA 20 GUG
O
] 

Hoppner answers the previous item. 

Venice 16 June 1819 

My dear Lord 

 Yours of the 10:
th32

 reached me yesterday morning and I dispatched Edgecombe as soon as I could 

find him with orders to Augustine
33

 at the Mira, who from his account could set off with your carriage 

& horses this Morn: at day break, and will be, I should hope, early on the day after tomorrow at 

Bologna. I am rejoiced to think that you have found wherewithall to amuse yourself,
34

 as you appear to 

have quite given up your late hasty determination to return to Venice I do not know whether there were 

any letters for your Lordship, but newspapers I take it for granted there will have been, so that I need 

not inform you of Hobhouse having received a challenge from old Major Cartwright,
35

 a scrape into 

which poor Hobby’s size, rather than his oratory, must have brought him, though it appears he is 

willing to make up by the length of {his} discourses {for} any deficiency there may be in the former, to 

say nothing of a small species of vehemence natural 
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to little people. –
36

 

 I was much amused by your account of Ferrara & your occupation at Bologna. Who would have 

thought of looking for you among the tombs?
37

 & of the Certosini
38

 too! Notwithstanding the dark 

                                                           
30: The cell in which Tasso was imprisoned. 

31: Susanna Centlivre, A Bold Stroke for a Wife. 

32: We do not have B.’s letter to Hoppner of June 10th 1819. 

33: Augustine was B.’s coachman: little employed at Venice. See BLJ VII 66. 

34: B. fell in love with Teresa Guiccioli on April 2nd/3rd 1819, and is now at Ravenna with her and her husband. 

35: Major Cartwright was an eccentric campaigner for parliamentary reform, on whose behalf B. had made the 

third of his speeches in the Lords. He had come bottom in the Westminster poll of March 3rd 1819, taken umbrage 

at words of H. (who had come second), challenged him, but was persuaded by H.’s courtesy to withdraw the 

challenge. 

36: Notice Hoppner’s casual allusion to the dwarfishness and prolixity of H., B.’s best friend. 



picture you delight in giving of yourself you are not quite so unsocial as these associated anchorets. – 

However I am as much pleased as you are with the simplicity & phrasing of these monument 

inscriptions, and as you have related the implora pace. I will keep the eterna quiete for myself. I do not 

mean to affront you by supposing that there is any comparison between my fiddling existence, & your 

active & interesting life; but such as mine is, I have had my share of trouble brought on by myself, 

pardon me for saying so, like yours, and quiete will be as welcome to me as peace to your Lordship. 

Besides if I am worth a gravestone I will cause it to published thereon to the passing stranger, that this 

my humble Epitaph was composed by you. He will think more of it & of me than if he heard than if he 

heard that the first came from the Certosa at Bologna & that the latter was only fit to have been sent 

there. 

 It is a thousand pities for your sake 
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as well as my own that I dare not always speak to you as I think but if I tell you something for your 

own advantage which immediately concerns another person, you directly acquaint that third person 

whence you received the information & then what <was/>is intended for your good alone, becomes a 

means of making me hated by others.
39

 As you <may> {take any} delight in saying ill natured things, 

you will not be surprised at the above remark, however puzzled you may be to guess at its meaning, & 

puzzled you must remain & to your own cost for the very reason that it implies: for though I have to 

tell you my secret,
40

 I dare not, while I know it will cease to be one the moment it passes my pen or my 

lip. Do not fancy your life is in any danger: on that score there is no need of alarm. By the time you 

return I will endeavour to find out the means of letting you into the signification of all this, without 

your suspecting that the explanation comes from me, by which you will be benefited, & my conscience 

at ease {without risk to my person}. In the mean time command me to the extent of my abilities for no 

one is more sincerely devoted to your service than 

   My dear Lord 

    Your faithful Servt 

     R.B.Hoppner 

 

Allegra
41

 has a violent cough I fear the hooping cough. – M
rs
 Hoppner desires her compliments. 

 

June 18th 1819: Byron starts The Prophecy of Dante. 

 

                                                                                                                                                                      
37: B. had admired the modest inscriptions on the gravestones in the Certosa cemetery: “Martini Luigi / Implora 

pace” – “Lucrezia Picini / Implora eterna quiete”: see BLJ VI 146-7. 

38: The Certosa is the Charterhouse of Bologna. Its cemetery is famous. 

39: Compare William Parry: “Neither could he bear concealment in others. If one person were to speak of a third 

party in his presence, he would be sure to repeat it the first time the two opponents were in presence of one 

another. This was a habit of which his acquaintance were well aware, and it spared Lord Byron the trouble of 

listening to a mob of idle and degrading calumnies. He probably expected by it, to teach others that sincerity he 

prized so highly; at the same time, he was not insensible to pleasure, at seeing the confusion of the party exposed” 

(HVSV 511). 

40: Hoppner wishes to warn B. off his liaison with Teresa Guiccioli, but dare not. He summons up the courage in 

his letter of July 9th. 

41: B.’s illegitimate daughter (1817-1822) by Claire Clairmont had been looked after by the Hoppners. 



 
 

The Palazzo Guiccioli. 

 

Byron to Hoppner, from Ravenna, June 20th 1819: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43448; LJ IV 317-22; QII 459-60; BLJ VI 163-4) 

Byron answers the previous item, giving details of his liaison with Teresa. 

Ravenna. June 20
th

. 1819 – 

My dear Hoppner – 

 I wrote to you a week ago (particularly begging a line in answer<)> by return of post) 

to request you would send off Augustine with the two Grey saddle horses – and the Carriage & 

Carriage horses – saddles &
c
. to wait for me at the Pelegrino – (the Inn there) in Bologna. – To this 

letter & one of the same purport to M
r
. Scott I have had no answer – which makes me uneasy as I shall 

{probably} not return to Venice for some time. – I wished my {English} letters also to be forwarded 

<by> {with} Augustine to Bologna. – If there was any want of Money – Siri & Willhalm would equip 

him. – – – 

Pray write to me here (Ravenna) by next post – it will reach me in time, – and do not let Augustine 

delay a moment for the {nonsense of that} son of a b — h Edgecombe – who may probably be the 

cause of his dawdling. I wrote to you from Padua – and from 
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Bologna – & since from Ravenna. – – 

I find my situation very agreeable – but want my horses very much – there being good riding in the 

environs.
42

 – I can fix no time for my return to Venice – it may be soon or late – or not at all – it all 

depends on the Dama, whom I found very seriously in bed with a cough and spitting of blood &
c
. – all 

of which has subsided – and something else has recommenced. – Her miscarriage
43

 has<changed> 

{made} her a good deal thinner; – and I found all the people here firmly persuaded that she would 

never recover; – they were mistaken however. – My letters were useful as far as I employed them – and 

I like both the place and people – though I don’t trouble the latter more than I can help. – 

She manages very well – though the local is inconvenient – (no bolts and be d — d to them) and we run 

great risks – (were it not 
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at sleeping hours – after dinner) – and no place – but the great Saloon of his own palace – so that if I 

come away with a <Still> <Stel> Stiletto in my gizzard some fine afternoon – I shall not be astonished. 

– – – I can’t make him out at all – he visits me frequently – and takes me out (like Whittington the Lord 

Mayor) in a coach and six horses – the fact appears to be that he is completely governed by her – for 

that matter – so am I. – The people here don’t know what to make of us – as he had the character of 

                                                           
42: In the pine forests near Ravenna; see DJ III sts.105-6. 

43: Teresa miscarried with a child of Alessandro. 



Jealousy with all his wives – this is the third. – He is the richest of the Ravennese by their <own> own 

account – but is not popular among them. – – By the aid of a Priest
44

 – a Chambermaid – a young 

Negro{=boy} and a female friend
45

 – we are enabled to carry on our unlawful loves as far as they can 

well go – though generally with some peril
46

 – 
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especially as the female friend and priest are at present out of town for some days – so that some of the 

precautions devolve upon the Maid and Negro. – – – 

Now do pray – send off Augustine – & carriage – and cattle to Bologna without fail or delay – or I 

shall lose my remaining Shred of senses. – – – – 

Don’t forget this. – – My coming – going – and every thing depends upon her entirely just as M
rs
. 

Hoppner – (to whom I remit my reverences) said, in the true spirit of female prophecy. – – – – 

You are but a shabby fellow not to have written before – and I am truly 

 yrs[scrawl] 

P.S. – Address by return of Post to me – at Ravenna. 

 

Byron to Hoppner, from Ravenna, June 22nd 1819: 

(Source: Harry Ransom Center, Texas, photocopy from microfilm; BLJ VI 164) 

[Al’ Nobil Sig
re

 / R.B.Hoppner / Console Generale / d’Inghilterra &
c
. / Venezia / Venezia.] 

Alessandro wants to be an English Vice-Consul. 
Ravenna, June 22

d
. 1819 

My dear Hoppner – 

 I am commissioned to ask you a question and a favour – which would be a favour 

to me in serving a person to whom I have some obligations. – Can you make a Vice=Consul? – 

(without salary of course and merely for his protection the person’s principal object) could you appoint 

one here – at Ravenna? – and if you can will you? – Here is what I have to ask – & what I trust you 

will answer. – The Applicant
47

 through me to you is a Roman subject – whom of course it would be 

proper for you to know – before his appointment – all this I will tell you in time. – His object is to have 

a British protection – he is rich & independent – but he does not trust to 
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the arbitrary proceedings on this side the Po – and would wish to have a British diploma in his favour – 

this would be obtained by a Vice=Consulate – he desires nothing more – there is no great commerce 

here – he could do no harm – & might do {some} good. – – I wish to add that I should have great 

pleasure if you could do this without inconvenience to yourself – or if not – if you could <obt> obtain it 

of Stanley – or some other of your Consular Brethren. – It would be a favour to the person – and to me 

as the Mediator – always providing first that you approve of the person when named – as I shall be at 

liberty to name him – in case that you have the power – the will will be for you 
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to decide afterwards. – I wrote to you twice from this place – to which I beg an answer by return <of> 

of post. 

 ever y
rs
. 

  very truly 

   & [scrawl] 

 Byron 

– – –  

 

P.S. – My best compliments to Mrs. Hoppner. – – – – 

 

June 28th 1819: Mazeppa and Venice an Ode published. 

 

Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, June 29th 1819: 

                                                           
44: Perhaps Lega Zambelli, who was a defrocked priest. 

45: Fanny Silvestrini. 

46: In fact every other servant in the place was spying for Alessandro. 

47: Alessandro Guiccioli. 



(Source: text from NLS Ms.43448) 

[VENEZIA / REGNO LOMBARDO VENETO / The Right Hon
ble

 Lord Byron / Poste Restante à 

Ravenna] 

Hoppner answers the two previous items. 

        Venice 29:
th

 June 1819 

My dear Lord 

 Your two letters of the 20
th

 & 22
nd

: arrived during my absence from Venice on a short excursion 

which I have been making to Belluno and Agorso, and as both M
rs
 Hoppner and M

r
 Dorville

48
 wrote to 

acquaint you with my absence, and with my punctuality in sending off your carriage and horses, and 

answering your former letter. I hope that whatever delay may have occurred, You will have done me 

the justice not to attribute it to any neglect on my part. With regard to the letters which were here in 

Siri & Wilhalm’s
49

 hands I can assure Y
r
 Lordship that on the same day that I received your letter 

desiring <me> to send Augustine with your carriage, I particularly directed Edgecombe to call at the 

Bankers and take up any which might be there for you, but either he forgot to do so, or thought the 

walk too long under a boiling sun, for he certainly neglected to do it, as I learned accidentally a few 

days afterwards, & recommended them to send the letters by the Post. Long before this reaches you, all 

your uneasiness will have been removed, but you will oblige 
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me very much by letting me know what you have discovered of the cause of Augustine’s delay which 

to me is quite incomprehensible. 

 By Mrs Hoppners letter you will have learnt our intention of making a little trip into Switzerland 

this Summer. This we are induced to do by the opportunity which is afforded us of making the journey 

very economically, by the offer we have received of conveyance there & back free of expense as far as 

carriage & horses go, an offer so tempting as to have proved quite irresist<a/>ible. We are however a 

little embarrassed on Allegra’s account not exactly knowing what to do with her during our absence as 

however much we wish to do it, we fear it will not be possible <for us> to take her with us. This we 

would gladly have done on the child’s account, with whom this climate evidently disagrees, and if it 

suited your views to put her under the care of any Swiss family by whom she would be brought up with 

the same attention as of she were their own child, at an expense not exceeding what she costs you here 

we will still contrive to convey her with us, & place her in such a situation as cannot fail to be 

satisfactory to your paternal feelings. In every respect Allegra will gain by this arrangement, and with 

the reflection of having placed her where her health is less exposed than it is here, and her 
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chances of education much better, I cannot think but that you will gain likewise. – Should you not 

accede to this plan which I suggest in the full persuasion that it will be as advantageous to you as to 

her, we will endeavour to place her at the Martens’s at La Mira,
50

 a change of air being absolutely 

necessary for her, until our return which will be in the early part of October. I am sorry to tell you that 

both our children have the hooping cough though not very violently, another reason why a change of 

air is advisable. This is plaguing you sadly with domestic concerns, & I regret it is necessary to do so: 

but the time of our departure approaching, your opinion upon these matters cannot be dispensed with 

previous to our leaving Venice [tear] you be tempted to protract your absence even after I am away 

you may place perfect reliance in M
r
 Dorville who will execute any order you may have to 

communicate. I am glad you amuse yourself so well, but would have you take care of the Stiletto. A 

blow in the dark costs but little to people who are accustomed to make their passions stifle any appeals 

their consciences might foolishly attempt to make to them, & to whom honour is a dead letter. Still as 

you are so well protected I do not think your danger very imminent. Pray answer me directly on the 

subject of this letter and believe me my dear Lord 

   Your obliged & faithful Serv
t
 

    R.B.Hoppner 

1:4 

 

                                                           
48: Henry Dorville (perhaps “D’Orville”) was English Vice-Consul in Venice. 

49: Siri and Wilhalm were B.’s bankers in Venice. 

50: Martens was the Danish Consul. 



[above address:] I am sorry it is not in my power assist you respecting the Vice Consulship at Ravenna. 

My consular district extends to this side of the Po, & on the other side Mr Parkes commences. With this 

gentleman I have no personal acquaintance, and our only official communication has been rather of an 

unfriendly character. – I am told he is a great coxcomb, & I know him to be much disliked by Lord 

Burghersh
51

 under whose orders [below address:] he is placed. Could it suit your friend to reside on 

this side of the Po, any appointment I have at my disposal is much at his service – Pray excuse the 

abrupt answer to your letter of the 22
nd

, which to say the truth I had forgot until I could only answer it 

in a postscript. 

  RBH. 

 

Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, July 1st 1819: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43448) 

Venice 1
st
: July 1819 

My dear Lord 

 I wrote to your Lordship on Tuesday by the Post, and hope you will have received and considered 

the proposal contained in my letter. Meeting M
r
 Scott yesterday at S

t
 Marcs by accident I mentioned to 

him the proposition I had made to you respecting Allegra which was honored by his approbation, a 

circumstance I mention to you knowing the high opinion you entertain of his judgement. Signor 

Leonard
52

 who called here this morning to let me know of his arrival & immediate return affords me a 

favourable opportunity of sending you some books which I have received for you, and which I hope 

will assist in diverting the melancholy that now hangs upon your spirits in consequence of the afflicting 

situation of your charmer. – I do not yet know whether Aglietti
53
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has obtained permission of the Governor to proceed to Ravenna; but doubt not of his success being 

urged by two powerful motives. The hope of getting a short respite from his official fatigues, and at the 

same time of earning a little money to exert his best rhetorical powers. May you have every reason to 

be satisfied with his skill. It is certainly very hard upon you, having gone to Ravenna for corporeal 

purposes alone to have so cruel an attack made on your sensibility, as that which you have experienced. 

It was a cruel oversight of the old fortune teller not to have prepared you for such a misfortune. 

 I have received a letter from Wraxall the father
54

 thanking me for what I have done, & requesting 

me to keep his son in confinement for life: protesting that from his infamy he has given repeated proofs 

of insanity: He certainly has given another this morning, having written me a letter in which he accuses 

me of 
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rendering his parents wretched. This is what one gets by interfering to assist others out of the 

difficulties they plunge themselves into. I now mean to let him go to the devil his own way. – Pray give 

me an answer respecting Allegra. – I have calculated that in Venice she costs you upwards of 50{£} a 

year at present. In Switzerland you will be able to place her comfortably for much less now and if you 

determine to have her there as she grows up it will be many years before she will cost you more than 

that. I know that this is no consideration with you: but I am scrupulous in the performance of my duty, 

& all you can do is to abuse me as Mr Wraxall has done. – Adieu my dear Lord I hope your affliction 

may speedily terminate
55

 & beg you to believe me your faithful & devoted Servt 

    R.B.Hoppner 

 

M
rs
 Hoppner desires her Comp

s
 & regrets equally with myself your heavy misfortunes. 

 

Byron to Hoppner, from Ravenna, July 2nd 1819: 

                                                           
51: Lord Burghersh was, intermittently, Envoy Extraordinary to the Court of Lucca, though he resided at Florence; 

in effect, English Ambassador to Northern Italy. 

52: Lionardo, B.’s courier. 

53: Francesco Aglietti (1757-1836), poet, scholar and physician; although at BLJ V 197 he is “that prig”, by BLJ 

VI 30 B. describes him as “a friend of mine”. During his stay in Ravenna he and B. processed to Dante’s tomb, on 

which B. laid a copy of his own works. 

54: On May 17th 1819 B. writes to H. of a “Mr. Wraxall” who has “previously cheated and lied a good deal in 

various cities” and has now turned thief; see BLJ VI 132. 

55: Hoppner refers to B.’s passion for Teresa. See his letter of July 9th. 



(Source: text from Newstead Abbey Collection RB H46 ALS; LJ IV 324-6; BLJ VI 174-6) 

Byron answers Hoppner’s of June 29th. 

Ravenna July 2
d
. 1819 

My dear Hoppner 

 Thanks for y
r
. letter and for Madame’s. – I will answer it directly. Will you recollect 

whether I did not consign to you one or two receipts of Madame Mocenigo’s
56

 for House rent – (I am 

not sure of this but think I did – if not they will be in my drawers) and will you desire M
r
. Dorville to 

have the goodness to see if Edgecombe has receipts to all payments hitherto made by him on my 

account – and that there are no debts at Venice – on your answer I shall send an order of further 

remittance to carry on my household expences. – as my present return to V. is very problematical – and 

it may happen <that> – but I can say nothing positive – every thing with me 
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being indecisive and undecided – except the disgust which Venice excites when fairly compared with 

any other city in this part {of Italy} – when I say Venice I mean the Venetians – the City itself is 

superb as it’s History – but the people are what – I never thought them till they taught me to think so. – 

– 

The best way will be to leave Allegra with Antonio’s spouse – till I can decide something about her and 

myself – but I thought that you would have had an answer from M
rs
. Vavassour. – You have had bore 

enough with me & mine already. – I greatly fear that the Guiccioli is going into a consumption – to 

which her constitution tends; – thus it is 
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with every thing and every body for whom I feel anything like a real attachment – “War – death – or 

discord doth lay siege to them”
57

 – I never even could keep alive a dog that I liked or that liked me. – – 

– 

Her symptoms are obstinate cough of the lungs – and occasional fever – &
c
. &

c
. and there are latent 

causes of an eruption {in the skin} which she foolishly expelled into the system two years ago – but I 

made them send her case to Aglietti – and have begged him to come – if only for a day or two – to 

consult upon her state. – She bears up most gallantly in every sense of the word – but I sometimes fear 

that our daily interviews may not tend to weaken her – (I am sure they don’t strengthen me) but 
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it is not for me to hint this – and as to her she manifests a most laudable perseverance – in spite of the 

pain of her chest – and the dizziness which follows <shortly by her> shortly afterwards. – If it would 

not bore M
r
. Dorville – I wish he would keep an eye on Edgecombe, – and {on} my {other} 

ragamuffins – I may or might have more to say – but I am absorbed about La Gu
i
 and her illness – I 

cannot tell you the effect it has upon me. – – The horses came – &
c
. &

c
. and I have been galloping 

through the Pine forests daily. – Believe me 

ever y
rs
. most 

B 

 

P.S. – My Benediction on M
rs
. Hoppner – a pleasant journey among the Bernese Tyrants – – and safe 

return – you ought to 
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bring back a Platonic Bernese for my reformation; – if anything happens to my present Amica – I have 

done with the Passion forever – it is my last Love. – And As to Libertinism – I have sickened myself of 

that as was natural in the way I went on – and I have at least derived that advantage from the Vice – to 

Love in the better sense of the word – this will be my last adventure – I can hope no more to inspire 

attachment – and I trust never again to feel it – 

Addio – – – – – 

 

                                                           
56: Owner of the Palazzo Mocenigo; B.’s landlady. 

57: Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream, I i 142 (“War, death or sickness”). 



July 9th 1819: Byron writes the Wellington stanzas, which will open Don Juan Canto IX. 

 

Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, July 9th 1819: 
(Source: text from Morgan Library, photococopy; my thanks to Jack Gumpert Wasserman for his help) 

Hoppner answers the previous item; he tries to warn Byron off Teresa. 

Venice 9
th

 July 1819 

My dear Lord 

 You need be under no uneasiness on account of Mad.
e
 Mocenigo’s receipts, which you left in 

my hands, and are safe, and with respect to Edgecombe, M
r
. Dorville and I have always looked over his 

accounts, and seen that any bills he brought were receipted, which probably has been some check upon 

him, as I have not scrupled, although I had no authority to make deductions, to make any remarks 

which suggested themselves on his charges. I have very strong proofs of his not having been 

scrupulously honest with me: and therefore when I am gone M
r
. Dorville will continue to look over his 

books every week as long as you think proper for him to do so. – I am very sorry for the distress you 

feel on the G.’s account, not only because I think in almost every such case they are good feelings 

thrown away on an unworthy object; but because I have reason to think it is particularly so in the 

present instance. Human nature is such that our greatest pleasures are derived from, and depend upon 

illusions, and it is therefore the more cruel in anyone who attempts to destroy those which make 

another happy though but for a moment: but I really cannot with patience see you throwing yourself 

away upon such people. While it is merely for your amusement, and thus the impression was only to be 

momentary, I should never interfere with your pleasures: but to hear you talking of a serious 

attachment with a woman, who under her circumstances would be unworthy of it, if it were only for her 

breach of duty in admitting it, and who in the present instance is reported avowedly not to return it, but 

to have entangled you in her nets merely from vanity, is what the friendship you have honoured me 

with does not allow me to witness without a remonstrance. Perhaps you will think I am taking an 

unwarrantable liberty with you. It is your own fault, you have had repeated proofs of the frankness of 

my disposition, and since notwithstanding the disagreeable things I have before said to you, you have 

still tolerated me, you have given me a kind of right to speak my thoughts freely to you. Were it not so, 

it is the duty of every man to endeavour to aid another in distress; and I see you overwhelmed in a 

passion which is in every way unworthy of you, and for one who, when she thinks herself sure of you, 

will leave you in the lurch, & make a boast of having betrayed you. – It may be that considering her 

present illness I ought not to say these hard things of the lady. But this is the last opportunity I shall 

have to write to you for some time. Should <it> {her disorder} prove fatal, what I have said will appear 

not only particularly offensive, but ridiculous, as there will be no time to prove the truth of it: if she 

recovers, which I assure I hope she may do, you will have leisure & opportunity to discover that if I am 

not right in <the> {my} opinion of the fair G, I have been greatly deceived by what is here said about 

her. We set out on our journey in the course of next week, and shall leave Allegra with Mrs. Martens 

the wife of the Danish Consul at La Mira, a change of air being absolutely necessary for her, until you 

decide what is to be done with her. We regret very much that you would not enter into our views 

respecting her, as we should have placed her where she would have got a better education & with more 

care of herself than she will ever receive in the country, where likewise her health suffers from the 

extreme heat and extraordinary vicissitude of the climate. Although we discharge Mad
lle

. [  ] her 

present Maid on the day of our departure, as no one will be <charged> {troubled} with her; we have 

promised M
rs
. Martens that any person she may take to look after the child will receive the same wages 

as you paid her, until your instructions are received respecting her, an arrangement with which I hope 

you can have no objection. The weather is dreadfully hot here, & must be more so I should imagine 

where you are. – The Shelleys have lost their eldest boy,
58

 which has left them for the moment childless 

and in deep despair; the lady however is about to replace the wife. I do not know whether Miss Claire 

is gone quite crazy or not, but it is certain that both Mrs Hoppner & I would willingly ascribe what we 

must otherwise attribute to innate wickedness, {in her} to folly. Adieu my dear Lord M
r
 Dorville will 

do for you all that I could have done if I remained here. 

     Believe me your faithful & devoted 

       Serv
t
 

  R.B.Hoppner 

 

Hoppner’s underestimate of B.’s love for Teresa, and of Teresa for him, caused the poet 

pain, and he showed this letter to Alexander Scott on July 12th; see BLJ VI 178, 182 and 

190. Hoppner and his wife departed for Switzerland (hence perhaps the timing of this letter), 

                                                           
58: The Shelleys’ son William had died in Rome on June 7th. 



and between July and October 1819 B. conducted his Venetian affairs via Scott (BLJ VI 190-

1, 212-13) and Dorville (BLJ VI 203-4). 

 

July 15th 1819: Don Juan I and II published. 

 

Isabelle Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, August 25th 1819: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43448) 

 [A My Lord / My Lord Byron] 

Venise le 25 C
t
 1819 

My Lord 

 Ayant décidé depuis peu de jours de faire un petit voyage en Suisse, où nous nous arretons pour le 

plus longtems 2 mois: Je dois vous prévenir que je ne puis prendre avec moi la petite Allegra, malgré 

que je le [sic] servis avec plaisir, mais si vous n’aviez pas d’objections, je la laisserai aux soins de la 

femme de notre vieux Antoine, des bonnes manières et de l’honetté de laquelle je puis vous répondre 

My Lord de plus M
r
 D’Orville qui reste ici a eu la bonté de me promettre de surveiller que votre enfant 

soit aussi bien 
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tenue que si j’y étois moimême; cependant si vous etiez contraire a cet arrangement ayez la 

complaisance de me faire savoir vos intentions avant le 16 du mois prochain, jour que nous avons fixé 

pour notre départ. 

 Desque Belgrave sera de retour de Bellune, il répondra a vos deux lettres que j’ai reçues pour lui 

hier matin. En attendant je puis vous assurer, que si Ravenne se trouve dans l’arrondisement où il est 

autorisé de nommer des Vice-C: il acquiescera avec plaisir à votre requête mais je crains qu’il faudra 

vous adresser à Mr Park à Rome. 

 Je vous prie, d’éxcuser ce bavardage pour les motifs qui l’ont dicté; car je n’ignore point que tous 

vos instants sont trop précieux pour que je veuille vous en distraire indiscrètement. Si vous 
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avez quelqu’ordres pour Vevay ou Genève nous les executerons avec plaisir, et pour moi je vous 

promet de dire à tous vos ami[s] de Genève, que vous faites maintenant l’hermite à Ravenne. 

   J’ai l’honneur d’être 

 My Lord de votre Sainteté 

   La très humble Servante 

    Isabelle Hoppner 

 

Translation: My Lord / Having decided a few days ago to make a short journey into Switzerland, 

where we shall be staying for two months at the longest, I must warn you that I shall not be able to take 

little Allegra with me, even though I serve her with pleasure, but if you have no objections, I shall 

leave her in the care of the wife of our old Antonio, for whose good manners and honesty I can 

vouchsafe.
59

 Moreover, my Lord, Mr Dorville, who will be staying here, has had the goodness to 

promise me to make sure that your child will be as well taken care of as if I were here myself; however, 

if you dislike this arrangement, please let me know your intentions before the sixteenth of next month, 

the day we have fixed for our departure. / Once Belgrave has returned from Belluno, he will answer 

your two letters which I received for him yesterday morning. Meanwhile I can assure you that if 

Ravenna is located in the territories where he has the authority to nominate Vice-Consuls, he will agree 

to your request with pleasure; but I fear you will have to make your request to Mr Park in Rome.
60

 / I 

beg you to forgive this chatter from the motives which caused it; for I do understand that your time is 

too precious for me to distract you from it indiscreetly. If there is anything you want from Vevey or 

Geneva we shall take your orders with pleasure; and for my part I promise to tell all your friends at 

Geneva that you are now playing the hermit at Ravenna. / I have the honour to be, my Lord / the most 

humble servant of your Sanctity / Isabelle Hoppner. 

 
September 12th 1819: Byron and Teresa come back to Venice. 

 

                                                           
59: Allegra was given first to Antonio’s family, then to the wife of the Danish consul. 

60: Mrs Hoppner’s hint – that Ravenna lies outside her husband’s territory – is confirmed by him. 



September 17th 1819: Byron starts Don Juan Cantos III and IV. 

October 29th 1819: Byron starts translating Canto I of Pulci’s Morgante Maggiore; he finishes it 

on February 20th 1820. 

 

Byron to Hoppner, from Ravenna, October 22nd 1819: 

(Source: Harry Ransom Center, Texas, photocopy from microfilm; LJ IV 360; BLJ VI 229) 

Byron complains about Edgecumbe, and reacts to Hoppner’s moralizing of July 9th. 

Oct
r
. 22

d
.1819 

My dear Hoppner – 

 I am glad to hear of your return, but I do not know how to congratulate you – 

unless you think differently of Venice from what I think now, and you thought always. – I am besides 

about to renew your troubles by requesting you to be Judge between M
r
. Edgecombe and myself in a 

small matter of imputed peculation and irregular accounts on the part of that Phœnix of secretaries. – 

As I knew that you had not parted friends – at the same time that I refused for my own part any 

judgment but yours – I offered him his choice [blot: “of any”] person the least Scoundrel native to be 

found in Venice – as his own umpire – but he expressed himself so convinced of your impartiality – 

that he declined any but you. – This is in his favour. – The paper within will explain to you the default 

in his accounts – You will hear his explanation, and decide if it so please you – I shall not 
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appeal from the decision. – – – – 

As he complained that his salary was insufficient – I determined to have his accounts examined – and 

the enclosed was the result – It is all in black and white with documents, and – I have despatched 

Fletcher to explain – (or rather to perplex) the matter. – – – – 

I have had much civility and kindness from M
r
. Dorville during your journey – and I thank him 

accordingly. – Your letter reached me at <Xxxxx xx> {your departure} and displeased me <vey> 

{very} much – not that it might not be true in its’ statement and kind in its intention – but you have 

lived long enough to know how useless all such representations ever are and must be in cases where the 

passions are concerned; – to reason <at> with men in such a situation is like reasoning with a 
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drunkard {in his cups} – the only answer you will get from him is that he is sober – and you are drunk. 

– – – – – – – – – 

Upon that subject we will (if you like) be silent – you might only say what would distress me without 

answering any purpose whatever – and I have too many obligations to you to answer you in the same 

style – so that you should recollect that you have also that advantage over me. – – – I hope to see you 

soon. – I suppose you know that they said at Venice – that I was arrested at Bologna as a Carbonaro – a 

story about as true as their usual conversation. – – Moore has been here – I lodged him in my house at 

Venice – and went to see him daily – but I could not at that time quit la Mira entirely. – – – – – 
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You and I were not very far from meeting in Switzerland. – – – – 

With my best respects to M
rs
. Hoppner believe me ever and truly y

rs
. 

 Byron 

P.S. 

 Allegra is here in good health – and spirits – I shall keep her with me till I go to England – which 

will perhaps be in the Spring. – – – – 

It has just occurred to me that you may not perhaps like to undertake the office of Judge between M
r
. E. 

and your humble servant. – Of course as M
r
. Liston ({the Comedian} not the Ambassador) says “it is 

all hoptional”
61

 but I have no other resource. – I do not wish to find him a rascal if it can be avoided – 

and would rather think him guilty of carelessness than cheating. – The case is this – can I or not give 

him a character for honesty? – It is not my intention to continue him in my service. – – – – – – 

 

Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, October 23rd 1819: 

                                                           
61: A standard joke of the comic actor John Liston when giving a tip on stage was to explain that it was 

“hoptional”. 



(Source: text from NLS Ms.43448) 

[The Right Hon
ble 

Lord Byron &
c
 &

c
 &

c
] 

Hoppner answers the previous item, the following day. 
 

My dear Lord 

 I have this moment received your letter with a large packet of accounts and as your servant waits 

for an answer I must content myself with merely saying that I have received them. I certainly have no 

great reason to be satisfied with M
r
 Edgecombe’s honesty, having had sufficient proof that he did not 

deal fairly by me; and perhaps am not an impartial judge on that account: but I will do my best in the 

examination of these papers from a wish to prove my devotion to your service. 

 It grieves me heartily that my last letter made so sore an impression on you. I had no intention to 

give you pain nor never had though you often say I take 
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pleasure in saying ill natured things to you. However I will now say no more but in blundering out an 

excuse I chance to make what is already bad worse. You must therefore be satisfied with my simple 

excuse for the past and my promise to be more circumspect in future. Venice does not appear to me to 

have been improved during my absence consequently my opinion of it is the same, but my return here 

is the more painful as the impression is still fresh of the simple kind hearted people I have just left to 

return among these hollow hearted miscreants – to say nothing of the happy condition of the 

inhabitants of that land of liberty compared with the wretched plight of these unfortunate slaves. – 

Besides I am not very well, and my little boy
62

 who had improved wonderfully from 
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the journey is likewise unwell since our return. – 

 As I am unwilling to detain your Messenger I conclude with the hopes that we may soon see you 

here and am 

     My dear Lord 

      Yours faithfully 

       R.B.Hoppner 

I saw Scott for a moment at Milan who begged me to tell you if we met that anything you might have 

to communicate to him would find him there 

      à la Poste restante 

Venice 23 Oct 1819 

 

Byron to Hoppner, from Ravenna, October 25th 1819: 
(Source: Ms. not found; text from Moore’s Life II 276-7; LJ IV 362-4; BLJ V 230) 

Byron replies to the previous item. The case against Edgecumbe thickens. 

October 25. 1819. 

You need not have made any excuses about the letter: I never said but that you might, could, should, or 

would have reason. I merely described my own state of inaptitude to listen to it at that time, and in 

those circumstances. Besides, you did not speak from your own authority—but from what you said you 

had heard. Now my blood boils to hear an Italian speaking ill of another Italian, because, though they 

lie in particular, they speak truth in general by speaking ill at all;—and although they know that they 

are trying and wishing to lie, they do not succeed, merely because they can say nothing so bad of each 

other, that it may not, and must not be true, from the atrocity of their long debased national character. 

With regard to E., you will perceive a most irregular, extravagant account, without proper documents to 

support it. He demanded an increase of salary, which made me suspect him; he supported an 

outrageous extravagance of expenditure, and did not like the dismission of the cook; he never 

complained of him—as in duty bound—at the time of his robberies. I can only say, that the house 

expense is now under one half of what it then was, as he himself admits. He charged for a comb 

eighteen francs,—the real price was eight. He charged a passage from Fusina for a person named 

Iambelli, who paid it herself, as she will prove if necessary. He fancies, or asserts himself, the victim of 

a domestic complot against him;—accounts are accounts—prices are prices;—let him make out a fair 

detail. I am not prejudiced against him—on the contrary, I supported him against the complaints of his 

wife, and of his former master, at a time when I could have crushed him like an earwig; and if he is a 

                                                           
62: Rizzo Hoppner was one year younger than B.’s daughter Allegra. 



scoundrel, he is the greatest of scoundrels, an ungrateful one. The truth is, probably, that he thought I 

was leaving Venice, and determined to make the most of it. At present he keeps bringing in account 

after account, though he had always money in hand—as I believe you know my system was never to 

allow longer than a week’s bills to run. Pray read him this letter—I desire nothing to be concealed 

against which he may defend himself. 

 Pray how is your little boy? and how are you?—I shall be up in Venice very soon, and we will 

be bilious together. I hate the place and all that it inherits.
63

 

 Yours, &c. 

 

Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, October 25th 1819: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43448) 

[The Right Hon
ble 

Lord Byron &
c
 &

c
 &

c
] 

Hoppner replies the previous item, on the same day. 

Venice 25 Oct 1819 

My dear Lord 

 I am glad that you are satisfied that I had no intention of offending you. I repeat that though I may 

sometimes have done so, I never had any, and in the particular instance alluded to, a moments 

reflection {will prove to you} that I could have none as I maintain that the best of characters is always 

influenced by some personal feeling, and I would have none {other} but that of gratitude to you for 

innumerable kindnesses received & the friendship with which you have honored me. 

 Edgecombe is at the moment in my office and Dorville & I are trying to get some explanation from 

him of his accounts which certainly are not satisfactory: I will not say that he is dishonest. I really hope 

he is not; but already when he was with me, he kept my accounts in so irregular a way that I have been 

a sufferer by his want of method. What I find him to blame for was in having any further concern in 

these accounts than merely to look over them as kept by others, & see that you were not 
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defrauded. This was his engagement with you, and had he confined himself to this, no suspicion could 

have fallen upon him. He says that for all that he expended himself he has no receipts, but he has a note 

in his own private books made at the moment of his expenditure. I have desired him to produce it: as if 

he really has such notes perhaps you will consider them as sufficient justification. I know not what 

further I can do in this business, because I would not willingly it should go abroad on any decision that 

the man is a rogue, as I can only be guided in my judgement by appearances, and however much there 

may be against him, it must be for your Lordship to decide whether his justification be sufficient to 

cover them. When I have seen his notes I shall be able to say more on the subject. 

 I read your Mazeppa & D
n
 Juan

64
 in Switzerland the latter I have with me, & it is a source of 

constant amusement & in many parts of [ ] delight to me though you must forgive me if I do not like 

your shipwreck, it is too serious a subject to {be} treated lightly. I hope I am not running into another 

error by saying so, but after all this mere matter of opinion, & people are not obliged 
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to think alike. – I hope you will give us <xx/>a sequel of this story, for nothing can be more beautiful 

than the latter half of the second Canto. 

 Many thanks for your kind enquiries after the little boy. I don’t know whether owing to the bad 

weather we had in the three last days of our journey or that his native air does not agree with him but 

he has not been so well since his return as he was on the other side of the alps. Neither have I, but we 

are both improving. – M
rs
 Hoppner thanks you for your remembrance of her & hopes when you come 

to Venice to have the pleasure of seeing you. – Have you the last tales of my landlord or anything new? 

I read Rou’s letters {at Milan} which aren’t thought much of: I liked them however for the abuse they 

contain of the Austrians. 

 When you send again to Venice if you will desire your man to call here, you shall have my ultima 

opinion of Mr Edgecombe I have now only to add that Mr Dorville has money in hand & that I remain 

  My dear Lord 

   Your faithful Servt 

    R.B.Hoppner 

                                                           
63: Shakespeare, The Tempest, IV i 154. 

64: Published June 28th 1819 and (Cantos I and II) July 15th 1819. 



 

I was glad to hear that Allegra is doing well. The Shelleys are in great distress from the loss of their 

eldest & only remaining child M
rs
 S. by this time must have produced another

65
 

 

Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, October 27th 1819: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43448) 

Buratti has been imprisoned for L’Elefanteide. 

Venice, 27 Oct
r
 1819 

My dear Lord 

 As Edgecombe is about to carry his sweet person to the Mira, I avail myself of the opportunity to 

send you back his accounts, together with the enclosed letter which he has addressed to me Explanatory 

of those circumstances in it to which you objected. I know not what to say on the subject, but as he 

appeals to all the servants in your house in proof of his having made purchases independent of those 

accounted for by the cooks bills, and as it is very certain and as it is very certain that not any one of 

these would say a syllable that was not true in his favour, perhaps you will allow him the benefit of 

their testimony. The notes to which I mentioned in my last that he had appealed and which he 

produce<s/>d here, contained a detailed account of many of the sums which he had charged to you en 

masse: but I confess I am not much persuaded from the appearances of them, that these are actually the 

daily notes kept by him: you may be disposed to think more favorably of them. One thing is very 
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certain that he has shown his usual carelessness in keeping these accounts: but it is equally certain that 

his carelessness does never appear to have been detrimental to his own interests. 

 You must find it extremely dull this bad weather at the Mira. I fear however that in point of 

amusement there is little to attract you hither. Time hangs here dreadfully heavy on hand, and but that 

the nights are long, and one has little inducement to get up early these dreary mornings I don’t know 

how I should get through the day.
66

 – There is no one here, either, of our acquaintance so that we 

cannot participate even in the little amusements which Venice affords, and which as far as I can see is 

not much increased by the Viceroy’s presence, or by our new Governor’s. – You perhaps know that the 

Albrizzi
67

 has been so ill that her life was despaired of. This has made so gloomy an impression upon 

poor Saranzo, that I understand he is now in one of his melancholy fits at Padua, and will see no one. – 

– 

 Since my return I have heard the report of your Lordship’s arrest at Bologna, not as a Carbonaro but 

for having attempted to carry off a girl from a convent at Ferrara, a story I take to be about as true as 

the first: but as Rizzo
68

 is about and I have not yet seen Zanetti,
69

 I have hitherto heard very little of 

what is, or supposed 
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to be passing here and elsewhere. The only other circumstance I have heard, and with which you are of 

course acquainted, is the imprisonment of Buratti
70

 for his poem on the Elephant, for which I am told 

he has revenged himself by a letter addressed to the person to whom he had confided this production, & 

who, very much to his satisfaction & when he did not foresee such a result, made it public. 

 I suppose you will not remain after Martinmas in the country. If I can be of any service in getting 

your house ready pray let me know, as likewise if you think I can say or do anything in the business of 

Edgecombe: being my dear Lord 

                                                           
65: The Shelleys’ son Percy Florence was born on November 12th 1819, nearly three weeks after Hoppner writes 

this. 

66: Hoppner’s Consular job clearly does not take up too much time. 

67: Contessa Isabella Teotochi Albrizzi (1761-1836) was, wrote B., “the de Staël of Venice” (BLJ V 148) to which 

H. added “a very poor copy indeed” (BL.Ad.Mss. 56538 f.14r, diary entry for November 16th 1816). 

68: Count Francesco Rizzo-Patarol, a witty friend of Hoppner. 

69: Unidentified. 

70: Stendhal insisted that several ideas in Don Juan were borrowed by B. from Pietro Buratti (1772-1832), who 

wrote satires and lyrics in the Venetian dialect, and was amusing at the expense of, among others, Ippolito 

Pindemonte and Madame Albrizzi. Stendhal (quoted at LJ III 444-5) asserts that Silvio Pellico introduced B. to 

Buratti’s work, and that it laid the foundations for the ottava rima poems. See LLB 390 for H.’s denial. Buratti was 

unpublishable under the Austrians, and his poems circulated in manuscript. Hoppner refers here to his satire, 

L’Elefanteide (1819: see this website under Romantic editions), on the misadventures of the elephant described by 

B. to H., on April 6th 1819, for which Governor Inzaghi jailed him for a month. 



    Ever your faithful serv
t
 

     R.B.Hoppner 

 

Byron to Hoppner, from Venice, October 28th 1819: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43448; LJ IV 364-7; BLJ VI 233-5) 

[To, / R.B.Hoppner Esq
re

. / Consul General &
c
. &

c
. / Venezia.] 

Byron answers the previous item the following day; but does not mention Pietro Buratti. 

 

Octr. 28
th

. 1819. 

My dear Hoppner – 

 I do not request you to decide upon M
r
. Edgeworth’s

71
 character – but his accounts – 

which as I <do> {can} not understand them – I shall be glad to find any body who can. – You are 

taking a great deal of trouble on my account – and I shall not add {the difficult} responsibility of 

pronouncing upon this person’s honesty – being resolved to do that myself according to the result of 

the examination – and of other circumstances. – I expect from M
r
. Edgecombe – lstly all receipts of 

bills paid &
c
. lists of furniture &

c
. – since his entrance into my service. 2

dly
. – that no bills of long 

standing should appear – he having had money always – and orders to pay weekly without fail or 

excuse – and 3
dly

. some sort of order in his arrangement of the bills. – For instance – there is a bill of 

twenty francs brought in by a Chymist here of May last – which M
r
. Edgecombe in his way to Venice 

last 
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week – called to say he would pay. – Why was this not paid before? – the money has been in his hands 

since the Spring. – I should be glad of an explanation from him why Merryweather
72

 has not been 

arrested – the cause having been decided six months ago. I suspect Collusion between M
r
. E. and 

Merryweather – and Castelli the Advocate. – When the whore Margarita
73

 was dismissed from my 

house – several unpaid bills were brought in – for all of which I had advanced money before to M
r
. 

Edgecombe, – was it or was it not his duty to have seen them paid? – – – I expect that he will go over 

the list of the Mocenigo furniture – as also that of this Casino – (to say nothing of the other) <b> and 

give me a list of articles wanting – and the expence of those to be replaced – before I pay him off – or 

give him a character – this he had the order to do monthly – and I do not find that it has been done. – 
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There is the price of the {bay} mare sold – and the rent of the lodgers to whom he let part of the 

Casino
74

 to be accounted for – and above all – all receipts and proofs of the non=existence of any 

<present> bills of more than a fortnight’s date. – I shall cause an advertisement in Italian to be inserted 

in the public gazettes – – calling upon all persons for their accounts (in case of any demur or doubt on 

his part) with my reasons for so doing at length – so tell him – that he may get his honesty brushed a 

little cleaner than it appears at present. – There is nothing in which I have {been} all along more 

particular at Venice than to settle weekly – and to furnish the funds for so doing – I <r> beg you to ask 

him this – and dare him to deny it. – – – – – – – – 

I have to thank you for y
r
. letter – and your compliment to Don Juan. – – – 
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I said nothing to you about it – understanding that it is a sore subject with the moral reader – and has 

been the cause of a great row. – But I am glad you like it. – I will say nothing about the Shipwreck
75

 – 

except that I hope you think it is as nautical and technical as Verse could admit in the Octave measure. 

– – – 

The poem has not sold well – so Murray says – “but the best Judges &
c
. say &

c
.” so says that worthy 

man. – I have never seen it in print. – The third Canto is in advance about 100 Stanzas – but the failure 

                                                           
71: B is confused. He means “Edgecombe”. 

72: Francis Merryweather ran a shop at the Bereteri Bridge. He was a friend of Fletcher. On December 12th 1817 

B. loaned him 600 lire to pay a fine. Merryweather was unable to repay the loan, and B., from motives which are 

unclear, persecuted him through the courts until he was imprisoned (briefly) on June 7th 1820. 

73: Margarita Cogni, B.’s most famous Venetian mistress, who threw herself into the Grand Canal on his account. 

74: Perhaps the casino in which B. entertained his nine muses of the night. 

75: See Hoppner’s objections to the shipwreck in his of October 25th. 



of the two first has weakened my <“> estro, and it will neither be so good as the two former – nor 

completed unless I get a little more riscaldato in its behalf – I understand the outcry was beyond 

everything – pretty Cant for people who read Tom Jones – and Roderick Random – and the Bath Guide 

– and Ariosto – and Dryden – and Pope – to say nothing of Little’s poems. – Of course I refer to the 

morality of these works and not to any pretension of mine to compete with them in any thing but 

decency. – – – – – 
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I hope yours is the Paris Edition – and that you did not pay the London price. – – <I> 

I have seen neither except in the newspapers, – nor Mazeppa – nor the Ode to that {now empty} Oyster 

Shell – the city of Venice. – – – 

Pray make my respects to M
rs
. H. and take care of your little boy – all my household have the fever and 

Ague – except Fletcher – Allegra – and Mysen (as we used to say in Nottinghamshire) and the 

<horses> {horses} and Mutz – and Moretto. – In the beginning of Nov
r
. – perhaps sooner – I expect to 

have the pleasure of seeing you. – To day I got drenched by a thunder storm and my horse and Groom 

{too} and his horse all bemired up to the middle in a cross=road – it was summer at Noon – and at five 

we were be=wintered – but the lightning was sent perhaps to let us know that the summer was not yet 

over. – It is queer weather for the 27
th

 Oct
r
. – 

y
rs
. ever most truly 

Byron 

 

2:2 [below address:] I have no books nor parcels from England since your expedition – but my library 

is at your service. – Edgecombe has the key – there are some additions {to it} since you saw it last. – – 

– –  

 

Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, October 28th 1819: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43448) 

Venice 28
th

 Oct
r
 1819 

My dear Lord 

 I wrote to you yesterday by Edgecombe who came here & said he was going instantly to the Mira & 

by him sent you back his accounts: it does not appear that you have seen either him, his accounts, or 

my Epistle. = What shall I say about M
r
 Edgecombe’s accounts? I frankly own I do not understand 

them, that they appear to me anything but satisfactory. – At the time you discharged Margarita some 

tradesmen came to my house, I knew not 
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why, & complained they were not paid. He was not then in my service, but I spoke to his Compare & 

great friend on the subject & begged he would urge E. to satisfy them, and as I afterwards heard he 

pretended to have paid the money to her. I recommended him immediately to acquaint you with the 

circumstances, that no future charge might be brought against him If he did not do so he has been 

guilty of worse than neglect. – I cannot nor do I pretend to justify him: this he must do if he can 

himself: but for your own satisfaction you should give him the benefit of the testimony of the other 

servants to whom he appeals. – I presume he is now with you: & that you will state to him your wishes 

respecting the furniture of your houses: but I understand from M
r
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Dorville that the effects which were in your Casino
76

 were returned to the proprietor some time back as 

it was a useless expense keeping them. 

 I am sorry for what you say about D
n
 Juan.

77
 The Edition I have is the Paris one, price 6 francs, and 

I can say that I met with several persons in Switzerland who thought very highly of it, among whom a 

clergyman of our established church, so that you can see that there are still persons free from 

methodistical cant. Your shipwreck is certainly nautical & technical: the fault I find with it is that it is 

too correct for a burlesque poem. I have neither seen nor heard any of the English criticisms. 

                                                           
76: B.’s Venetian casino, or summer-house, was at Santa Maria Zobenigo. He had, according to Angelo 

Mengaldo, once kept nine prostitutes there. 

77: “… it [Don Juan] is a sore subject with the moral reader – and has been the cause of a great row” (BLJ VI 

234). 



 My affairs go on so dully here that I have written to gov
t
 to request permission to shift my residence 

to Milan, the Consulship here being a perfect sinecure. This change if I am allowed to effect it 
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will not add to my emolument, but it will be a pleasanter residence & I shall be much nearer my friends 

on the other side of the Alps, & could the more easily cross over to them. Perhaps you would not have 

amused yourself among them as well as I did, but tis long since I have passed two months so happily. 

 I do not know whether I ought to express any sorrow for the state of your household as none of the 

individuals with whom I have any acquaintance appear to be sufferers by the ague, if I am sorry tis 

more on your account than theirs, as I know no greater nuisance than having ones house converted into 

a hospital. 

 Adieu my dear Lord I wait impatiently for your return and am ever 

     Your faithful serv
t
 

      R.B.Hoppner  

 

Byron to Hoppner, from Venice, October 29th 1819: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43448; LJ IV 370-3; BLJ VI 236-8) 

[To R.B.Hoppner Esq
re

. / Consul General &
c
. &

c
. &

c
. / Venice / Byron.] 

October 29
th

. 1819. 

My dear Hoppner – 

 The Ferrara Story
78

 is of a piece with all the rest of the Venetian manufacture – you 

may judge. – – I only changed horses there since I wrote to you after my visit in June last. – – 

“Convent” – and “carry off” quotha! – and “girl” – – I should like to know who has been carried off 

except poor dear me – I have been more ravished myself than anybody since the Trojan war – – but as 

to the arrest and it’s causes – one is as true as the other – and I can account for the invention of neither. 

– I suppose it is some confusion of the tale of the Forn
79

 – and of M
e
 Guiccioli – and half a dozen more 

– but it is useless to unravel the web – when one has only to brush it away. – I shall settle with Master 

Edgecombe who looks very blue at your in=decision – and swears that he is the best arithmatician in 

Europe – and so I think also – for he makes out two and two to be five. – – – – – – – – 
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You may see me next week – I have a horse or two more (five in all) and I shall repossess myself of 

Lido – and I will rise earlier – and we will go and shake our livers over the beach as heretofore – if you 

like – and we will make the Adriatic roar again with our hatred of that <now> empty Oyster shell – 

{without it’s pearl} – the city of Venice. ――― 

Murray sent me a letter yesterday – <they> {the} impostors have published – two new third Cantos of 

Don Juan
80

 – the devil take the impudence of some blackguard bookseller or other therefor. – Perhaps I 

did not make myself understood – he told me the sale had not been great – 1200. out of 1500 quarto I 

believe (which is nothing after selling 13000 of the Corsair in one day) but that the “best Judges &
c
.” 

had said it was very fine and clever and particularly good English & poetry and 
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all those consolatory things which are not {however} worth a single copy to a bookseller; – and as to 

the author – of course I am in a damned passion at the bad taste of the times – and swear there is 

nothing like posterity – who of course must know more of the matter than their Grandfathers. There has 

been an eleventh commandment to the women not to read it – and what is still more extraordinary they 

seem not to have broken it. – – But that can be of little import to them poor things – for the reading or 

non=reading a book – will never keep down a single petticoat; but it is of import to Murray – who will 

be in scandal for his aiding as publisher. – – – – – 

                                                           
78: See Hoppner’s of October 27th. 

79: “The Fornarina” (Margarita Cogni). 

80: Three continuations of Don Juan appeared in 1819: Don Juan Canto the Third, published by William Hone; 

Don Juan, with a Biographical Account of Lord Byron; and A New Canto, perhaps by Caroline Lamb. B. must be 

especially angry, for he is in the midst of composing the real thing. 



He is bold – howsomedever – wanting two more cantos against the winter – I think that he had better 

not – for by the larkins! – it will only make a new row for him. – Edgecombe is gone to Venice today – 

to consign 
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my chattels to t’other fellow. – – – 

Count G. comes to Venice next week and I am requested to consign his wife to him, which shall be 

done – with all her linen. – 

What you say of the long evenings at the Mira – or Venice – reminds me of what Curran said to Moore 

– “so – I hear – you have married a pretty woman – and a very good creature too – an excellent 

creature – pray – {– um –} how do you pass your evenings? it is a devil of a question that – and 

perhaps <more> {as} easy to answer with a wife <than> {as} with a mistress – {but surely they are 

longer than the nights.} I am all for morality now – and shall confine myself henceforward to the 

strictest adultery – which you will please to recollect is all that that virtuous wife of mine has left me. – 

– – – – – 

If you go to Milan – pray leave at least a Vice=Consul – the only Vice that will ever be wanting in 

Venice. – Dorville is a good fellow. – – 

But you should go to England in the Spring with me – and plant M
rs
. Hoppner at Berne with her 

relations for 
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a few months. – I wish you had been here (at Venice – I mean not the Mira) when Moore was here – 

we were very merry and tipsy – he hated Venice by the way – and swore it was a sad place. – – – – – 

So – Madame Albrizzi’s death is in danger – poor woman. – – Saranzo – is of course in the <doleful> 

{crazy} recollection of their rancid amours. – – – Moore told me that at Geneva they had made a devil 

of a story of the <M> Fornaretta – “young lady seduced – subsequent abandonment – {leap into the 

g[Ms. tear: “rand canal”] {her being in the} hospital of fous in consequence” – I should like to know 

who was nearest being made “fou” and be damned to them. – – 

Don’t you think me in the interesting character of a very ill used gentleman? – 

I hope your little boy is well – Allegrina is flourishing like a pome=granate blossom. – 

y
rs
. ever [scrawl] Byron 

 

Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, October 30th 1819: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43448) 

 [The Right Hon
ble

 / Lord Byron &
c
 &

c
 &

c
] 

Hoppner answers the previous item. 
Venice 30 Octr 1819

81
 

My dear Lord 

 I presume from the many epistles I have just received from you that you have settled your affairs 

with Edgecombe to your satisfaction. I hope that his successor whoever he is, may prove less 

troublesome to you than he has done, but until you can make up your mind to look a little after your 

own affairs, it will be difficult for you to find a steward who will not take advantage of you. 

 I shall be very glad to avail myself of your offer of a horse if you can contrive to accommodate 

yourself to our unfashionable hours: but notwithstanding your present kind intentions, I much fear you 

will find this of too difficult execution, indeed I have no right to expect you will get up & breakfast at 

the same hour as other folks merely for the pleasure of my company. – Has Murray sent you the 

spurious Canto?
82

 I do not consider you have much cause to be uneasy respecting its success: on the 

contrary it will only add to the curiosity of the public to see the true one, and is, at all events a certain 

proof that the poem is not without admirers. Remember that when some Impostor, whose name I 

forget, published a 
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second part of D
n
 Quixote, this only served as a stimulus to Cervantes to make his better, and who ever 

reads any other than his? I am not myself altogether surprised at it: our English readers do not 

                                                           
81: This letter answers B.’s of October 29th 1819. 

82: Of the three continuations of Don Juan Hoppner probably refers to Hone’s version. 



understand wit that does not lie exactly on the surface & stare them full in the face: if they cannot be 

made to burst into loud & vulgar laughter, they seldom laugh inwardly. This is too refined a species of 

pleasure for their gross appetites. It is however for you to inspire them with better taste, and I therefore 

hope you will comply with Murray’s demand & let him have the two Cantos against the winter. 

 Count G is a most amiable man and will I hope be as complaisant to his wife as Menelaus was of 

old to his: as the lady no doubt will be as penitent as the fair Helen is described by Homer to have been 

when Paris was put out of the way & she had no longer an opportunity of sinning with him. It is an old 

saying that extremes do meet, and it is I presume for this reason that the Italians who were always 

represented as being so jealous, are now become so very kind & easy with regard to their better halves. 

 I too regret not to have seen little Moore,
83

 whom I formerly saw a good deal of at my father’s 

house. I am not surprised at his dislike of Venice, particularly the impression 
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the place must naturally have made on him was not likely to have been counteracted by any praises of 

yours of this empty oyster shell as you call it.
84

 

 I did not go to Geneva & therefore heard nothing of the stories Moore told you of the Fornaretta:
85

 

but I found every one very curious about you in Switzerland, and Mrs Hoppner & myself were 

frequently questioned about your manner of living &c. I do not remember that any thing particularly 

extravagant was said. – In the hopes of preventing my countrymen from coming here I told them all 

you were gone to Ravenna, and have been I suppose often cursed by this time for sending them on a 

fool’s errand. This comes of your capriciousness, though I think you did very right in not staying there. 

[tear] the two swamps Venice I should think the least dreary. By the bye Aglietti I remember told me 

something of a Poem of which Dante was to be the Hero.
86

 As I have already announced it, this will be 

a fine opportunity for some other D
r
 Polidori to try his wings. – 

 Dorville has just received a letter from some Marchant or other at Leghorn
87

 stating that he has 

forwarded your boxes of books, and I hope they will soon be here. 
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I suppose from what you say of my leaving a Vice here you intend to return, and that your proposed 

trip to England will be but a short one. I should like much to accompany you there, but there are two 

reasons which render it difficult. I have no money, – and cannot get leave. – 

 Adieu my dear Lord. I am glad to hear so brilliant an account of Allegra – and am your faithful 

serv
t
 

 R.B.Hoppner 

 
Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, November 3rd 1819: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43448) 

Venice 3 Nov:
r
 1819 

My dear Lord 

 In looking over some papers this morning I found accidentally the inclosed letter of Edgecombe in 

explanation of his accounts which I thought I had sent you the other day. I hope it is not too late to be 

of any service to him, & beg if I sent you any other paper by mistake that you will have the goodness to 

return it. I should call in person to congratulate you on your return to town but that I am obliged to look 

after my office during Dorvilles absence, he being at Trieste. I hope soon to have the pleasure of seeing 

you – You must by this time be better informed of all the news of Venice than I am, and it would be the 

heighth of presumption in me to pretend to tell you any thing you do not already know, indeed now you 

are here it is from you I hope occasionally to learn some tidings of this City, of which I somehow 

contrive to know as little as if I were a wretched inhabitant of it. – Excuse this hasty illegible scrawl & 

believe me 

    Yours ever truly 

     R.B.Hoppner 

 

                                                           
83: Mo. had been in Venice between October 7th and 12th. 

84: BLJ VI 234, 237. 

85: Margarita Cogni (also known as the Fornarina). 

86: B. started The Prophecy of Dante on June 18th and sent it to Mu. on March 14th 1820. 

87: B.’s agent at Leghorn was Henry Dunn. 



I suppose you know there has been an insurrection at S:
ta
 Maura King Tom’s Gov

t
. does not appear to 

be in better order than King Georges or his hopeful Regents. 

 

Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, late 1819: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43448) 

[The R
t
 Hon

ble
 Lord Byron] 

Hoppner thinks Byron should return to London and support Hobhouse on the hustings. 

 

My dear Lord 

 Mr Edgecombe tells me you wish to have my opinion on the subject of Davies’ letter:
88

 but can any 

one be a better judge than yourself of what you ought to do on this occasion. – I will tell you however 

briefly what I think about it. If Hobhouse looses his election, he will attribute his failure to the want of 

your personal co-operation: if the whig lords are in a minority on any popular question, it will be for 

want of your proxy – at least they will say so, and though neither you nor they may think it, they will 

be displeased which you might have avoided. After 
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all I am disposed to think there may be better reasons than either of these for your return: but what they 

are I must at present keep within my own bosom. What think you of Hobhouse’s oratory? I conceive it 

has not gained much from the newspaper reporter. – Whether you go to England or remain in Venice I 

beg to assure you that you have not a more devoted friend than my dear Zero. 

    yours very truly 

     R.B.Hoppner 

 

I had almost forgot to thank you for your obliging invitation for the first night of the Fenice of which I 

at present propose to avail myself – 

 

November 30th 1819: Byron finishes Don Juan Cantos III-IV. 

 

Alessandro takes Teresa back to Ravenna, and Byron has to follow. 

 

Byron to Hoppner, from Ravenna, December 7th 1819: 

(Source: Ms. Houghton, not seen; LJ IV 392-4; QII 495-6; this text from BLJ VI 254, adapted) 

 

Venice. Decr. 7th. 1819 

My dear Hoppner—Partings are but bitter work at best—so that I shall not venture on a second with 

you.—Pray make my best respects to Mrs. H. and assure her of my unalterable reverence for the 

singular goodness of her disposition, which is not without it’s reward even in this world—for even 

those who are no great believers in human virtues—would discover enough in her to give them a better 

opinion of their fellow creatures—and what is still more difficult—of themselves—as being of the 

same species—however inferior in approaching it’s nobler models. And make what excuses you can 

for my omission of the ceremony of leavetaking—if we all meet again—I will make my humblest 

apology—and if not—why recollect that I wished you all well and—–if you can—forget—that I have 

given you a great deal of trouble.—I enclose you a note of Siri & Will. by which you will perceive the 

balance—– to be 7416—francs—out of which two hundred Louis are to come for Mother Mocenigo’s 

rent—the rest is to disburse according to Contingencies.—I leave all Clear else, as far as I know, 

except two months more (when due) of Sr. Lega’s salary—(160 francs per month) and Castelli’s bill & 

lawsuits.—Half Castelli’s bill I shall pay.— —The rest I keep to quicken him.— —Should any thing 

occur beyond—draw <several lines cut out> I enclose you—the draft—on Siri &c.—Mr. Gnoatto—

and Advocate Castelli’s account.—Don’t give up the house till further letters from me—on the 

subject;—<and> but sell my chattels—of which I send you a list.—and carry the cash to account—there 

is my Gondola—my water-posts—books—bed—two Silver Coffee pots & silver—and sugar basin—

Chairs—tables—dog—monkeys and fox—old woman &c.—A word more—pray beg Lancetti not to 

give Fletcher’s Tiretta passports for England. 

 

On December 14th 1819 Hobhouse is arrested and imprisoned in Newgate without trial. 

                                                           
88: Scrope Davies had written to B., begging him to return in order to support Hobhouse’s campaign in 

Westminster. 



 

Byron to Hoppner, from Ravenna, December 31st 1819: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43448; LJ IV 392-4; QII 495-6; BLJ VI 262) 

[Al’ M
l
. Signore / R.B.Hoppner. Esq

re
. / Console Generale / della Gran Bretagna / &

c
. &

c
. &

c
. / Venezia 

/ Venezia.] 

Ravenna, Decr. 31
st
. 1819. 

My dear Hoppner – 

 Will you have the goodness to ask or cause to be asked of Siri and Willhalm – if they 

have not three sabres of mine in custody according to the enclosed note – if not they must have lost two 

– for they never sent them back. – – – – 

And will you desire Missiaglia to subscribe for and send me the Minerva a Paris paper – as well as 

Galignani. – I have been here this week – and was obliged to put on my armour and go the night after 

my arrival to the Marquis Cavalli’s – where there <to> were between two and three hundred of the best 

company I have seen in Italy – more {beauty, more} youth and more diamonds among the women than 

have been seen these fifty <years> {years} in the Sea=Sodom. – 
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I never saw such a difference between two places of the same latitude – (or platitude<)> – it is all one) 

music – dancing – and play all in the same Sale. – The G’s object appeared to be to parade her foreign 

lover as much as possible – and faith – if she seemed to glory in the Scandal – it was not for me to be 

ashamed of it – nobody seemed surprized – all the women on the contrary were as it were delighted 

with the excellent example – the Vice=legate – – and all the other Vices were as polite as could be; – 

and I who had acted on the reserve – was fairly obliged to take the lady under my arm – and look as 

much like a Cicisbeo as I could on {so} short a notice, to say nothing of the embarrassment of a cocked 

hat and sword 
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much more formidable to me than ever it will be to the enemy. – – – 

I write in great haste – do you answer as hastily. – I can understand nothing of all this – but it seems as 

if the G― had been presumed to be planted and was determined to slow that site was not – plantation 

in this hemisphere being the greatest moral misfortune – But this is mere conjecture – for I [Ms. tear; 

“know”] nothing about it – – – except <that> every body are very kind to her – and not discourteous to 

me. – Fathers – and all relations quite agreeable. – 

y
rs
. ever & truly 

[scrawl] 

P.S. 

Best respects to M
rs
. H. 

I would send the compliments of the Season – but the Season itself is so little complimentary with 

snow and rain that I wait for Sunshine. – 

 

1820: In February, Byron moves into the Palazzo Guiccioli. He translates Canto I of Pulci’s 

Morgante Maggiore, and writes The Prophecy of Dante. Flattered by Alessandro Guiccioli’s 

comparison between himself and Alfieri, he writes Marino Faliero, the first of his three classical 

tragedies. In July, Teresa is granted a papal decree of separation, and moves into her father’s 

house at Filetto. Byron sends his Memoirs to Moore. On December 9th, the military commandant 

of Ravenna is shot in the street outside the Palazzo Guiccioli, and Byron puts the event into Don 

Juan V. 

 

Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, January 5th 1820:
89

 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43448) 

[VENEZIA REGNO LOMBARDO VENETO / The Right Hon
ble

 / Lord Byron / &
c
 &

c
 &

c
 Ravenna // 

FORLI 9 GEN
O
] 

Hoppner answers the previous item. 
Venice 5 January 1820 

My dear Lord 

                                                           
89: Forlì was Alessandro Guiccioli’s summer residence in the country. The recurrent postal mark indicates 

forwarding there from the Palazzo Guiccioli in Ravenna. 



 I received yesterday yours of the 31
st
 and learnt with much pleasure that you have hitherto such 

good reason to be satisfied with your journey to Ravenna. Though I admire your lady’s generosity in 

seeking to contribute by such means as you describe to your entertainment I cannot say it gives me any 

great idea of her prudence: for should you be able to resist the various temptations that are thrown in 

your way, where so much youth and beauty are displayed, still knowing how dangerous a man you are, 

I think she ought to avoid putting you in the way of tempting others. In my humble opinion, as she has 

got {you} to Ravenna, she ought to keep you under lock & key & shew you as rarely as possible, if she 

means to keep {possession of} you for any length of time. – 
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 Scott was not returned a few days ago to Venice, nor do I believe he is yet here, though very shortly 

expected: at all events I have not yet seen him but when I do, shall deliver your message. Messrs Siri & 

Wilhalm reply that they have your sabres & wrote to you about them a few days ago, so that probably 

at this moment you know more of the matter than I do. Edgecombe has been back some days, but has 

not shown himself within the purlieus of my office. M
rs
 Hoppner & I met him the other day, when he 

did us the honor to cut us. I thought he looked rather seedy. Venice is at this moment in such a state of 

ferment <xxxxx> that if we escape a revolution it must be by a miracle. You perhaps know that while 

M. de Goess
90

 was here all sorts & conditions of people went to his assembly during Carnaval. This it 

seems has given offence to Vienna, & consequently a heralds office has been established to ascertain 

the rank of any individual in this place & M d’Inzaghi
91

 has received orders to concert with them 

respecting the persons he receives. Accordingly on the last day of the year he issued cards of invitation 

to such persons as are thought worthy to be admitted into the Celestial presence at the assembly to be 

held every Friday 
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during Carnaval at the Palace, & a card was sent among other persons to Cicognara
92

 & his wife: In 

about an hour afterwards the servant returned & requested to have back the card as there was some 

mistake. Cicognara said no – there is no mistake, the Invitation is in order – tell your Mistress all is 

right. Away post the Messenger & Mad:
e
 Inzaghi writes to Cicognara to beg he would send back his 

wife’s card as she had been invited par mepris The Count writes not to her, but to the Gov
r
 saying his 

wife is a Gentlewoman & entitled by the laws of Venice to be <presented> {received} in any company, 

that she had been presented to two Emperors [  ], And at the Courts of Vienna, Paris & London. – To 

all which the Gov
r 
replies that he cannot help it, but acts under orders from his Court & as Mad

e
 

Cicognara is not mentioned in the list he has received from the Herald’s office, he cannot receive her. 

The Count hereupon sends back his wifes & his own invitation not chusing to ap[tear: “pear”] where 

she is not received. Divers applications have I [tear: “hear”] been made {to prevent a [ ] of the retinue 

of exclusion} but without success as the Gov
r
 remains firm. – But this is not all. Only four of the 

Consuls resident here have been asked viz England France Spain & Russia, & the wives of the Spanish 

& French Consuls are omitted. Why the distinction is made in favour of me & mine I know not: but the 

others are I understand all furious & have met in order to address the Gov
r
: to know why they are 

excluded but whether they have done so & have got an answer & to what effect I must tell you in my 

next as I know nothing as yet respecting it. Many other persons are excluded, I cannot say to my regret, 

as I found the company much more select and agreable than it used to be, & M & Mad
e
 Inzaghi 

extremely polite & attentive to every one. So much for Veneti 

 

1:4 [above address:] an news. A day or two after you went the Landlord of the Gran Bretagna came to 

me & demanded payment for 6 or 8 bottles of madeira as furnished to you a few days before your 

departure. I replied as I knew nothing of the matter I would first write to you on the subject: Fletcher he 

said ordered the wine – Am I to pay it. – Mad
e
 Mocenigo’s Porter too has been for payment. If you 

have no [below address:] objection to his being paid the last month, I shall give him notice that it is all 

he will receive, as you pay for no Porter while you are away. – I have ordered the newspapers for you, 

but where are they to be sent. If you mean to stay at Ravenna it were much better you had them 

addressed there at once, as it would save you the infamous postage charged upon them here. Pray let 

                                                           
90: Count Goetz, an earlier Austrian Governor of Venice. 

91: Count Karl von Inzaghi was the Austrian Governor of Venice at this time. On September 18th 1819 he had 

written to Count Sedlnitzky, Head of Police in Vienna, banning Michele Leoni’s translation of Childe Harold IV. 

92: Count Leopoldo Cicognara was a distinguished Venetian historian and archaeologist. 



me know your orders on this point. I have answered you in as much haste as you have written not to 

miss the post. Excuse it & believe me 

        yours faithfully R.B.Hoppner 

 
Byron to Hoppner, from Ravenna, January 10th 1820: 

(Source: text from Huntington HM 7399, photocopy from microfilm; BLJ VII 24-5) 

[A
l
. No.l

e
 Signore / R.B.Hoppner Esq

re
. / Console Generale di S. M. B. / Venezia. / Venezia.] 

Byron answers the previous item. 

Ravenna. January <1/>20
th

. 1820. –  

My dear Hoppner 

 I have not decided anything about remaining at Ravenna – I may stay a day – a week 

– a year – all my life – but all this depends upon what I can neither see nor foresee. – I came because I 

was called – and will go the moment that I perceive what may render my departure proper; – my 

attachment has neither <in> the blindness of the beginning – nor the microscopic accuracy of the close 

to such liaisons – but “time and the hour”
93

 must decide upon what I do – I can as yet say nothing 

because I hardly know anything beyond what I have told you. – – – I wrote to you last post for my 

moveables – as there is no getting a lodging with a chair or table here ready – and as I have already 

some things of the sort at Bologna which I had last summer there for my daughter; – I have directed 

them to be moved – & wish the like to be done with those of Venice – that I may at least get out of the 

“Albergo Imperiale” which is imperial in all true sense of the Epithet. 
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Buffini may be paid for his Poison. – 

I forgot to thank you and M
rs
. Hoppner for a whole treasure of toys for Allegra before our departure – it 

was very kind & we are very grateful. – – – Your account of the Weeding of the Governor’s party is 

very entertaining; – If you do not understand the Consular exceptions – I do – and it is right that a man 

of honour – and a woman of probity – should find it so – particularly in a place – where there are not 

“ten righteous.”
94

 – As to Nobility – in England none are strictly noble but peers – not even peers’ Sons 

– though titled by Courtesy – nor knights of the Garter – unless of the peerage – so that Castlereagh 

himself would hardly pass through a foreign Herald’s ordeal – till the death of his father. – —— 

I don’t see why the Spanish Consul’s wife should have been excluded – – because I have always 
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understood her to be a very respectable woman – that is for Italy – She is a Padouan – had money – and 

has not I believe very much annoyed her husband hitherto. – As for Madame Cicognara – it seems a 

mystery – not her present exclusion – but her former presentations at the Courts specified – at least if 

her tale be true, as told by her Co=harlots. – – I should imagine that the new rules must have caused a 

strong Con=catin=ation of Venetian Gentil=donne – upon the occasion of their enactment. – The Snow 

is a foot deep here. – – There is a theatre – and Opera – The Barber of Seville. – Balls begin on 

Monday next. – – Pay the Porter – for never looking after the gate – and ship my chattels – and let me 

know or let Castelli let me know how my lawsuits go on – but him only in proportion to his success. – 

– – Perhaps we may meet in the Spring yet – if you 

 

1:4 [above address:] are for England. – I see Hobhouse has got in a Scrape – which does not please me 

<because> he should not have gone so deep a= [below address:] =mong those men
95

 – without 

calculating the consequences. – I used to think myself the most imprudent of all {among} my friends 

and acquaintances but almost begin to doubt it. y
rs
 [scrawl] 

 

Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, January 17th 1820: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43448) 

[VENEZIA REGNO LOMBARDO VENETO / The Right Hon
ble

 / Lord Byron / Ravenna // FORLI 23 

GENN
O
] 

Hoppner meets Fanny Silvestrini. 

        Venice 17. January 1820. 

                                                           
93: Shakespeare, Macbeth, I iii 147. 

94: Genesis 18:33; Venice compared with Sodom and Gomorrah. 

95: B. assumes Hobhouse to have joined the Painite radicals. 



My dear Lord 

 On Saturday morning I saw that chaste lady Mad
e
 Lega,

96
 & learnt from her your desire to have 

your furniture and books forwarded to you at Ravenna. It was impossible to foresee at the moment she 

came when it would be possible to comply with your wishes, for we have had during the last 10 days 

such weather as has not been known here these 30 years, as as [sic] would not have disgraced the 

capital of all the Russias; but yesterday the wind changed and the thaw is now as active as the frost & 

snow have been. I have though today sent a man to look at your furniture in order to prepare for 

packing it, & tomorrow the cases for your books will be made, so then whenever the vessel which the 

said lady talks of arrives I trust every thing will be ready to embark on board of it. A few days after you 

left Venice this dame came to my house & desired to see me; as I was not in the way she expressed a 

wish to see M
rs
 Hoppner, but as the latter felt no corresponding desire she declined the interview very 

much to the annoyance of the expriests wife.
97

 On Thursday last she called here, and asked for me, 

upon which I sent her word to communicate her wants to Mr Dorville; She in the mean time as I was as 

I was upstairs bounced into our drawing room, saying she was not accustomed to be left waiting in a 

hall, & I understand was so angry at my message that she actually tore her veil, in expressing her 

illhumour: however she wrote me a civil note saying that as I was not to be seen, and my secretary was 

out, she begged I would send him to her. Mr Dorville and I afterwards called at your house to know 

what the woman wanted, and I desired Vincenzo
98

 to be the bearer of any communication she had to 

make: but she chose to call again herself on Saturday. – As she had already given such proofs of her 

character as to alarm my servants, & I did not know what air she might next give herself, I descended 

to speak to her, and found her, where after her extravagance on the preceding Thursday, I certainly did 

not expect to meet her, pacing up & down the hall 
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and though she complained of the cold, as a hint that I should invite her into the room, & I certainly felt 

it myself rather severely, I chose to keep her there while I read your note & ascertained the object of 

her visit, which I made as short as possible by telling her that while the then existing weather lasted, it 

was useless to think of moving the things and that measures should be taken for that purpose as soon as 

the weather permitted, & giving her a simple “padrona”
99

 left her. I have entered into these details that 

you may know the truth of what has passed between us, which she probably will misrepresent, and thus 

you may laugh with me at the airs which this piece of chastity assumes. – It is now only necessary that 

I should add with regard to your moveables my fears that you have been ill advised, in directing them 

to be sent after you, with the exception of your books, as the packing & conveyance will cost you 

nearly as much as new furniture where you are, besides the risk of breakage on the passage. 

 The cold weather we have suffered has in some measure allayed the ferment produced by the 

weeding, as you properly term it, of the Governors party, though from the little I have heard since on 

the matter, the rabble here have joined the excluded Residentess, and many who might go there, will 

not, because of the affront put upon this noble harlot. Some there are indeed who like the Princess 

Gonzaga stay away because their Cavalieri Servente are not asked with them, and a few of the noblesse 

who from the rank their purses hold could not have gone without the invitation are much pleased & 

approve the measure; but generally speaking most of those go & all those who are excluded chuse to 

represent Mad
e
 Cicognara’s exclusion as highly affronting, the first probably from a feeling of distress 

that so much virtue should be slighted the latter to conceal under their complaint on her account the 

mortification they feel on their own. I have not been there owing to the badness of the weather since 

the first evening, but am told that the others have been ill attended and are very dull. – Our carnaval has 

been hitherto very much so – poor Caraffa’s opera
100

 failed, & they have now substituted Rossini’s 

Edward & Christine
101

 in which the Corleu
102

 made her debut until the second opera can be got up. – 

                                                           
96: Fanny Silvestrini, companion to Teresa and partner to Zambelli, soon to become B.’s secretary / steward. 

97: It is not clear whether Zambelli was an unfrocked priest, or whether he and Silvestrini were in fact married. 

98: Perhaps Vincenzo Papi, B.’s coachman, who pitchforks Sergeant-Major Masi in the Pisan Affray. 

99: “Mistress”. 

100: Michele Carafa, Italian composer and friend of Rossini, who said of him, “He made the mistake of being born 

my contemporary”. The unidentified opera is Il sacrificio d’Epito, premiered at Teatro La Fenice on December 

26th, 1819. It was performed only six nights, till January 8th; on January 15th it was substituted with a revival of 

Rossini's Eduardo e Cristina (my thanks to Marco Beghelli here).  

101: Rossini’s Eduardo e Cristina was premiered at the Teatro San Benedetto, Venice, on April 24th 1819 (my 

thanks to Marco Beghelli here). 

102: The unidentified singer is the alto Carolina Cortesi (my thanks to Marco Beghelli here). 



The Ridotto
103

 is removed to the old rooms but has been hitherto thinly visited, and very few masks 

have as yet appeared, now that the scirocco promises to bring back the muggy weather in which the 

Venetians so much delight, probably 
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they will become a little more lively. 

 I have not seen any thing of Castilli, Mr Edgecombe reappeared shortly after your departure and is 

threatened, I hear, with a lawsuit by your late adversaries, if he does not find other means of satisfying 

their demand. – As to Merryweather, I fear he has given us the slip, at least I am told he is gone to 

Florence and I certainly have not seen him lately in the streets; but as his family is still here, I presume 

he will return, unless he finds the means of establishing himself elsewhere. With Gnoatto
104

 too I have 

not yet been able to do anything: I mentioned the case to Foscolo,
105

 who promised to speak to him, & 

endeavour to engage him to pay, adding that he would call & let me know the result. I have not since 

heard of him whether owing to the badness of the weather, or that he has not been able to succeed, I 

know not, but as the streets are now, or rather will be in a day or two, again practicable I shall call on 

him, if he does not redeem his promise. 

 I am sorry for Hobhouse,
106

 who should not, because he had associated himself with a set of 

blackguards, forget that he is himself a gentleman. I cannot think that such language as that of his 

pamphlet
107

 could assist any good cause, and begin to fear things are going [seal] in England. They go 

on ill, God knows, every where. Colonel Hipp[seal: “-isley’s”] expedition to the Orinoco,
108

 shows 

affairs to be in a bad way in America, and a letter I have seen today states the distress and discontent to 

be so great at Philadelphia, that the writer, whose intention it was to go there, abandons all idea of 

quitting Europe. France & Switzerland are the only countries which are at all quiet: but it is very 

problematical how long the first will continue so, & the tranquillity of the second will cease whenever 

one of the ruling powers thinks it worthwhile to interfere there. – 

 Scott
109

 I hear returned the day before yesterday & is still uncertain whether he shall go to England 

or to Constantinople. Another person might go to China & back while he is making up his mind. I have 

not yet seen him. – We have three or four English passing the winter here some on pleasure, some on 

business, & another English lady the widow of a Bavarian officer, who I hope will turn out better than 

’tother widow. Among the passants is Lord Lascelles’s Son, who I suppose is sent out of the way of his 

wife. – Adieu my dear Lord Mrs Hoppner desires her compliments and I remain ever your faithful 

Servant / R.B.Hoppner 

 

Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, January 24th 1820: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43448) 

[VENEZIA REGNO LOMBARDO VENETO / The Right Hon
ble

 / Lord Byron / Ravenna // FORLI 27 

GENN
O
] 

        Venice 24 January 1820 

My dear Lord 

 I doubt not you have had more than enough of my last letter, and I should not perhaps have 

troubled you again so soon, had I not to announce to you, that after having overcome the unavoidable 

delays of packing your furniture, & making a list of your books, which was necessary in order to obtain 

the requisite licence to export them, & procuring a custom house officer to examine every thing, they 

are now shipped & ready to sail for your port. Mr Dorville has been indefatigable & has had more 

trouble than you can imagine on this occasion; & I therefore hope you will not disdain to express your 

sense of his attention which I am sure will more than repay his labours. – I have availed myself of your 

permission to keep some five of your books, which I shall find some future opportunity of sending; & 

you will remark that your goat is not among your live stock – for when sent for I was told that M
r
 

Zambelli had made 

                                                           
103: The Ridotti were places of musical entertainment, gambling, and social meeting. They were rooms inside the 

theatre, usually beside the boxes in the third tier, and can still be seen in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Italian 

theatres, such as La Scala in Milan or La Fenice in Venice). See Beppo, l.457 (my thanks to Marco Beghelli here). 

104: Signor Gnoatto was an agent of Madame Mocenigo, from whom leased B. his Grand Canal Palazzo. 

105: Unidentified. Not the poet. 

106: H. was in Newgate for allegedly inciting revolution. 

107: The pamphlet which got H. jailed was A Trifling Mistake in Thomas Lord Erskine’s recent Preface … by the 

author of the “Defence of the People” (1819). 

108: Gustavus Hippisley, A Narrative of the expedition to the rivers Orinoco and Apuné (1819). 

109: Alexander Scott, who had swum the Grand Canal with B. and Angelo Mengaldo. 
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a present of it to Count somebody who bought your hay. This worthy agent must therefore take the 

means of moving it, if he has acted without authority. – Castilli sends me word that the lawsuit with 

Merryweather is going on as quick as the requisite forms here will permit, & that the trades people in 

Edgecombe’s affair have not thought proper to appeal. He must therefore have satisfied them. Your 

Lawyer has asked for no money nor received any. Gnoatto offers to pay 2 louis a month beginning with 

the present, but I have declined his terms. What am I to do if the Police cannot interfere? 

 The murder of the Elephant last year
110

 <was worthy> made no noise in comparison with the 

approaching nuptials of M Streffi and M
rs
 Prescott.

111
 Even the Governors Exclusion bill has sunk into 

oblivion in consequence of this new event. There has not been so much scritti in the Place de S
t
 Marc 

since the day of the Cocagna, and you see people running in all directions repeating what they know of 

this affair & eager to collect further information about it. The banns were published for the first time 

yesterday & in a fortnight this loving couple are to be united. You have lost volumes of bon mots by 

not being here at the moment, for it would be impossible to repeat to you in a letter a fifteenth part of 

what has been said of both 
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these distinguished characters on the occasion: – but we are at a loss to discover which of the two is the 

dupe: for report says, among other extraordinary tales, that she is three or four months gone with child, 

consequently it cannot be by him: that she was last winter in Paris in the quality of Sir Charles 

Stuart’s
112

 mistress, by whom she is still supported in short that she is any thing but what she should be. 

As for Streffi a thousand new stories have started up about him: – but as Scott will probably write to 

you & tell them infinitely better than I can, I resign the task to him. 

 When your books arrive pray look into the voyage to the Orinoco. Towards the end of the volume 

is a letter from Capt:
n
 Hill who commanded one of the vessels in Adm:

l
 Birons squadron, in which you 

will find a curious story of the surgeon of the vessel. –
113

 

   Adieu my dear Lord 

    believe me ever 

     your faithful Serv:
t
 / R.B.Hoppner  

 

Byron to Hoppner, from Ravenna, January 31st 1820: 

(Source: text from Huntington HM 2243, photocopy from microfilm; BLJ VII 27-8) 

[A
l
. No.l

e
 Sig.

re
 / R.B.Hoppner. / Console Generale / di S. M. B. – / Venezia. – / Venezia.] 

Byron answers the previous item. 

Ravenna. January 31
st
. 1820. 

My dear Hoppner 

 You would hardly have been troubled with the removal of my furniture, but there is 

none to be had nearer than Bologna – and I have been fain to have that of the rooms which I fitted up 

for <A> my daughter {there} in the Summer removed <from thence> here. – – – 

The expence will be at least as great of the land Carriage – so that you see it was necessity and not 

choice – here – they get every thing from Bologna – except some lighter articles from Forli or Faenza. 

– – – I am fully sensible of M
r
. Dorville’s past and present cares and attentions – and wish I knew how 

to requite them – as I considered him as your Vice – I could not from delicacy – offer him any 

recompence – otherwise I assure you it would be a great relief to me – if by any present in any shape – 

I could evince my sense of his troubles. – Perhaps – without saying anything to him – you could 

<give> {show} me the line to take – and I assure you I shall be the most obliged of the two. –  

If Scott is returned – pray remember me to him – and plead laziness – the whole and sole cause of my 

not <writing> {replying;} dreadful is the exertion of letter writing – 

 

                                                           
110: See Romantic Editions, on this website, for the editor’s translation of the Elefanteide. 

111: Mrs Prescott seems to have been of a certain age and over-impressionable, and Nicola Streffi a much younger 

Greek fortune-hunter. Pietro Buratti wrote an offensive poem about them, too. 

112: Stuart was English ambassador to Paris, 1815-1830. 

113: At pp. 641-3 of A Narrative of the expedition to the rivers Orinoco and Apuné, a Captain Hill writes how a 

ship’s surgeon, Mr Dewey, dreams, before a naval engagement, that the crew is massacred, and that he escapes by 

hiding below. In the real engagement, which follows, he panics and hides below. The enemy crew board, go 

below, and cut him horribly to pieces. 
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What you say of M
rs
. Prescott and her Sclavonian marriage does not surprize me – it is a match of your 

making – I was sure that such or some such result would be the consequence of any remonstrance – – it 

is the very essence of human nature to act thus; – but I think I see your face upon the occasion – which 

would interest me a great deal more than anything of’ the Venetian Carnival. – The Carnival here is 

less boisterous – but we have balls and a theatre – I carried Bankes to <the first> both – and he carried 

away I believe a {much} more favourable impression of the Society here – than of that of Venice – 

recollect that I speak of {the} native Society only. – – I am drilling very hard to learn how to double a 

Shawl, and should succeed to admiration – if I did not always double it the wrong side out – and then I 

sometimes confuse and bring away two – so as to put all the Serventi – out – besides keeping their 

Servite in the cold – <th> till everybody {can} get<s> back their property. – But it is a dreadfully 

moral place – for you must not look at anybody’s wife except your Neighbour’s, if you to the next door 

but one – you are 
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scolded – and presumed to be perfidious. – – 

And then a relazione or an amicizia seems to be a regular affair of from five to fifteen years – at which 

period if there occur a widowhood – it finishes by a <spoli> sposalizio; – and in the mean time it has so 

many rules of it’s own that it is not much better. – – – A man actually becomes a piece of female 

property; they won’t let their Serventi marry until there is a vacancy for themselves. – I know two 

instances of this in one family here. – To-night there is a Tombola or lottery after the Opera – it is an 

[Ms. tear: “odd”] ceremony. – – Bankes and I took tickets [Ms. tear: “for”] it – and buffooned 

together very merrily. – – He is gone to Firenze.. – – – – M
rs
. Lambelli should have sent you my 

postscript – there was no occasion to have bored you in person. – – I never interfere in anybody’s 

squabbles – she may scratch your {face} herself. – – – – – The weather here has been dreadful – Snow 

several feet – – fiume broke down a bridge – and flooded Heaven knows how many Campi, – , – 

{then} rain came – and {it is} still thawing – so that my saddle horses have a sinecure till the roads 

become {more} practicable. – – – – Why did Lega give away the goat? a blockhead – I must have him 

again. – – – – – –  

 

1:4 [above address:] Will you pay Missiaglia – and the Buffo Buffini – of the Gran Bretagna. – I heard 

from Moore who is at Paris – I had previously written to him London – but he has not yet got my letter 

apparently. – – – Have you Clawed Edgecombe? if [below address:] you see him – tell him that if he 

and I foregather again – I shall have <somewhat> to say that {which} he will remember for some time. 

– – – Castelli should proceed with the law suits – and if there is any other I shall have no objection. – 

With my benediction on M
rs
. Hoppner – who has made M

rs
. Prescott’s marriage – believe me y

rs
. ever 

very truly 

 [swirl signature] 

 

Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, March 12th 1820: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43448) 

[VENEZIA REGNO LOMBARDO VENETO / The Right Hon
ble

 / Lord Byron / &
c
 &

c
 &

c
 Ravenna // 

FORLI 16 MAR] 

 

P.S. [at top of letter] Scott embarked about 10 days or a fortnight ago for Constantinople & has had the 

pleasure of taking this period on shipboard of the Alberoni. He is acquainted with all the belles of 

Malamocco, & takes sentimental walks on the sands, cursing the inconstant winds and the [  ] that 

made him for to go & leave his dear behind. – I have this moment received an account of the attempted 

assassination of the King’s ministers.
114

 – Strange times these! 

        Venice, 12. March 1820 

My dear Lord 

 Your Gondolier paid me a visit the day before yesterday, and brought me the most satisfactory 

accounts of you. I was rather glad too by this opportunity to learn that you were a little displeased at 

my long silence as it was the fear of boring you with my letters, knowing how much better your time is 

occupied than it would be with my prosing epistles, which had prevented my writing to you sooner; for 

although owing to Dorville’s having been so dangerously ill as to be for the last fortnight confined to 

                                                           
114: The “Cato Street Conspiracy”, February 23rd 1820. 



his room I have been obliged to sacrifice more time than I like to my official duties, I will not deny that 

there were many moments when I would have occupied myself very agreeably in writing you the news 

of this place but for the above reason. – – I believe my last informed you of the intended union of the 

Prescott & Streffi: This has since been effected, and many rather extraordinary circumstances relative 

to them have occupied the town ever since; such as their being reduced to rather unpleasant straits from 

the want of money, M
r
 Streffi’s 
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creditors applying to the Police to arrest his departure until the payment of his debts to the amount of 

about 7000 livres of this place. Among these two was the Head of the office to which he belonged, who 

claimed the restitution of 50 florins, his salary for six months which had been advanced to him, or of 

his serving that time till he had worked it out. The lady in the mean time was living on credit, & 

necklaces said to be hers were offered for sale at Florians & other Coffee houses. – You will readily 

believe to what conjectures all this gave rise: it was concluded at length on all hands, that she was so 

much in debt in England that she dared not return there, & had taken a husband to cover her & to lodge 

him in prison for her debts. About a week ago she received however a remittance of £400; and now 

every one again has renewed his court to them & is full of their wealth, though more than ever puzzled 

by this mysterious marriage. – Even Streffi however & his fortunes have been obliged to yield ground 

to the late events at Paris: the assassination of the Duc de Berri
115

 and the revolutionary spirit evinced 

in France, and Germany Whether these events are calculated to excite the hopes or fears of this 

garrulous people you are sufficiently acquainted with them to form a more accurate judgement than I 

am: the only thing connected with all this that has surprised me, has been the facility with which the 

Censure have permitted the 
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publication of every detail and of every opinion relative to them, as they appear to me to have made 

much impression here: They know however their own concerns best, and are no doubt sufficiently 

informed of the character of their subjects to judge how far they are to be trusted with a knowledge of 

what is passing elsewhere. – Au reste nothing of any consequence has occurred here since you left us, 

except it be the arrival <here> of Sir Tho
s
: Lawrence,

116
 who during the few days he staid gratified and 

astonished the Venetians with the sight of some of his works. He regretted very much that you were not 

here and told me that he had had so great a desire to paint you that though it was not his practice to ask 

such favors, he was about to have begged you to grant him a sitting when you left England.
117

 I was 

much pleased in making his acquaintance and think you would have liked his manners and 

conversation. – I cannot learn that Mr Castilli is making any progress with your lawsuits I met him 

some time ago & enquired when he told me that all was advancing as fast as the nature of the courts 

here would allow. At this time I begged him to call on me to take sight of M
r
 Gnoatto’s papers, as it 

was necessary to proceed against him, nothing short of a lawsuit being likely to make any impression 

on him, but he has not been near me, and I am thinking if you have no objection of putting the affair 

into Mengaldo’s hands, who is now practising here, and who, as I see him almost daily, is more within 

reach of any instructions and admonitions I might have to communicate. 

 

1:4 [above address:] The boat which brought your man & which leaves this tonight for Ravenna will 

carry your lampshades & a silver candlestick, which had been left with me as Mad:
e
 Mocenigo’s 

property, but which appears to be Y
r
 L

ps
: I hope you will receive them without accident. – Is the change 

which has taken place in England
118

 likely to induce your return there? – You are possibly become so 

skilful [below address:] a Servente now <then> to have taken a liking to the office, to say nothing of 

trammels & so forth which it may be difficult to burst even for a temporary absence. Perhaps I did you 

wrong, but I certainly suspected from your last letter, that you had been guilty of a little infidelity & 

had been reprimanded; the rules of serventeship appearing to sit rather heavy upon you. – – Adieu my 

dear Lord I will bore you no longer than to say how sincerely I remain 

   Yours faithfully 

   R.B.Hoppner 

                                                           
115: Berri, grandson of Louis XVIII, was assassinated by Louvel on February 13th 1820. 

116: Sir Thomas Lawrence, best-known portrait painter of his day. Regretted that he never painted B. 

117: This ambition on Lawrence’s part seems not be generally known. 

118: King George III had died on January 30th 1820.  



 
March 20th 1820: Byron translates Francesca of Rimini. 

 

Byron to Hoppner, from Ravenna, March 31st 1820: 
(Source: text from Huntington HM 7400, photocopy from microfilm; Q II 508-10; BLJ VII 65-6) 

[To, / R.B.Hoppner Esq
re

. / Consul General / to his B. M. / Venezia. – / Venezia.] 

Byron answers the previous item. 

Ravenna. March 31
st
. 

1820. 

My dear Hoppner – 

 Dear Hoppner – Laziness has kept me from answering your letter. – It is an 

inveterate vice – which grows stronger, and I feel it in my pen this moment. – – – – – 

With regard to M
r
. Gnoatto, I doubt that the Chevalier is too honest a man to make a good lawyer. – 

Castelli is a bustling, sly, sharp Avocato – & will be more likely to make the rascal wince. But I mean 

to do thus, – <in June> {that is} to say – with your approbation. – – – You will inform Madame 

Mocenigo – that till M
r
. Gnoatto’s money is paid – I shall deduct that sum – from her rent – <le> in 

June – till she compels her Servant to pay it – – She {may} make a cause of it, if she likes – so will I & 

carry it through all the tribunals – so as to give her as many years work of it – as she pleases. – At the 

same time I will prosecute him also. – – I am 
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not even sure that I will pay her at all – till she compels her Scoundrelly dependent to do me justice – 

which a word from her would do. – – All this you had better let her know as soon as can be. – – – – – – 

– – – – 

By the way – I should like to have my Gondola sold – for what it will bring – and do you carry money 

to the account of expences. – – – If Mother Mocenigo does as she ought to do – I may perhaps give up 

her house – and pay her rent into the bargain. – If not – {I’ll pay nothing and} we’ll go to law – I loves 

a “lité”. – – – – – – – – – 

What you tell me of M
rs
. Strephon is very amusing – but all private matters must be superseded at 

present by the public plots – and so forth – I wonder what it will all end in. – 
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I should probably have gone to England for the Coronation – but for my wife – I don’t wish to walk in 

such company, under present circumstances. – – – – – 

Ravenna continues much the same as I described it – Conversazioni all Lent, and much better ones than 

any at Venice – – there are small games at hazard, that is Faro – where nobody can point more than 

<four> <two> a shilling or two – other Card <=parties ofd> tables – and as much talk and Coffee as 

you please – Everybody does and says <as> {what} they please – and I do not recollect any 

disagreeable events – except being three times falsely accused of flirtation – and once being robbed of 

six sixpences by a nobleman of the city. – {a count Bozzi.} I did not suspect the illustrious delinquent – 

but the Countess Vitelloni and the Marquess Loratelli told me of it directly – and also that it was a way 

he had – of filching mo= 
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=ney – when he saw it before him – but I <too> did not <are> ax him for the cash – but contented 

himself
119

 with telling him that if he did it again – I should anticipate the law. – – – – – – – – – – 

There is to be a theatre in April – and a fair – and an Opera – and another Opera in June – besides the 

fine weather of Nature’s giving – and the rides in the Forest of Pine. – – Augustine overturned the 

carriage – a fortnight ago – and smashed it – and himself and me – and Tita – and the horses – into a 

temporary hodge=podge. – He pleaded against the horses – but it was his {own} bad driving – Nobody 

was hurt – a few slight bruises – the escape was tolerable – being between a river <and> on one side – 

and a steep bank on the other. I was luckily alone – – Allegra being with Madame Guiccioli. – – – – – – 

– With my best respects to M
rs
. Hoppner believe me ever & [scrawl signifying “very truly”] yrs. Byron 

 

2:1 

                                                           
119: B. means “contented myself”. 



 

P.S. 

 Could you give me an Item of what books remain at Venice – I don’t want them – but wish to 

know whether the few that are not here are there – and were not lost by the way. – – – 

I hope and trust you have got all your wine safe – and that is drinkable. – – – – 

Allegra is prettier I think – but as obstinate as a Mule – and as ravenous as a Vulture. – Health good to 

judge [Ms. tear: “from]” the Complexion – [text turns through ninety degrees:] temper tolerable – but 

for vanity and pertinacity – She thinks herself handsome – and will do as she pleases. – – – – – 

 

April 4th-July 16th 1820: Byron writes Marino Faliero (perhaps inspired by Cato Street). 

 

Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, April 15th 1820: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43448) 

[VENEZIA REGNO LOMBARDO VENETO / The Right Hon
ble

 / Lord Byron / &
c
 &

c
 &

c
 Ravenna // 

FORLI 20 APR] 

Hoppner answers the previous item. 

        Venice 15
th

 April 1820 

My dear Lord 

 In spite of the very violent cold and fever which I have had for some days past I should have 

found the means of answering your letter of the 3
rd

 March,
120

 if an English family or two which have 

just left us had allowed me the necessary time to do so. At this season you know how much occupation 

these visitants bring us: but as we occasionally make a few pleasant acquaintances, it is worth while to 

submit to the bore of <a few> the troublesome ones, not to lose those who are worth knowing. I have 

turned over M
r
 Gnoatto to Castilli with directions not to spare him, and not to mind the rascalls tears, 

which when he is hard pressed he resorts to in place of his accustomed impudence, and I hope you will 

recover your money without having recourse to the violent means 
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you propose with Mad:
e
 Mocenigo, and which, to say the truth, I do not think would altogether accord 

with your accustomed justice and liberality. As to your other cause with M
r
 Merryweather I much fear 

that after all your trouble & expense, he will at last slip through your hands without meeting that 

punishment he deserves. – For some time past he has pestered the Police & me for a Passport to enable 

him to leave Venice, which I not only refused him myself but prevailed on the Police not to grant him. 

About 10 days ago however they sent to say that they should be obliged to escort him as a vagabond & 

who had not the means of obtaining his livelihood, out of the country when I requested they would at 

least wait till after the 10
th

: day of the month when Castilli always said a certain letter of credit he held 

would finally be sold: with this they complied & the bill was sold for 7 livres, to a Jew: but I now find 

that so far from being able to proceed to extremities with him, if he gives up what he has, which of 

course he had reduced to nothing & pleads his 
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inability to pay, he will not only not be confined, but discharged from his debt altogether. So much for 

justice & Lawyers in this part of the world.
121

 – To this point Castilli is now pushing him, & the whole 

affair must terminate in a few days, when I will endeavour to explain to you more clearly than I can at 

this moment how the rascall has been enabled to defraud the prison of it due. – 

 I am glad to find that you continue so much pleased with your present Residence, though I 

fear there is little chance left of our seeing you again at Venice. – Buratti has celebrated the loves of 

Strephon & his Spouse in, I am told, the best poem he has yet written.
122

 We have lately had here some 

intimate friends of the lady from whom I have that she is one of the first families of Cork, that her 

relations are great & very proud people & will probably not only take her children from her but never 

see her again: that till She left England for the continent she was always considered a prude, but 

unmarked for the iligance of her taste & manners, in short that madness is the only excuse they can 

plead for her conduct. Her jointure amounts only to £300 a year but her eldest boy will have £4000 per 

                                                           
120: This letter has not been found. 

121: In England Castilli would have been thrown in prison until he could pay the debt. 

122: Further evidence that B. was familiar with Buratti and his work. The poem to which Hoppner refers is 

Streffeide, a satire on “the intended union of the Prescott & Streffi”. Nicoletto Streffi was an old enemy of Buratti, 

and had in 1816 satirised his personal life in a mock-epithalamion. 



ann. & <that> she and her sister could have divided between them an inheritance of upwards of 

£30,000 which her mother has recently obtained, & which some relation 
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had disputed with her at law. – 

 I am quite ashamed that I have so long omitted to thank you for your wine, which I have taken 

possession of, & find, some of it at least, excellent. It serves as a daily remembrance of your friendship 

& kindness to us. – 

 I can hardly say that I am pleased with your account of Allegra: it does not appear that you are 

altogether satisfied with her yourself: and this being the case I make bold to send you a letter from her 

Mama, which, you will see by the date we have kept some time by us, fearing to annoy you with it. We 

are informed that it contains a request that Allegra may be allowed to visit her this year, & I am 

requested to back this proposal. Perhaps a visit to her mama might improve her temper & diminish her 

vanity and obstinacy, but you know best. only do not imagine that the application would have been 

made if we could have prevented it knowing how disagreeable this subject is to you. – – 

 The Papers say you have sent home two more Canto’s of D
n
 Juan. Is it so?

123
 If what 
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Bankes
124

 wrote to me from Florence is true, I fear the Gazettes lie as much in private affairs as they do 

in public. I hope however they are right for once. So Hobhouse is returned for West:
r125

 & Burdett
126

 

likely to go to Prison in his stead. Such queer things are doing daily in England, that I confess it must 

be very amusing to live there at this moment. 

 I send you a list of the books belonging to you we still have here: M
rs
 Hoppner reads so little 

& so slow or they would have been sent to you long since but she still wishes to keep one or two of 

them, & I therefore defer for the present sending them out as it is sometimes easier, at least by sea to 

send a large parcel then a small one. I hope the delay will not bring you any inconvenience if it does 

they shall be sent immediately – 

 Adieu my dear Lord believe me 

   ever your faithful & 

 devoted Serv
t
 

  R.B.Hoppner 

 

Byron to Hoppner, from Ravenna, April 18th 1820: 

(Source: text from Fitzwilliam Museum Cambridge General Series; LJ V 10-12; BLJ VII 78) 

[To, – R.B.Hoppner Esqre / Consul General / to H.B.M. / Venezia / Venezia / April 18. 1820] 

Byron answers the previous item. 
Ravenna – April 18

th
. 

1820. 

Dear Hoppner – 

 I have caused write Siri and Willhalm to send <by> {with} Vincenzo in a boat – the 

Camp beds and swords left in their care when I quitted Venice. – – – – There are also several pounds of 

Manton’s best powder 
127

in a <tin case> Japan case – but unless I felt sure of getting it away from V. 

without seizure – I won’t have it ventured – I can get it in here – by means an acquaintance in the 

Customs who has offered to get it ashore for me – but should like to be certiorated of its safety in 

leaving Venice I would not lose it for its weight in {gold} <gold> there is none such in Italy, as I take it 

to be. – – – – – 

I wrote to you a week or so ago – and hope you are in good plight and Spirits. – Sir Humphry Davy is 

here, and was last night at the Cardinal’s. – As I had been there last Sunday, and yesterday was warm I 

did not go which I should have done 
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123: B. had sent Cantos III and IV of Don Juan to Mu. on February 21st 1820 (BLJ VII 42). 

124: B.’s old Trinity friend William Bankes had visited him at Ravenna early in 1820. 

125: H. was returned for Westminster on March 25th 1820. 

126: Sir Francis Burdett, H.’s rich fellow-radical. He did not go to prison. 

127: The first mention of Byron’s missing powder. 



if I had thought of meeting the Man of Chemistry. – He called this morning and I shall go in search of 

him at Corso time; I believe today being Monday there is no great Conversazione, and only the <little> 

family are at the Marchese Cavalli’s {where I go as a relation sometimes} so that unless he stays a day 

or two we should hardly meet in public. – – The theatre is to open in May for the fair – if there is not a 

Row in all Italy by that time, – the Spanish business has set them all a Constitutionizing – and what 

<all> will be the end no one knows – it is also necessary thereunto to have a beginning. – – You see the 

blackguards have brought in Hobhouse for Westminster. – <as> Rochefoucauld says that <we are> 

“there is something in the misfortunes of our best friends not unpleasing to us” and it is to this that I 

attribute my not being so sorry for his election as I ought to be 
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seeing that it will eventually be a millstone round his neck, for what can he do? he can’t take place? he 

can’t take power {in any case} – if he succeeds in reforming – he will be stoned for his pains
128

 – and if 

he fails – there he is stationary as Lecturer for Westminster. – –  

 

 Would you go to the House by the true gate 

  Much faster than ever Whig Charley went 

 Let Parliament send you to Newgate 

  And Newgate will send you to Parliament. 

 

But Hobhouse is a man of real talent however and will make the best of his situation as he has done 

hitherto. – 

y
rs
. ever & truly 

Byron 

P.S. 

 My benediction to M
rs
. Hoppner. – How is y

r
 little boy? – Allegra is growing, and has increased 

in good looks and obstinacy. – – – – – 

 

Byron to Hoppner, from Ravenna, April 22nd 1820: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43448; LJ V 12-15; QII 510-12; BLJ VII 79-80) 

[To, / R.B.Hoppner Esq
re

 / Consul General / to H.B.M. / Venezia / Venezia] 

Ravenna. April 22
d
. 1820 

My dear Hoppner 

 With regard to Gnoatto – I cannot relent in favour of Madame Mocenigo who 

protects a rascal and retains him in her service. – Suppose the case of your Servant or mine – you 

having the same claim upon F
r
. or I upon your Tim – would either of us retain them an instant unless 

they <instantly> paid the debt? – As “there is no force in the decrees of Venice”
129

 no Justice to be 

obtained from the tribunals – because even conviction does not compel payment – nor enforce 

punishment – you must excuse me when I repeat that not one farthing of the rent shall be paid till either 

Gnoatto pays me his debt – or quits Madame Mocenigo’s service; – I will abide by the consequences – 

but I could wish that no time was lost in apprizing her of the affair; – you must not <take> {mind her 

relation} Seranzo’s statement – he may be a very good man – but he is but a Venetian – which I take 

<at present> to be <at> {in the} present {age} – the ne plus ultra of human abasement in all moral 

qualities whatsoever. – I dislike differing from you in opinion – but I have no other course to take – and 

either Gnoatto pays me – or quits her Service – or I will resist 
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to the uttermost the liquidation of her rent.
130

 – – 

I have nothing against her – nor for her – I owe her neither ill will nor kindness; – but if she protects a 

Scoundrel – and there is no other redress I will make some. – It has been & always will be the case 

where there is no law, Individuals must then right themselves. – – 

They have set the example “and it shall go hard but I will better the Instruction”.
131

 – Two words from 

her would suffice to make the villain do his duty – if they are not said – or if they have no effect – let 

him be dismissed – if not – as I have said – so will I do. – – – – – – – – 

                                                           
128: Almost true. Hobhouse does succeed in reforming, and is stoned for not having reformed enough. 

129: Shakespeare, The Merchant of Venice, IV. 

130: As with the rent he owes the Duchess of Devonshire for Piccadilly Terrace, Byron would like very much not 

to pay Madame Mocenigo for renting her palazzo. He does eventually (or rather, Hoppner does, as his agent). 



I wrote last week to Siri to desire Vincenzo to be sent to take charge of the beds and Swords to this 

place by Sea. – – I am in no hurry for the books – none whatever – and don’t want them. – Pray has not 

Mingaldo the Biography of living people? – it is not here – nor in your list. – I am not at all sure that he 

has it either – but it may be possible. – Let Castelli go on to the last – I am determined to see 

Merryweather 
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out in <all> this business just to discover what is or is not to be done in their tribunals – and if ever I 

cross him – as I have tried the law in vain – (<although> {since} it has but convicted him and then 

done nothing in consequence) – I will try a shorter process with that personage. 

About Allegra – I can only say to Claire – that I so<t> totally disapprove of the mode of Children’s 

treatment in their family – that I should look upon the Child as going in[Ms. tear: “to a”] hospital – Is 

it not so? Have they reared one? – – Her health here has hitherto been excellent – and her temper not 

bad – she is {sometimes} vain and obstinate – but always clean and cheerful – and as in a year or two I 

shall either send her to England – or put her in a Convent for education – these defects will be 

remedied as far as they can in human nature. – – But the Child shall not quit me again – to perish of 

Starvation, and green fruit – <and> {or} be taught to believe that there is no Deity. – – Whenever there 

is convenience of vicinity and access – her Mother can always have her with her – otherwise no. – – 

It was so stipulated from the beginning. – – 

 

1:4 [above address:] The Girl is not so well off as with you – but far better than with them; – the fact is 

she is spoilt – being a great favourite with every body on account of the fairness of her Skin – which 

[below address:] shines among their dusky children like <a star/>the milky way, but there is no 

comparison of her situation now – and that under Elise – or with them. – – 

She has grown considerably – is very clean – and lively. – – – She has plenty of air and exercise at 

home – and she goes out daily <in the ca> with M.
e
 Guiccioli in her carriage to the Corso. – The paper 

is finished & so must the letter be – yrs [scrawl] 

[inverted below address:] My best respects to M
rs
. H. and the little boy – – and Dorville. – – – 

 

Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, April 29th 1820: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43448) 

[VENEZIA REGNO LOMBARDO VENETO / The Right Hon
ble

 / Lord Byron / &
c
 &

c
 &

c
 / Ravenna // 

FORLI 4 MAG
O
] 

Hoppner answers the previous item. 

        Venice 29
th

 April 1820 

My dear Lord 

 I have communicated to Castilli your instructions respecting Mad:
e
 Mocenigo and as he told 

me he should in a day or two have occasion to call upon her on other business, when he could lay the 

whole affair before her I hope it will not be long before we see some favourable result. With regard to 

Merryweather I have desired Castilli to write to you himself the nature of the law in his case, and I 

have only to say that I have done every thing that depended on myself to prevent his obtaining a 

Passport to quit these state<d/>s until his affair with you was settled. If after all he obtains one: for 

which purpose he is making all the interest he can, it will be Castilli’s fault & not mine, that he has not 

been duly punished, and I must say, though perhaps wrong in my conjecture that if he had shown more 

activity & taken more interest in this affair it would have so terminated as it is likely to do: – after all 

he may be right in ascribing to the limits of the laws what I attribute to his lukewarmness but it is 

difficult to believe that the laws of any country could be so favourable to swindling as they would be 

here if what he says is true. M
rs
 Hoppner has copied & sent to Claire your sentence respecting Allegra 

so I hope you will not be troubled with any more applications from that quarter: she likewise 

recommended her to submit in patience to your decree, but whether she will, or will resort to a personal 

application, you who are beter acquainted 

 

1:2 

 

than I with this voluntary little lady will be best able to judge. Vincenzo was to set off yesterday Eve:
g
 

for Ravenna, where I hope he will arrive safe with your effects. He carries with him the books I had 

belonging to you, which I have thought it best to send by this opportunity, notwithstanding your 

                                                                                                                                                                      
131: Shakespeare, The Merchant of Venice, III i 62. 



permission to keep them longer, since I saw no chance of M
rs
 Hoppners reading in any reasonable time 

those she expressed herself desirous of possessing. The Biography of living people M
r
 Dorville says 

was sent before, but as he had already packed the books which were at your house when he received it 

from Mengaldo, he put it into a basket with some other things, & which basket Vincenzo says he 

remembers to have delivered to your servant. I trust therefore you will still find it at Ravenna. I am not 

quite certain whether in the list I sent you was not Lord Nelsons letters to Lady Hamilton:
132

 if it was 

’twas by mistake, as the book which happened at the time to be among yours, belongs to M. de Reck 

and consequently has not been sent. – this explanation I have thought necessary in case you should 

compare notes. – 

 A man has been several times to me for your subscription to a bust of the Emp
r
 or Viceroy, I 

don’t know which, but as I could not persuade myself you would ever throw away your money upon 

such wretched trash I would not pay him until I heard from you whether his claim was just: pray let me 

know when you next write. – I spoke to Siri & Wilhalm about the powder, but as both the importation 

& exportation of this article is alike prohibited in these states, it was not possible to send it by sea, & 

they tell me the case will be difficult to send it 
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entire by any private opportunity should even such an occasion offer besides that you have the key of 

the case, which prevents their making it up into smaller packages. – I am in treaty for Cicognara’s 

house the lady having taken a violent dislike to her apartment, in consequence of her daughter having 

died there. She was married as you perhaps remember to the Marq: Bentivoglio of Ferrara, and a priest 

having very humanely told her, that as the Marq: had long been her Mother’s lover, there was very 

little doubt he was her father she was so shocked at the idea of this incestuous marriage that she 

actually lost her senses, & died not long since raving. This tale I give as I heard it, not at all vouching 

for the truth of it, which indeed appears to me very doubtful from the extreme respectability of the one 

party. I mean Bentivoglio, who I am sure, if there had been any grounds for the supposition would not 

have married his own daughter. – A few days ago a lady came here from Trieste & brought me an 

introduction from the ViceConsul there, who stated she had passed the winter in that city & her knew 

her family to be of the first respectability: among other letters she showed me which she had brought 

here was one for M. Previdali, & as in the course of the morning I happened to hear that his character 

was by no means in esteem I determined to tell her of it, & I stated my reason for doing so was because 

it was more easy to avoid making a bad acquaintance than afterwards to get rid of him, as had been 

instanced in the case of M
rs
 Prescott. She told me that she had relations of that name, & upon talking 

farther on the matter it turned out that they are first cousins, the mothers of the two ladies being sisters. 

She passed one evening in our house when we were struck with the address of her manner & the 

following morn:
g
 brought a note to M

rs
 H. in which she {says she} must decline in future the offer 

which had been made her of frequenting our house as she wished to live unknown, & that her conduct 

should not be canvassed 

 

1:4 [above address:] by any one – you will allow that we have been fortunate in the acquaintance we 

have made this year. This poor lady I fear is as mad as her cousin, & only hope it may not be in the 

same way, though as this is leap year when female blood is supposed to be more on the alert, perhaps 

she too is looking out for a husband. She is poor & will therefore not find a Streffi. – M
rs
 Hoppner 

desires me to express her thanks to you for your kind enquiries after her and the little boy [below 

address:] they are both I am happy to say very well. He is grown & improves daily: he talks very 

intelligibly both in French & Venetian, & repeats any thing that is said to him in English. – Little 

Allegra would find him a more amusing companion than when she was here though I doubt they would 

quarrel & fight for the upper hand an amiable propensity which seems born with us. – Adieu my dear 

Lord Mr Dorville desires his respects & I remain 

    yours very sincerely 

     R.B.Hoppner 

 

Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, May 1820: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43448) 

[VENEZIA REGNO LOMBARDO VENETO / The Right Hon
ble

 / Lord Byron &
c
 &

c
 &

c
 / Ravenna // 

FORLI 18 MAG
O
] 

         Venice May 1820 

                                                           
132: The Letters of Lord Nelson to Lady Hamilton (1814). 



My dear Lord 

 Mrs Hoppner sent, as I informed you in my last, a copy of what you <said> {wrote respecting 

Allegra to her Mother, and I hoped you would not again have been troubled on this matter, as least that 

we should not be made the Vehicle of annoying you. Why indeed we have been elected by Clara as the 

means of communicating with you I know not: but though I could not take upon myself to keep back 

the letter I now inclose, I promise you it will be the last you will receive from its author through me. – 

– Castilli has at length obtained a decree for the imprisonment of Merryweather, and it was to be put 

into execution yesterday or today. Whether in fact he was assisted or not I cannot tell as I have not seen 

your attorney, but as the money has been paid for Merryweather’s board for a month 

 

1:2 

 

at the rate of 15 Dolo per Diem. I conclude Castilli has done his duty. It now remains for Y
r
 Lp to 

decide how long you will keep him in confinement Perhaps as you have now attained your object you 

may be satisfied to let him off for less than the law allots which is 12 months imprisonment unless he 

should pay the debt before. – Your decision respecting Gnoatto was notified, Castilli assures me, to 

Mad
e
. Mocenigo, but hitherto no sensible result has been produced. Castilli in the mean time has 

applied to the tribunal against him, & in due course of events he may be sent to keep the other 

company. I shall not however pay Mad
e
 Mocenigo’s rent, which I believe becomes due next month 

without an order from you. – 

 You have heard I presume of Ali Pacha’s having declared himself independent of the Porte.
133

 

This is the only news we have here, it is reported that he has been baptized which requires confirmation 
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should he have done so, by this masterly stroke of Policy, he will draw over all the Greeks to his party. 

This place throngs with English, & we have scarcely a moment to ourselves. We have had here a Cap
n
 

& Mrs Noel cousins of Banks’s, but except these there have been no persons of note with whom we 

have had any acquaintance. 

 I fear you will be scarcely able to read this hasty scrawl. Pray excuse it & believe me 

    ever your faithful & 

     devoted Serv
t
 

      R.B.Hoppner 

 

Byron to Hoppner, from Ravenna, May 20th 1820: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43448) 

[To R
d
. B

e
. Hoppner Esq

re
. / Consul General . to his B. M. / Venezia / Venezia.] 

Byron replies to the previous item. 
Ravenna. May 20

th
. 1820. 

My dear Hoppner – 

Let Merryweather be kept in for one week – & then let him out for a Scoundrel. – Tell him that such is 

the lesson for {the} ungrateful, & let this be a warning – a little common feeling – & common honesty 

would have saved him from{<useless>} expense & utter ruin. – Never would I pursue a man to Jail for 

a {mere} debt – & never will I forgive one for ingratitude such a this Villain’s. But let him go & be 

damned – (once in though first) but I could wish you to see him – & inoculate him with a moral sense – 

by showing him the result of his rascality. – – – – – – – 

As to Mother Mocenigo – we’ll battle with her – & her ragamuffins – – 
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Catelli must dungeon Merryweather if it be but for a day – – for I don’t want to hurt <though> only to 

teach him. – – – – – – 

I write to you in such haste and heat – it seems to be under the dog (or bitch) Star that I can no more – 

but sottoscribbile myself y
rs
 ever[scrawl] 

 

P.S. 

My best respects – to the Consulessa – & {Compts to} M
r
. Dorville. Hobhouse is angry with me for a 

ballad & epigram I made upon him
134

 – only think how odd! [scrawl] 

                                                           
133: B. does not react to this news. 



 

[1:3 blank.] 

 

Byron to Hoppner, from Ravenna, May 25th 1820: 

(Source: Ms. Clark Library, California, not yet seen; this text from BLJ VII 106, adapted) 

Byron sees Goethe’s review of Manfred. 

Ravenna, May 25th. 1820. 

My dear Hoppner – A German named Rupprecht has sent me heaven knows why several Deutsche 

Gazettes of all which I understand neither word nor letter. – I have sent you the enclosed to beg you to 

translate to me some remarks – which appear to be Goethe’s upon Manfred – & if I may Judge by two 

notes of admiration (generally put after something ridiculous by us ) and the word “hypocondrisch” are 

any thing but favourable. – I shall regret this – for I should have been proud of Goethe’s good word – 

[but] I shan’t alter my opinion of him even though he should be savage. – Will you excuse this trouble 

– and do me this favour – never mind – soften nothing – I am literary proof – having had good and evil 

said in most modern languages. 

 believe me ever & truly yrs. 

  Byron 

 

P.S. – If Merryweather’s in – let him out – if out – put him in – for a week – merely for a lesson – and 

lecture him in your best style by G – d you are worse than a year’s imprisonment – when there’s a 

Sirocco – & you take a sermon in hand. 

 

P.S. – Will you have the goodness to return the original with the translation. – – 

 

Byron to Hoppner, from Ravenna, June 12th 1820: 

(Source: Ms. not found; text from LJ V 43-4; BLJ VII 118-19) 

Byron reacts to a letter which has not been found. Hoppner has translated Goethe’s review. 

 

Ravenna, June 12th. 1820 

My Dear Hoppner, – The accident
135

 is very disagreeable, but I do not see why you are to make up the 

loss, until it is quite clear that the money is lost; nor even then, because I am not at all disposed to have 

you suffer for an act of trouble for another. If the money has been paid, and not accounted for (by 

Dorville’s illness), it rests with me to supply the deficit, and, even if not, I am not at all clear on the 

justice of your making up the money of another, because it has been stolen from your bureau. You will 

of course examine into the matter thoroughly, because otherwise you live in a state of perpetual 

suspicion. Are you sure that the whole sum came from the Bankers? was it counted since it passed to 

you by Mr. Dorville or by yourself? or was it kept unmixed with any cash of your own expences? – in 

Venice and with Venetian servants any thing is possible and probable that savours of villainy. 

 You may give up the house immediately and licentiate the Servitors, and pray, if it likes you not, 

sell the Gondola, and keep that produce and in the other balance in your hands till you can clear up this 

rnatter. 

 Mother Mocenigo will probably try a bill for breakables, to which I reckoned that the new Canal 

posts and pillars, and the new door at the other end, together with the year’s rent, and the house given 

up without further occupation, are an ample compensation for any cracking of crockery of her’s in 

aflitto. Is it not so? how say you? the Canal posts and doors cost many hundred francs, and she may be 

content, or she may be damned; it is no great matter which. Should I ever go to Venice again, I will 

betake me to the Hostel or Inn. 

 I was greatly obliged by your translation from the German; but it is no time to plague you with 

such nonsense now, when in the full exasperation of this vexatious deficit. 

 Make my best respects to Mrs. Hoppner, who doubtless wishes me at the devil for all this trouble, 

and pray write. 

      And believe me, yours ever and truly, BYRON 

 

P.S. – Allegra is well and obstinate, much grown and a favourite. My love to your little boy. 

 

Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, June 21st 1820: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43448) 

                                                                                                                                                                      
134: My Boy Hobby-O. 

135: “Accident” not specified, but some of B.’s money has been stolen. 



[VENEZIA REGNO LOMBARDO VENETO / The Right Hon
ble

 / Lord Byron &
c
 &

c
 &

c
 / Ravenna // 

FORLI 29 GUG
O
] 

Hoppner answers the previous item. 
        Bassano 21 June 1820. – 

My dear Lord 

 It was only yesterday Evening that I received here your letter of the 12
th

 inst: having come to 

Bassano about a week ago with M
rs
 Hoppner on a visit to M

ll
 Parolini to get the benefit of a little 

country air. – Although previous to my departure from Venice I laboured very hard to discover if 

possible in what manner we had lost your money
136

 I have not been able at all to account for the 

accident. M
r
 Dorville brought the bag himself from the bankers, having he said counted the 

<money/>contents there, & not thinking it safe in my office, no person being there during the greatest 

part of the day, he begged my wife to take care of it, who received it, without however knowing the 

amount. In my last I said it was possible the sum missing might have been paid during Mr Dorville’s 

illness: but if so some bill or other would have been forthcoming by which we might have traced the 

sum, which however is not the case; and we can only conclude that it has been stolen, but how, when & 

by whom, that is the question. It was kept in the same drawer with our own money, but in a separate 

bag, the same from which it came from the bankers; and conceiving it possible that M
rs
 Hoppner, who 

manages all our household accounts, might by mistake have applied upon some occasion to your bag, I 

examined, myself, all her bills & accounts & found the expenditure to balance exactly with the receipt, 

with the exception of about 30 fcs: spent & not accounted for, which might easily happen in 5 months. 

 

1:2 

 

Although entirely at a loss to account for the deficit, we cannot willingly harbour the idea of the money 

being stolen. During the 5 years that we have kept house at Venice we have no reason to believe that 

we have ever before lost a farthing, & as M
rs
 Hoppner keeps her money in her own room, where the 

child is, & consequently some person or other <the/>almost the whole day, it seems almost impossible 

for any one to have taken it. Besides whom to suspect we know not. We have not perceived that any 

one of the Servants has made any show of having money during the time: they have appeared as 

anxious as before to get their wages when due, nor is there any reason to believe that they could have 

any idea of our having such a sum of money in the house. No body ever touched the bag but M
rs
 

Hoppner & M
r
 Dorville, the latter of whom when he wanted any sum to pay your bills received the bag 

from Mrs Hoppner, & made immediately a note of what he took. He therefore would appear the only 

person able to account for it but beside that from his respectable connections & education, & his not 

being in any way distressed for money, his family being very well able to supply all his wants, I cannot 

suspect him of having misapplied it, his accounts have always been kept with such regularity & 

exactness, that it appears utterly impossible the money can be missing from his negligence. The more I 

reflect on the matter the more bewildered I am, & therefore it is better to let the matter stand as it is. 

Time or some accident may make clear what now appears so confused & entangled. I shall give up 

your house immediately on <My/>your return to Venice, & if I can, sell your Gondola, keeping the 

produce at your disposal. I doubt not that we shall have some dispute with Mad:
e
 Mocenigo: for as I 

mentioned it to you it was not till she applied for her rent that we perceived there was not money 

enough to pay her, in consequence of which I desired her agent to request she would wait until I could 

write to you for more, <upon> upon [which] she wrote me a note desiring to know the cause of the 

 

1:3 

 

delay, & hinting her intention to have recourse to law if any difficulties were made. I replied to her that 

her Agent must have misrepresented the case as there was certainly no reason for the anxiety she 

expressed, that the sum you had left not being sufficient after the payment of other debts you had left 

behind to pay her rent likewise, I had proposed to pay her the half & write by the first post to you for 

what was wanting, but as she appeared impatient for the money & doubtful of the payment if she would 

send the next day I would myself advance the <xxx/>sum & pay myself from your first remittance. 

Though prepared to do {so} I naturally expected she would prefer waiting but on the contrary she 

replied that she wanted the money & would accept my offer. In the mean time, on making out your 

accounts the mistake was discovered, which as you will readily believe did not improve either Mr 

Dorville’s humour or mine, & therefore, when the following morning her agent came for the money & 

brought her receipt for 4862 {fr.} instead of the 4800 you had paid the two preceding years, 

                                                           
136: Hoppner seems not to know the exact sum lost. 



<qu>neither the old lady nor her agent scaped without a considerable show of abuse from both of us for 

this additional charge, which she pretended was owing to th [tear] ance of the price of gold, but which 

we however absolutely refused [tear] ying she might write to you if she pleased. I this I conceive we 

were right; for when a person agrees to pay any annual sum in Louis, the standard value of the Louis is 

understood, & not the fluctuating market price. I expect however in consequence of the affront then put 

upon her, although she was too glad to get her money with the deduction by us insisted upon, that she 

will revenge herself by giving as much trouble as she can, & I shall therefore leave her as little as 

possible of what does not belong to her, before I make the house over to her, & will settle personally 

with the young Count, her bastard, any disputes which may arise. – 

 M
rs
 Hoppner begs her best comp

ts
 to you & love to Allegra. I am heartily glad; though I dare 

not tell you why that you have not sent her to her Mother. – Our little boy grows wonderfully: he talks 

very fluently in French & Venetian & is deemed, by us of course, & by all who see him a little prodigy. 

Adieu my dear Lord believe me your faithful & devoted 

         R.B.Hoppner 

The Queen
137

 is in London in Ald.
n
 Woods House surrounded by the populace. She is to be tried 

immediately some way or other: I send you the news which is certain & which perhaps you have not 

heard. – – 

 

Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, July 12th 1820: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43448) 

[VENEZIA REGNO LOMBARDO VENETO / The Right Hon
ble

 / Lord Byron / Ravenna 

// FORLI 20 GUG
O
] 

        Venice 12
th

 July 1820 

My dear Lord 

 I returned here yesterday from Bassano having prolonged my intended visit of ten days to M
lle

 

Parolini to little short of a month, & finding your servant about to take wing for Ravenna I hasten to 

announce to you my arrival & to renew my offers of service in case I can be of any to you in this 

Slough of Despair. Your lottery tickets I enclose to you, having the additional pleasure to inform you 

that instead of 60 they cost but 45 fr:
cs

 which will increase your gains to the amount of the difference. 

Though no great spectator in lotteries, I feel almost tempted to become your competitor, & am only 

deterred by reflecting on the proof I have already had of the ill disposition of Fortune in my favour. 

Dorville 
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tells me he wrote to you a few days back requesting you would end the lease of your Palazzo, which it 

is necessary that we should have that we may be prepared to resist any urgent pretension of your 

Hostess, pray be so good as to end it, and as I know you have received some books lately from 

England, I will be obliged to you at the same time for the loan of any you think will suit my palate. 

Walter Scott’s Ivanhoe I have read, so thus this need not be of the number. Your Gondola has been 

sold, & I fear badly: but what is to be done? Here is no money but in lieu of it plenty of misery & 

discontent. – What think you of our Gracious Queen? His Maj. Ministers appear to me to have got 

themselves into a fine hobble with their Milan Commission, which by the bye is the work of L
d
. 

Stewart, & out of which I doubt they will have some difficulty in extricating themselves. The Porter of 

the Grande Bretagna & other worthies of the same stamp are gone off to Milan & will probably be 

forwarded to England, where they will not fail to 
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add to the respectability of the cause. I know not what are the precise terms of the statute respecting the 

insertion of the Queen’s name in the Liturgy, but I wonder that the most simple means of terminating 

the dispute by omitting the Kings likewise & praying if they must be prayed for the Royal family 

generally {never occurred to any of our sapient Legislators.} What dolts are even the wisest of our 

species. Vanity & interest the only motive of their actions. If Princes & their ministers had but a 

glimmering of sense they would know that they are never so [tear] respected as when the least is said 

or thought about them. 

 [tear] my dear Lord wishing you health happiness & above all success in the [tear] 

 I remain sir your faithful Serv
t
 

                                                           
137: Queen Caroline. 



     R.B.Hoppner 

There is a blacksmith who says he has a bill of about 25 francs for opening locks &c in your L
ps

 house 

which has not been paid is he to be satisfied He is a poor devil & Orzetta
138

 remembers his having been 

employed for this purpose. 

 I have opened my letter to say that as Vincenzo cannot find an immediate conveyance I have 

determined upon sending it per post. 

 

1:4 [above address:] Two silver {Coffee} spoons belonging to Mad:
e
 Mocenigo, the servants here say 

you took with you. there are besides so many other articles missing, that I shall be much obliged to 

you, foreseeing a fierce battle with the old Countess, if you will send Lega with authority from you to 

give up the House. Whatever favor I enjoyed in her sight I lost in the payment of your last years rent: 

Yet I do not like to expose myself [below address:] unnecessarily to the old lady’s scurrility, or the ill 

opinion she may express of me to others. – My misfortunes come on me thick & threefold: the 

Venetian Admiralty have just raked up a bill of near 400 {fr} against me for work done for me .. 4 

years back – I am at my wits end as well as at the end of my money & little able on this account to 

stand the shock of the Mocenigo battery 

 

Byron to Hoppner, from Ravenna, July 20th 1820: 

(Source: Ms. not found; text from LJ V 55-7; BLJ VII 135-6) 

Byron answers the previous item. 

Ravenna, July 20th, 1820 

My Dear Hoppner, – On Vincenzo’s return I will send you some books, though the latter arrivals have 

not been very interesting you shall have the best of them. 

 You do not mention that Vincenzo delivered to you a paper with sixty francs; he had it; did you get 

it? they were for the tickets. 

 Lega tells me that the Mocenigo Inventory was delivered last week; is it so? I made him send to 

Venice on purpose. 

 With regard to Mrs. Mocenigo, I am ready to deliver up the palace directly; with respect to 

breakables she can have no claim till June next, the rent being stipulated as prior payment (and paid), 

but not the articles missing till the whole period was expired. I have replenished three times over, and 

made good by the equivalent of the doors, and Canal posts (to say nothing of the exorbitant rent), any 

little damage done to her pottery. If any articles are taken by mistake, they shall be restored or 

replaced; but I will submit to no exorbitant charge, nor imposition. You had best state this by Seranzo, 

who seduced me into having anything to do with her, and who has probably still something of the 

gentleman about him. What she may do, I neither know nor care: if they like the law, they shall have it 

for years to come, and if they gain, what then? They will find it difficult to “shear the Wolf” no longer 

in Lombardy. They are a damned infamous set, and, to prevent any unpleasantness to you with that nest 

of whores and scoundrels, state my words as my words; who can blame you when you merely take the 

trouble to repeat – what I say, and to restore what I am disposed to give up, – that is her house, – a year 

before it is due, thereby losing a year’s rent? 

 I can hardly spare Lega at this moment, or I would willingly send him. At any rate you can give up 

the house, and let us battle for her crockery afterwards. 

 I regret to hear what you say of yourself, if you want any cash, pray use any balance in your hands 

(of course) without ceremony. I am glad the Gondola was sold at any price as I only wanted to get rid 

of it. 

 I am not very well, having had a twinge of fever again; the heat is 85 in the Shade. 

 I suppose you know that there is a Revolution at Naples. 

 Yours ever and truly, in haste, BYRON 

 

P.S. – I have finished a tragedy in five acts, Marino Faliero; but now comes the bore of copying, and in 

this weather too. 

Compts. to Madame Hoppner. 

 

Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, July 27th 1820: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43448) 

[VENEZIA REGNO LOMBARDO VENETO / The Right Hon
ble

 / Lord Byron / Ravenna 

// FORLI 3 AGO] 

Hoppner answers the previous item. 

                                                           
138: B.’s housekeeper at the Palazzo Mocenigo. See also LBLI, 2,127 and SC VIII 706. 



        Venice 27. July 1820 

My dear Lord 

 The Mocenigo has been at Padua {ever} since my return from Bassano, so that I have not yet 

been able to settle the affair of your Palazzo. Soranzo however, to whom I related what had passed with 

her on the occasion of the payment of your last rent & who decidedly thinks her wrong in what then 

took place, has promised me to arrange every thing with her when he returns to that abode of 

science,
139

 which he will do in a few days, and I therefore hope you will be relieved of your burthen 

without further annoyance. – I thought I had mentioned the receipt of the sixty francs brought by 

Vincenzo for y
r
 lottery tickets, & ask pardon for the neglect: however to be even with you, I shall take 

the liberty to mention that you say nothing of the receipt of said tickets which I hope you got safely: – I 

believe too, I told you they cost but 45 f
cs

: which is so much gain – 
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 I am much obliged to you for your kind offer of pecuniary assistance of which however, thank 

God, I am not in any need. By Mengaldo’s advice I have refused to pay the 400 {f
cs

} claimed from me 

by the Imp
l
. & R

l
: Arsenal, & shall probably for the first time in my life be involved in a lawsuit. God 

knows what chance I stand in a cause against Cæsar to be tried by his own tribunal: but my said 

Lawyer assures me they had no right to make the demand, nor {have I} any to pay it, unless I were to 

chuse to throw away my money without necessity. – A week has now elapsed since I notified to them 

my refusal, & I have as yet heard no more about the matter, & therefore hope they will have the 

kindness to let it rest, as I have a mortal antipathy to law. 

 You have chosen I fear an unhealthy place of residence, surely no-one ought to be troubled 

with fevers at this season of the year. As to the heat you speak of, tis the same precisely as what we 

have experienced here, but I see by the Papers that in London it has been some degrees 
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higher. Perhaps the Princes dispute which is now carried on there has some influence on the climate by 

producing so many hot words & hot sighs as have been bandied & ejaculated on the occasion. Do you 

mean to attend the call of the house on the 17
th

 Were you there you might be able to speak of the great 

sobriety & honesty of one of the Venetian witnesses perhaps from ocular evidence of it. The other, the 

maid, I have a strong suspicion has been guilty of divers thefts upon our unwary countrymen, who have 

lodged at the Gran Bretagna. – That worthy youth Count Streffi is at present here, being come, as he 

says to obtain a Passport for England, whither his wife is gone by sea from Leghorn, as the Brit Min: at 

Florence refused him one. If the Commisioners
140

 want more wi [tear: “tnesses”?] they might probably 

have him at a low rate; he would swear to any thing with as good a grace, as the best of them. – The 

Neap. Rev.
n
 
141

 occupied the Venetians not quite a week: it appears now entirely forgotten, the 

infinitely more important affairs of the Fenice, for which the arrangements for next Carnaval are now 

making, enjoying all their attention. I hope you have laid in on pretty thick in Marin Falier.
142

 I am told 

you have also sent home your prophecy of Dante. Is it so? & have you kept to your intention of 

describing the Italians 
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of the present day? They will have but little reason to be proud of the portrait. Adieu my dear Lord 

Believe me 

  ever your faithful Serv
t
 

   R.B.Hoppner 

                                                           
139: The University of Padua still displays the skeleton of the unfortunate elephant. 

140: The Milan Commisioners, investigating the alleged adultery of Queen Caroline. 

141: The Neapolitan revolt against their Bourbon King Ferdinand I started on July 2nd, 1820, and three days later 

the terrified Ferdinand granted a constitution. A parliament was opened on October 1st, but achieved little; 

Ferdinand appealed to the Austrians for help; and his new government promptly declared war on Austria. Austria 

placed her occupying troops on a war footing; the would-be insurgents of northern Italy prepared for an uprising in 

mid-February 1821; the Austrians, forewarned, crossed the Po before that date; and on March 7th, on the plain of 

Rieti, the Neapolitan army fled from the Austrians without a shot being fired. The Austrians occupied Naples by 

March 23rd. 

142: Terminal “o”s dropped in the Venetian manner. Notice that Hoppner anticipates reading Marino Faliero as a 

satire on contemporary Venice. 



 

Byron to Hoppner, from Ravenna, August 31st 1820: 

(Source: Ms. Morgan, not yet seen; this text from BLJ VII 167 and XI 194-5, adapted) 

Byron answers the previous item. 

Ravenna, August 31st. 1820. 

My dear Hoppner—I thank you for the termination of the Mocenigo.—The Spoons are sent by 

Vincenzo with some books.—No Novels have been sent lately by Murray—not even the Monastery.— 

—  

An Advocate Fossati writes about Merryweather wanting me to sign a paper.—He says—that I <said> 

declared to Mingaldo “that I would release him—” previously to his arrest.—To Mingaldo I never 

spoke on the subject in my life—I have not even seen him for these last fifteen months.—I <said> 

wrote to you to let him out—but this was after he was in—and as you showed no great alacrity and the 

fellow had behaved like a damned rascal—there was no violent hurry <shown> manifested on my 

part.—I will do whatever you think proper about it—I never meant to keep him in—but it seems to be 

the law—& not the creditor at present which does so. As to signing papers—one Should think twice 

first—and he should have thought twice—before he bilked his bail—and then defied me at law for two 

years—however I have no objection to let him out again.— —  

Allegra has been unwell—but is getting better in the country—where the air is much purer,—the heat 

has been tremendous.—Take care of your little boy—my best respects to Madame Hoppner—believe 

me 

 ever yrs most truly 

  Byron 

 

P.S.—My Paris papers come direct—but the Calais paper goes round by Venice.—I got all right by 

Vincenzo—who—however had eaten double wages—taking here & there his pay.—Have you never 

got a hint of the Napoleons—how many were there?—I will remit them, or will you draw on me 

through Siri & Willhalm and I will honour the draft.— —I don’t write politics on account of the 

post.—  

 

Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, September 6th 1820: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43448) 

Hoppner answers the previous item. He is disgusted with The Cenci. 

 

        Venice 6
th

 September 1820 

My dear Lord 

 Vincenzo brought me safely the books you were so good as to send and for which I return you 

many thanks: yesterday I received your letter of the 31
st
 ult

o
. –

143
 

 I cannot conceive for what purpose M
r
 Fossati wishes you to sign any papers for 

Merryweather, but I am sure that you would be very wrong in doing so. He can have no lawful 

occasion for it, and considering what a scoundrel M
r
 Merryweather is, he must have some sinister 

purpose in view. Mengaldo says he never made any promise whatever in your name to Fossati, nor 

never could have done so having no authority, & so far from having promised such a paper he most 

strongly should recommend, if his advice were asked, that no paper whatever be given to him. – In 

order the better to explain all this to you you must know that when orders were issued for 

Merryweather’s arrest, he, as I wrote to you at the time, kept himself concealed, which he was 

encouraged & advised to do by Fossati his advocate, 
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when in order to terminate the disagreeable business, I requested Mengaldo as a friend of Fossati, to 

hint to him, that he would do better instead of concealing his client to recommend him to surrender 

himself, as I could tell him in confidence it was not your wish he should be confined above a week. 

That sooner or later he must be taken, & it was much better for him to submit quietly to a weeks 

confinement, than by further exasperating you to be locked up for a 12month, which certainly would be 

his lot if any further delay intervened. Fossati wanted me to sign a paper promising his release at the 

end of a week which I refused to do, saying that if he would not trust my word, Merryweather might 

rue his chance. Accordingly he surrendered, was confined ten days & then set at liberty: by this act the 

lawsuit between you naturally terminates, neither could you confine him again, without commencing a 

                                                           
143: This letter is missing. 



new cause. It is therefore evident that he can have no just occasion for the paper he now wishes you to 

sign, & to me <very evident> {equally so} that in asking it Merryweather has some object in view 

which it cannot be to your interest to facilitate. 

 I am sorry to hear so indifferent an account of Allegra: our little one has suffered much from 

the heat which covered his whole body with nettlerash. He is not 
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yet free from it but in other respects he is well. 

 I attempted to read Shelley’s tragedy
144

 but was so disgusted with it I could make but little 

progress. If I had not the greatest reason to believe him one of the weakest or the most depraved of 

men,
145

 I could not have conceived that even he could have imagined such disgusting characters as 

Cenci & his accomplished daughter. In his preface he tells us he intended to paint the latter, Beatrice, 

as truly religious and eminently mild and affectionate, yet he puts into her mouth language worthy of 

Billingsgate.
146

 I hope for his sake that Clara and his Atheism have driven him out of his wits, as I am 

loath to believe him, so thoroughly depraved as I must conceive him if he has not this justification. 

 I have not yet been able to make any discovery respecting the Napoleons missing. What I 

advanced to complete Mad.
e
 Mocenigo’s rent was 30 Nap:

s
 7

fr
 & 74 cents but besides this there is 329

fr
 

& 74 cents which would still be wanting to compleat the sum due to you. I must still believe that the 

money was paid during M
r
 Dorvilles illness (for I cannot persuade myself that it was stolen) & 

although he asserts this to be impossible, when I recollect the condition in which he was during the 

greater part of the winter & his anxiety not to neglect these accounts of yours even 
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at a moment that his health absolutely prevented his paying proper attention to them; it appears to me 

the most reasonable manner to account for the apparent deficit. One thing is certain that independent of 

the loss of so considerable a sum, the possibility of its having been stolen has given me great 

uneasiness on account of my own household matters. If you have not destroyed them, you will oblige 

me very much by sending me your Galignani of the 27. July N
o
 1697, of the 6

th
 August N

o
 1706 & 10 

Aug.
t
 N

o
 1709. – These papers the Gov

t
. Censors have retained & as I am curious to learn their contents 

shall be grateful to you if you can find any useful means of sending them to me. – – I cannot make up 

my mind to draw on you for the 30 Naps. &c. & therefore have it with you to remit them if you think 

proper. At the same time I assure you I neither think you have any right or reason to do so, if you have 

the least doubt on the subject, but that I still hold myself bound of you, square it to make good the rest 

of the sum. – Adieu my dear Lord 

    Your faithful Serv
t
 

     R.B.Hoppner 

 

Byron to Hoppner, from Ravenna, September 10th 1820: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43448; LJ V 73-5; QII 526-7; BLJ VII 174-5) 

[To, / R.B.Hoppner Es
qre

. / Consul General / to H. B. M. / Venezia / Venezia.] 

Byron answers the previous item. 
Ravenna, Sept

r
. 10

th
. 

1820. 

My dear Hoppner – 

 Ecco Advocate Fossati’s letter. – No paper has nor will be signed. – Pray – draw on me 

for the Napoleons – for I have no mode of remitting them – otherwise; – Missiaglia would empower 

some one here to receive them for you – as it is not a piazza bancale. – – I regret that you have such a 

bad opinion of Shiloh – you used to have a good one. – Surely he has talent – honour – but is crazy 

<upon> {against} religion and morality. – His tragedy
147

 is sad work – but the subject renders it so. – 

His Islam had much poetry. – You seem lately to have got some notion against him. – Clare writes me 

the most insolent letters about Allegra – see what a man gets by taking care of natural children! – Were 

it not for the poor little child’s sake – I am almost tempted to send her back to her atheistical mother – 

but that would be too bad; – you cannot conceive the excess of her insolence and I know not why – for 

I have been at great 

                                                           
144: The Cenci, published spring 1820. 

145: Hoppner hints at what he has heard from Elise Foggi about Clare’s alleged child by Shelley. See next letter. 

146: I find no proletarian obscenities in the mouth of Shelley’s heroine. 

147: The Cenci. 
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[above address:] care and expence – taking a house in the country on purpose for her – she has two 

maids & every possible attention. – If Clare thinks that she shall ever interfere with the child’s morals 

or education – she mistakes – she never shall – The girl shall be a Christian and [inverted below 

address:] a married woman – if possible. – As to seeing her – she may see her – under proper 

restrictions – but She is not to throw every thing into confusion with her Bedlam behaviour. – To 

express it delicately – I think Madame Clare is a damned bitch – what think you? 

 

Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, September 16th 1820: 

(Source: text from NLS Acc.12607 / 4188) 

Byron hears for the first time the rumour about Shelley, Claire, and the child in the Naples 

Foundlng Hospital. Hoppner answers the previous item. 

Venice September 16
th

: 1820. 

My dear Lord 

 Notwithstanding Fossati’s Quixotism I am persuaded that either he or the Tribunal is wrong: for 

surely when a creditor has once confined his debtor if he chuses to let him loose again he can have no 

further claim upon him; at least for the debt for which he was confined, – but apropos of this affair 

Castilli who it appears has a particular partiality to your money called here yesterday with a bill for 

something – Heaven knows what! – which he says he did subsequently to Merryweather’s 

confinement. Having no funds I of course referred him to y
r
 Lordship, & I hope that you will be able to 

make him understand that he has been amply paid already. 

 Happening to meet Missiaglia
148

 yesterday after I had received your letter, I enquired of him 

respecting the means of drawing on you at Ravenna when he told me that he had written to you on the 

subject of some money he was to obtain from you, & recommended me to request you would have the 

goodness to take the same means & opportunity of sending the sum for which I wanted to draw. What 

those means & opportunity are I do not quite comprehend 
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but if they are such as you can avail yourself of without much trouble, I shall trust to your goodness to 

do so. 

 You are surprised and with reason at the change of my opinion respecting Shiloe:
149

 it certainly is 

not that which I once entertained of him: but if I disclose to you my fearful secret I trust, for his 

unfortunate wife’s sake, if not out of regard to Mrs Hoppner & me, that you will not let the Shelleys 

know that we are acquainted with it.
150

 This request you will find so reasonable that I am sure you will 

comply with it, & I therefore proceed to divulge to you, what indeed on Allegra’s account it is 

necessary that you should know, as it will fortify you in the good resolution you have already taken 

never to trust her again to her mothers care. You must know then that at the time the Shelleys were here 

Clara was with child by Shelley: you may remember to have heard that she was constantly unwell, & 

under the care of a Physician, and I am uncharitable enough to believe that the quantity of medicine she 

then took was not for the mere purpose of restoring her health. I perceive too why she preferred 

remaining alone at Este notwithstanding her fear of ghosts & robbers, to being here with the Shelleys. 

Be this as it may, they proceeded from here to Naples; where one night Shelley was called up to see 

Clara who was very ill. His wife naturally thought it very strange that he should be sent for; but 

although she was not aware 
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of the nature of the connexion between them she had had sufficient proof of Shelleys indifference & of 

Claras hatred for her: besides as Shelley desired her to remain quiet she did not dare to interfere. A Mid 

wife was sent for, <Clara> & {this worthy pair} who had made no preparation for the reception of the 

unfortunate being she was bringing into the world bribed the woman to carry it to the Pietà, {where the 

                                                           
148: Giovanni Battista Missiaglia was one of Venice’s foremost librarians and booksellers. He ran the Apollo 

Library. 

149: Sh. (so nicknamed after Joanna Southcott’s supposed child by the Holy Trinity). 

150: Hoppner is afraid of B. telling third parties what Hoppner tells him of them in confidence. His fear was 

justified in both cases: B. let Teresa know of Hoppner’s distrust of her, and told the Shelleys almost at once of 

what Hoppner now tells him about them. 



child was taken ½ an hour after its birth} being obliged likewise to purchase the physicians silence with 

a considerable sum. During all the time of her confinement M
rs
 Shelley who expressed great anxiety on 

her account was not allowed to approach her, & these beasts instead of requiting her uneasiness on 

Clara’s account by at least a few expressions of kindness have since increased in their hatred of her, 

behaving to her in the most brutal manner, & Clara doing everything she can to engage her husband to 

abandon her. Poor M
rs
 Shelley whatever suspicions she may entertain of the nature of their connexion 

knows nothing of their adventure at Naples, & as the knowledge of it could only add to her misery tis 

as well that she should not. This account we had from Elise, who passed here this summer with an 

English lady who spoke very highly of her & she likewise told us that Clara does not scruple to tell M
rs
 

Shelley she wishes her dead & to say to Shelley in her presence that she wonders how he can live with 

such a creature. Thus you see that your expression with regard to her is even too delicate; & I think 

with you not only that she is a damned bitch, but any thing worse even than you can say of her – I hope 

this account will encourage you to persevere in your kind attentions to poor little Allegra, who has no 

one else to look up to. I cannot conceive what Clara can mean by her impertinence to you; she ought to 

be too happy to reflect that the child is so well taken care of. M
rs
 Hoppner was so angry when she heard 

the above account that it was 
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with difficulty she was prevailed upon not to write to the Shelleys and upbraid them with their 

infamous conduct: however as this could have been productive of no good, it was better to leave them 

to themselves the more particularly as she had already written to decline interfering in the affair of her 

Child, & there was every probability of our not being troubled any more with them: besides that in pity 

for the unfortunate M
rs
 Shelley whose situation would only have been rendered worse by the exposure, 

silence on these matters was still more incumbent on her. I think after this account you will no longer 

<regret> {wonder} that I have a bad opinion of Shelley – his talents I acknowledge: but I cannot 

concur that a man can be as you say “crazy against morality,” & have honour. I have heard of honor 

among thieves, but here it means only interest & though it may be to Shelleys interest to cut as 

respectable a figure as he can with the opinions he publickly professes, it is clear to me that honor does 

not direct any one of his actions. 

 I fear my letter is written in a very incoherent style, but as I really cannot bring myself to go over 

this disgusting subject a second time I hope you will endeavour to comprehend it as it stands. – – 

 You say nothing of the newspapers I requested of you in my last – if you were not a peer, and I a 

consul I should say, I think it quite clear there is very little intention of doing the Queen justice. 

Giustiziare, not Giudicare,
151

 appears to me too evidently the purpose of those who have brought her to 

trial. Adieu, my dear Lord, believe me, Ever your faithful Servant 

        R.B.Hoppner. 

 

Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, September 27th 1820: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43448) 

[VENEZIA REGNO LOMBARDO VENETO / The Right Hon
ble

 / Lord Byron / &
c
 &

c
 &

c
 Ravenna] 

        <Venice> 27 – Sep
r
 1820. 

My dear Lord 

 I trouble you at present merely to enquire whether you received my letter of <Tuesday> {the 

Saturday before} last. It contained some details of the [“Shiloes” scratched out] which I should be 

sorry were to travel about the world or to fall into any other hands but yours. I hope also you have 

received the newspapers. Our curiosity as to the result of this curious trial, it appears, we must suspend 

for the next three weeks, the Queens Advocate Gen
l
 having asked that time to prepare her defence: in 

the mean while it is certain She has not been idle, and we have lately had the Son of the Jew Lord 

Maire here to collect proofs of the falsehood of the witness who went from hence her in which he has 

been very successful. I am particularly anxious that the shameful conduct of the Milan Commissioners 

should be exposed. It was their duty beyond all doubt, to 
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ascertain whether there was any foundation for the charges which during the last six years have been 

circulated against the Queen, but instead of doing this their only study appears to have been to find 

witnesses ready to swear to the truth of them. This it appears to me quite clear was not their duty in the 

                                                           
151: “To execute, not to judge”. 



first instance, & by adopting this line instead of the other more reasonable one, they have satisfied 

every one that the <xxxxx> charge is a fabrication, the web of which has been spun at Milan, or 

perhaps nearer home, they have disgraced their employers & degraded themselves beyond all chance of 

recovery. In the mean time Nunky
152

 pays the piper, & who are the rascals that profit by our beastly 

folly? The advocate Vilmacarti I have been confidently assured has recently vested half a million of 

francs in land Col. Browne who three years ago had not a halfpenny under his half pay as Major now 

drives {four in hand} about the Streets of Milan and the wretches they have raked together have 

pocketed our pence & laugh at our credulity. And yet these men, at least one of them, we are told are as 

respectable agents as any to be met 
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with. This is indeed as respectable as those who instead of pointing out to these agents the error in their 

proceedings have delighted to wallow with them in the mud they have collected. – 

 I cannot help thinking the Solicitor Gen
ls
 speech a very weak one

153
 – He says Majocchi’s 

name {alone} carries conviction with it.
154

 – What magic there is in this name I cannot pretend to 

devine for my part I think no person can read his deposition without being convinced that he is an 

infamous scoundrel, & the few Italians with whom I have conversed on the subject agree with me in 

the belief that if he were offered half what he has received to swear against the Queen to deny his [tear: 

“assertions”?] he would make no difficulty in doing so. – [tear:“but as”?] I have no right to bore you 

with my remarks unasked on this question I shall conclude {as I began} begging you will let me know 

whether you receive my letters & assuring you that I remain  

     Your faithful Serv
t
 

      [scratched out: “R.B.Hoppner”] 

 

I can’t help thinking the deposition a famous subject for a few epigrams – & have tried my hand at one. 

  Since Majocchi’s a name, the Solicitor swears, 

   The magic of which should convince us; 

  Combined with Demon tis no wonder one hears 

   He trusted to jockey the Princess. 

 

Byron to Hoppner, from Ravenna, October 1st 1820: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43448; LJ V 86-8; QII 528; BLJ VII 191) 

[To R.B.Hoppner Esq
re

. / Consul General / to H. B. M. / Venezia. / Venezia.] 

Byron answers the two previous items. He has no difficulty believing Hoppner’s story about 

Shelley and Claire. 

    Ravenna, 8bre. 1. 1820. 

My dear Hoppner  

 Your letters and papers came very safely – though slowly – missing one post. – The 

Shiloh story is true no doubt – though Elise is but a sort of Queen’s evidence – you remember how 

eager she was to return to them – and then she goes away and abuses them. – Of the facts however 

there can be little doubt – it is just like them. – You may be sure that I keep your counsel. – – – – – – 

I have not returned the 30 Napoleons (or what was it?) till I hear that Missiaglia has received his safely 

– when I shall do so by the like channel. – – – 

What you say of the Queen’s affair is very just and true – but the event seems not very <likely> {easy} 

to anticipate. – 

I enclose an epistle from Shiloh – 

  yrs ever & truly Byron 

 

Byron to Hoppner, from Ravenna, October 13th 1820: 

(Source: The Archivist, April 1889, p.12; text from BLJ VII 203, adapted) 

A German translation of Manfred. 

Ravenna. 8bre. 13.o 1820 

My dear Hoppner—By the boat of a certain Ronaldo bound for Venice—I forward <to you> certain 

Novels of Mrs. Opie and others—for Mrs. Hoppner & you as you desired.—Amongst the rest there is a 

                                                           
152: George IV. 

153: Sir John Singleton Copley, Baron Lyndhurst, was Solicitor-General and one of Queen Caroline’s chief 

prosecutors. Speech unidentified. 

154: Teodoro Majocchi was one of the principle witnesses called by the Milan Commission against Queen 

Caroline. 



German translation of Manfred
155

—with a plaguy long dissertation at the end of it; it would be out of 

all measure and conscience to ask you to translate the whole— —but if you could give me a short 

sketch of it—I should thank you—or if you could make somebody do the whole into Italian—it would 

do as well;—and I would willingly pay some poor Italian German Scholar for his trouble.—My own 

papers are at last come from Galignani—with many thanks for yrs. 

 I am yrs. very truly 

  Byron 

 

P.S.— —I remit by Missiaglia 30—Napoleons—is that the Sum? 

 

October 16th 1820: Byron starts Don Juan Canto V. 

 

Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, October 24th 1820: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43448) 

[VENEZIA REGNO LOMBARDO VENETO / The Right Hon
ble

 / Lord Byron / Ravenna] 

Hoppner answers the previous item. 

        Venice 24 Oct 1820 — 

My dear Lord 

 I delayed answering your last letter until I could at the same time tell you that I had received, 

& thank you, as I sincerely do, for the Napoleons and books you were so good as to send. The latter 

indeed I have not yet in the house but as they are in Venice I hope to get possession of them to day, 

when my first care shall be to look over the German article you mention,
156

 &, if I cannot translate it 

my self, <find> find some one to put it into Italian for you. 

 In lieu of the winged Lion of S
t
 Marc which once adorned the façade of the Church of that 

Saint, has been substituted a bad painting {which} represent<ing/>s him writing in a ponderous volume 

that rests on the head of an old Lion without any wings at all. I know not what may have been the 

painters ideas when he imagined 
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such a substitute for the antient emblem of this venerable insulted Republic, but I venture to give you 

that which his work has suggested to me. They are at least natural and such as are likely to occur to any 

one who may cast his eye upon this miserable performance, if he thinks of anything besides its total 

want of merit as a work of art. – – The Vice Roy made his public entrance here on Sunday, in the most 

solemn silence, which if it was disturbed at all was rather by expressions of disapprobation than of 

pleasure. – . I cannot help thinking the business of the Queen is settled. – – 

 

On the new painting which disgraces 

the façade of St Marcs – 

 

 Oh peace to thee Mark mine Evangelist! 

  His wings your old Lion has lost; 

 And now you sit there, with your pen in your fist, 

  Describing the tears they have cost. 

 

 Once the earth with his glorious deeds did resound 

  But now he is old and decayed: 

 His vigour is spent – he can scarce look around 

  On the land which his sons have betrayed. 
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 By the beasts of the forests he’s bullied & bayed, 

  (Like him in the fable of old) 

 And even the Ass in his cavern has brayed, 

  And finding him feeble is bold. 

 

                                                           
155: There had been two German translations of Manfred in 1819, including one by Adolf Wagner (Richard’s 

uncle), published at Leipzig. 

156: B. has received “a German translation of Manfred – with a plaguy long dissertation at the end of it” (BLJ VII 

203) which he wants put into Italian. 



 May the volume of troubles, which now you indite, 

  Be speedily brought to its close: 

 May the few days she still has to linger be bright, 

  And Venice be freed of her woes. 

 

 From the ruin these barbarous Huns brought of yore 

  Rose the splendour which brightened her day: 

 Of new lustre be this the passage to her shore: 

  When these vultures are stript of their prey. 

 

—— 

 

Excuse my presumption in sending you my namby pamby performance & believe that in any way I can 

be of any service to you it will always be a source of pleasure to 

  My dear Lord 

   your faithful servant 

    R.B.Hoppner 

 
Byron to Hoppner, from Ravenna, October 28th 1820: 

(Source: this text from BLJ VII 214) 

Byron answers the previous item. 
Ravenna. 8bre 28.o 1820 

My dear Consul,—Your lines are good and true—too true to trust to the Barbarian post.—The Queen 

appears to triumph. Pray—was it 30 Napoleons that ought to have been or more? say so—for I am not 

a good accomptant.—Tell me when the books arrive—and if they are to your liking.—– Let me know 

if I can send you any others—which I will willingly do.—I have Scott’s “Abbot”—which is not his 

best—“a Sequel to the Monastery” which Murray has not sent me.—Excuse haste—my best respects to 

Madame 

 yrs ever 

 Byron 

 

Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, November 15th 1820: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43448) 

[VENEZIA REGNO LOMBARDO VENETO / The Right Hon
ble

 / Lord Byron / Ravenna] 

Hoppner answers the previous item. 

        Venice 15 Nov. 1820 

My dear Lord 

 From one Post day to the next I have deferred writing to you in the hopes of being able to send 

you the translation of the German article you desired me to procure for you, but I regret to say I am still 

disappointed by the person who promised to make it for me. The article in question contains only about 

a page & a half of remarks on Manfred & your Lordships poetry in general, the rest of it being 

occupied with an account of the modern poetry of the Germans strung together in a sett of metaphysical 

phrases, to me so unintelligible, that I despaired of rendering their sense, if indeed they have any, & 

was obliged to look round me for assistance. Indeed I doubt whether it will repay you the trouble of 

reading it, when I am enabled 

 

1:2 

 

which I hope I shall soon be, to send it to you. In the mean time I cannot any longer delay, for my wife 

as well as myself, to thank you for the books you were so good as to send us; from some of which we 

have derived sufficient entertainment, while we wondered how Murray would have the conscience to 

send you such trash as M
rs
 Opies tales of my heart,

157
 Geraldine,

158
 Keates Poems &c. –

159
 

 We have lately heard of your friend Scott who has been very ill at Smyrna, & is now we 

believe at Constantinople. He was very much disappointed with Greece, which, he said, contained 

nothing at all worth seeing: so much so that he wondered how people would humbug themselves and 

                                                           
157: Amelia Opie’s Tales of the Heart (sic) 1820. 

158: Geraldine is Coleridge’s Christabel. 

159: Keats, Lamia, Isabella, The Eve of St Agnes and other poems (1820). Hoppner dismisses one of the most 

important books of the Romantic movement. 



others by their fine descriptions of such a country, & induce poor travellers to quit the civilized world 

for such a set of barbarians as the Greeks. With such opinions I suppose it will not be long 
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before we have him back in Venice, his favourite residence. – – I have no news to tell you. Every one 

here is struck with the generosity & magnificence of the Royal Visitors. The Ar D:ss
160

 wanting some 

jewellery the other day went to a shop, the master of which, expecting to make his fortune, carried her 

nearly all he possessed; amounting to some 20 or 30000 frs. in value – after looking it all over & giving 

as much trouble as royalty generally fancies itself privileged to do – she bought a ring value 4 francs – 

on another occasion having two presents to make she sent for two [  ] of gold chain, recommending the 

shopkeeper not to impose upon her, or charge her more than any other individual, as they were to give 

away. – Judge how happy the Venetians are at the prospect of regaining their antient splendour under 

such magnificent rulers. I hope little Allegra is well & that you have yourself escaped all fever. – We 

go on much the same as usual & are beholden to you for the chief entertainment we enjoy, as our 

evenings generally pass in reading one or 
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other of the books you have been so good as to send. – 

Believe me my dear Lord 

    Your faithful Servant 

     R.B.Hoppner 

 

November 27th 1820: Byron finishes Don Juan Canto V. 

 

On December 9th, the military commandant of Ravenna is shot in the street outside the Palazzo 

Guiccioli. Byron’s correspondence with Hoppner has temporarily broken off, and he doesn’t tell 

the Consul about the incident until May 1821. 

 

1821: Byron is in Ravenna until October. He writes his Ravenna Journal, and Sardanapalus. The 

Neapolitan insurrection fails, and ends his hopes for the liberation of Italy from the Austrians. 

Teresa’s father and brother are banished from Papal territory, but Byron stays in Ravenna. He 

starts The Vision of Judgement on May 27th, leaves it to write The Two Foscari and Cain, and 

then finishes it, September 20th–October 4th. He also writes The Blues and Heaven and Earth. 

On October 29th he moves to Pisa to rejoin Teresa’s family, and Shelley’s circle of friends. 

Sardanapalus, Cain, and The Two Foscari are published on December 19th. He starts Werner. 

Meanwhile, the Greek War of Independence has begun. 

 

January 13th 1821: Byron starts Sardanapalus; he finishes it on May 27th. 

 

Byron to Hoppner, from Ravenna, January 28th 1821: 

(Source: this text from BLJ VIII 70-1) 

More about Byron’s gunpowder. 

Ravenna—January 28th. 1821. 

My dear Hoppner—I have not heard from you for a long time—and now I must trouble you—as 

usual.— 

Messrs. Siri—and Willhalm have given up business.—They had three cases of mine—I desired them to 

consign these cases to Missiaglia.—There were 4 Telescopes—1 case of watches—and a tin case of 

English Gunpowder—containing about five pounds of the same—which I have had for five years.—

Siri & Willhalm own to all three—and the telescopes and watches they have consigned to M.—of the 

other (though they mention it in a letter of last week) they now say nothing—and M. pretends that it is 

not to be found.— —Will you make enquiry? it is of importance to me—because I can find no other 

such in these countries—and can be of none to the Government because it is in so small a quantity.—If 

it has in fact been seized by those fellows—–I will present a slight memorial to the Governor of 

Venice—which (though it may not get me back my three or four pounds of powder—) will at least tell 

                                                           
160: Maria-Louisa, Arch-Duchess of Parma, formerly Napoleon’s wife and Empress of France. She visited Venice 

in 1820 with her father, the Austrian Emperor, Francis I. 



him some truths—upon things in general—as I shall use some pretty strong terms in expressing 

myself.— 

I shall feel very much obliged by your making this enquiry— —Of course upon other topics I can say 

nothing at present—except that your Dutch friends will have their hands full—one of these days— 

probably.—–Pray let me know how you are— 

 yrs. very truly 

  Byron 

 

My best respects to Madame Hoppner—could not you and I—contrive to meet somewhere this 

Spring—I should be solus.— 

 

P.S.—I sent you all the romances and light reading which Murray has forwarded—except the 

Monastery—which you told me that you had already seen.—I wish the things which were at Siri & 

W’s to remain with Missiaglia and not to be sent here at least for the present. Pray do what you can 

about the pr for me—it is hard that the rascals should seize the poor little miserable Canister—after the 

money I spent in relieving their wretched population at Venice.—I did not trouble you with the 

things—because I thought that they would bore you.—I never got the translation of the German 

translator—but it don’t signify—as you said it was not worth while. They are printing some things of 

mine in England—and if any parcel comes from London addressed to me at Venice—pray take any 

work of mine out you like—and keep it—as well as any other books you choose.—They are always 

addressed to Missiaglia.—– 

 

Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, February 4th 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43448) 

Hoppner answers the previous item. We learn what happened to Byron’s powder. 

 

Pray how is Allegra? It is very    Venice 4:
th

 February 1821 

long that we have no tidings of her 

 

My dear Lord 

 I lost no time the moment I received your letter of the 28:
th

 Ult:
o
 in making every possible 

enquiry both of Missiaglia & of Mess
rs
 Siri & Wilhalm for the Case of Powder concerning which you 

wrote to me. Missiaglia tells me <that> that you are already informed that it is no longer forthcoming, 

and I am sorry to add to the vexation which I am sure you will feel on this occasion by informing you 

that it has been destroyed. It appears from what I was able to collect from these {famous} Gent:
s
 – that 

when they received your instructions to consign it to Missiaglia, He positively refused to have anything 

to do with it, and made them so alarming a report of the danger of having such a commodity in their 

hands, not so much from the risk of explosion, as of the heavy fine & imprisonment 
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that in a moment of panic they consigned it to the waters.
161

 I expressed my surprise that knowing I was 

in communication with you they should not have applied to me in the first instance, as I should have 

had no difficulty in taking charge of it, &, notwithstanding the rigor of the Gov:
t
, have no doubt that I 

could have found the means of forwarding it to you. Their only reply is that they regret what is done 

but cannot remedy the Evil – Their story appears to me so extraordinary when I recollect that they had 

already kept the article without any fear of danger for so long a time that I hardly know how to believe 

it, & could almost persuade myself that it has been otherwise disposed of, but even if it were so I know 

not how we can come at the truth, or what redress is to be obtained. I can therefore only recommend 

patience, a virtue more practised than any other, and which we become acquainted with from necessity 

indeed much rather than by choice – 

 I am very much obliged to you for the books you were so good as to send <to>me, & which I 

should have been more anxious to return to you before this, if there had been 
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161: It’s hard to believe that bankers like Siri and Wilhalm didn’t know the danger of hoarding gunpowder in 

Venice under the Austrians. 



amongst them any that you were likely to read – With regard to the <Italian> translation of the german 

book you sent, I must beg your indulgence with me for my shameful neglect. The truth is I did not 

understand more of the original, But just sufficient to show that it spoke very little of you, but wishing 

to comply with your desires I entrusted it to a person who promised to get it put into Italian, and I 

asked him so often for it that at last I began to get tired of it, & my old Master & particular friend, Mr 

Hamilton, coming here with his family, this put it entirely out of my head until the day before I got 

your letter when it recurred to me again, & I could not recollect whether I had sent it to you or not. – It 

may perhaps be sufficient to say that the article in question was too metaphysical to be intelligible to so 

ordinary an intellect as mine, & was as far as I could comprehend it an essay on German Poetry. – I 

will however still strive to frame for you the translation of that part where your works are spoken of & 

send it without further delay – I am much obliged to you for the permission give me to read any books 

Missiaglia may receive for you, a liberty indeed I already have taken in the case of the Abbot, which as 

well as the Monastery
162

 I think so inferior to W. Scott’s other works, that in his place I would not have 

denied Ivanhoe but left these to any one who would claim the merit of them,
163

 provided always I put 

the essential in my own pocket, which not having occurred in the other instance 
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is I suppose the reason he would not charge himself with the few blunders it contains. – I should really 

be delighted to meet you in the Spring, & it is not impossible but that I may do so at Bologna. Our 

present intention is to go to Switzerland, & M
rs
 Hoppner says that if you will go there with us, she will 

put you into a better conceit with her countrywomen: but if the Contractors of the Holy Alliance think 

proper as they appear much disposed to turn the world up side down, they will oblige me to remain on 

this side of the Alps, when in all probability we shall make a little tour to your neighbourhood, but 

when I inform you that her sister is on the point of being married you will forgive me if I say that the 

alternative, notwithstanding the pleasure we should both have in seeing you, will not be agreeable to 

her. – 

 I have no particular news to send you except that your Venetian Landlord C:
t
 M – has 

<joined> enlisted & obtained a Cadetship under Frimont
164

 & intends to commence his career in life by 

waging war upon his own Countrymen. Some say tis in behalf of his Cousin Francis: others that her 

affairs being already much involved by his mismanagement, he thinks it best to get out of the way 

before his ruin is announced, at all events he appears anxious to prove himself the contemptible ass 

every one believes him to be. – – Adieu my dear Lord excuse my long proze which indeed could be 

doubly long did I not fear to bore you beyond all measure & put you quite out of patience with 

      your devoted & faithful Serv
t
 

       R.B.Hoppner 

 

We have here the old C
t
 Haugwitz formerly minister in Prussia

165
 he is 75 years old but as merry as a 

sprig, & has annoyed all the lasses of this city by telling them that he knew them all some 30 or 40 

years ago when they were hot in their prime — 

 

Byron to Hoppner, from Ravenna, February 10th 1821: 

(Source: Ms. missing from Historical Society of Pennsylvania, this text from BLJ VIII 75-6) 

Byron answers the previous item. 

Ravenna. February 10th. 1821. 

My dear Hoppner—I have only time to write you a word or two by this post to request you to withdraw 

my telescopes and watches from Mr. Missiaglia—and give them a corner in yr. garret.—The rascally 

cowardice of the powder business has decided me <rather> to throw them into the Canal (if you won’t 

be troubled with them) rather than leave them in the hands of such base mountebanks.—– I thought 

better of Missiaglia—I did not believe him a modern Venetian—at least to such a degree.—He is 

written to—by Lega—by this post to assign the things to you—that is—if you choose to take so much 

trouble with them.—There are 4. telescopes—and a dozen Turkish watches meant for presents on a 

Journey through my old friends’ countries.—–—And pray—tell Missiaglia directly from me—that 

whatever esteem or credit I held him in is completely neutralized—by his paltry behaviour.—Had he 

been fined—I would have paid a dozen fines over and over—and that he knows.—But he is a shabby—

poltroon—and Siri a rascal,—What right have they to dispose of another’s property without consulting 

                                                           
162: Scott’s The Abbot and The Monastery were both published in 1820. 

163: Hoppner refers to the “anonymity” of the Waverley novels. 

164: Johann Maria von Frimont, Austrian general. He crushed the Neapolitan revolt of 1821. 

165: Christian, Count von Haugwitz, formerly Austrian Foreign Minister. 



him? Had it been fairly lost—I should not have cared one sixpence—it was natural & to be 

overlooked—but to throw it away—the devil damn them all to the lowest maid of their own kitchen.—

–— 

If any books &c. come—pray—select and retain—what seems good unto you—& yours. 

 Yrs. in haste & ever 

  Byron 

 

P.S.—My respects to Mrs. H. I have the “best opinion” of her country women,—and at my time of life 

(three and thirty 22d January 1821) that is to say after the life <of> I have led—a “good” opinion is the 

only rational one which a man should entertain of the whole sex— —up to thirty—the worst possible 

opinion a man can have of them in general—the better for himself—afterwards it is a matter of no 

importance to them nor to him either, what opinion he entertains;—his day is over, or at least should 

be.— — — —You see how sober I am become— —Allegra is well—but not well disposed—her 

disposition is perverse to a degree.—I am going to place her in a Convent for education.—  

I shall write again soon.— — — 

 

Keats dies in Rome, February 23rd 1821. 

 

Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, March 24th 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43448) 

[The Right Hon
ble

 / Lord Byron / Ravenna] 

        Venice 24 March 1821 

My dear Lord 

 At length I have been able to meet with a person who has made me, not a translation, but an 

abstract of the observations which accompany the German translation of Manfred. To me these 

observations were always unintelligible, and I doubt you will think they must be so to every one from 

the idea you will now be able to acquire {of them} from the present abstract the author of which, a 

German assured me that it required a true german patience and application to understand it. – I avail 

myself of Rotondo’s departure for Ravenna to requit myself of this longstanding debt; and I trust if 

from what you will now comprehend of them you think these observations were ever worth translating 

{at all,} you will ascribe to my inability rather than to any 
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unwillingness to oblige you the delay which has occurred in performing it – 

 The English travellers begin like the swallows to make their appearance here after the late 

long winter, and are generally disappointed at not finding you among the Lions of the place. For my 

own part much as I lament your absence I cannot but think you fortunate in not being here at this 

moment: the triumph of our tyrants is more cruel & oppressive than even their leading yoke Heaven 

send it may one day break their necks – Adieu my dear Lord 

     Believe me ever 

      your faithful Serv
t
 

       R.B.Hoppner 
 

Claire Clairmont to Byron, from Florence, March 24th 1821, and Byron to Hoppner, from 

Ravenna, April 3rd 1821: 
(Source: both texts from B.L.Egerton 2332 ff.5-6; Stocking I 163-5 and BLJ VIII 97) 

 

Claire writes: 

 

I have just received the letter which announces the putting Allegra into a Convent
166 

– Before I 

quitted Geneva you promised me verbally it is true that my child whatever its sex should never be 

away from one of its parents. This promise originated in my being afflicted at your idea of placing 

it under the protection of M
rs

. Leigh. This promise is violated, not only slightly but in a mode <to> 

<the> <mo> and by a conduct most intolerable to my feeling of love for Allegra. It has been my 

desire & my practice to interfere with you as little as possible but were I silent <on the> now you 

would adopt this as an argument against me at some future period. I therefore represent to you that 

the putting Allegra <m> at her years into a Convent away from any relation is to me a serious & 

                                                           
166: B. had placed Allegra in the convent at Bagnacavallo on March 21st 1821. 



deep affliction. Since you first gave the hint of your design, I have been at some pains to enquire 

into their system and I find that the state of the children is nothing less than most miserable – I see 

no reason to believe that Convents are better regulated at Ravenna, a secondary out of the way 

town of the Roman States than at Florence the capital of Tuscany.
167

 Every traveller & writer upon 

Italy joins in condemning them, which would be alone sufficient testimony without adverting to 

the state of ignorance & profligacy of the Italian women, all pupils of Convents.
168

 They are bad 

<wifes> {wives} & most unnatural mothers, licentious & ignorant they are the dishonour & 

unhappiness of society. This then, with every advantage in your power, of wealth, of friends, is the 

education you have chosen for your daughter: This step will procure to you an innumerable 

addition of enemies & of blame, for it can be regarded but in one light <but> by the virtuous of 

whatever sect or denomination. Allegra’s misfortune in being condemned by her father to a life of 

ignorance & degradation, in being deprived of the advantages <of her birth as a native> <which> 

{which} the belonging to the most enlightened country in the world entitle her to, and of the 

protection & friendship of her parents friends <by the adoption of a religion> (so essential to the 

well-being of a child in her desolate situation) by the adoption of a {different} religion and {of 

an} education known to be contemptible will be received by the world as a perfect fulfillment on 

your part of all the censures passed upon you. How will Lady Byron <hitherto on the watch for 

your motions in a> never yet justified for her conduct towards you be soothed & rejoice in the 

honorable safety of herself & child, and all the world be bolder to praise her prudence, my 

unhappy Allegra furnishing the <xxxxxxx> <xx> <xxxxx> {condemning} <xxxxx> evidence. I 

alone, misled by love to believe you good, trusted to you, & now I reap the fruits. 

 I do not describe my feelings of sorrow that this is to be Allegra’s destiny because I know 

what an excitement it would be to you, to continue and if possible to augment the burthen. But I 

entreat you to retract this step, if not for her sake, at least for your own. Be assured that no reasons 

can be found to justify this measure. If you doubt that passion may hinder my judging rightly 

about it, take the opinion of M
rs

 Hoppner, a lady every way worthy your attention. Her great 

knowledge of the world will ensure you <in> the most safe and laudable conduct to be pursued 

with regard to Allegra’s education and I feel so much confidence in her goodness & sound 

judgement that I should submit to her decision with the greatest pleasure. 

 I resigned Allegra to you that she might be benefitted by advantages which I could not give 

her. It was natural for me to expect that yo ur  daughter would become an object of affection and 

would receive an education becoming the child of an english nobleman. Since however you are 

indifferent to her, or that the purity of your principles does not allow you to cherish a natural 

child, I entreat you as an act of justice to allow the following scheme to {be} put into execution 

that Allegra may <receive> {have} the benefits her mother can procure to her. I propose to place 

her at my own expense in one of the very best english boarding schools where if she is deprived of 

the happiness of a home & paternal cares, she at least would receive an english education <th> 

which would enable her after many years of painful & unprotected childhood to be benefitted by 

the kindness & affections of her parents’ friends. This school shall be chosen by your own friends, 

I will see <and> {her only as} often as <you> {they} <will settle> shall decide because I hope to 

induce you by this sacrifice of myself to yield the child to proper hands. By adopting this plan, 

you will save your credit and also the expence; <all> anxiety for her safety & well being need 

never trouble you; you will become as free as if you had no such tie. I entreat you earnestly not to 

be obdurate on this point: believe me in putting Allegra into a convent to ease yourself of the 

trouble and to hurt me in my affection for her, you have done almost a greater injury to yourself, 

than to me or her. So blind is hatred! I have already mentioned the evil to your reputation, besides 

which in separating her from you at this early age her attachment is weakened, and the difference 

of religion added to the evil stories concerning {you,} will in <some> a few years more 

completely alienate her from you. Such is the miserable & unsatisfactory state, produced by this 

step to all three – To none does it <produce> {procure} one atom of advantage or pleasure. I add 

another remark upon this Convent scheme – If it is a place suited to Allegra why need you pay a 

double pension to ensure <yo> her a proper treatment & attention. This little fact, coming from 

yourself, says every thing in condemnation of the plan. 

 I know not how to address you in terms fit to awaken acquiescence to the above requests: 

yet neither do I know why you should doubt the wisdom & propriety of what I propose, seeing 

that I have never with regard to Allegra sought any thing but her advantage, even at the price of 

total unhappiness to myself. “My heart” – to use the words of an author, “is rather wise because it 

                                                           
167: The convent at Bagnacavallo provided Allegra with a loving environment. But C.C. was not to know that. 

168: It’s not clear that C.C. knows Teresa Guiccioli to have been convent-bred. 



loves much, than because it knows much”
169

 and the great affection I feel for her makes me to 

arrive at the knowledge of what is her good, almost as it were <instinctiv> instinctively. I pray 

you to allow yourself to be advised on this point, and I mention Mad— Hoppner because she is 

<friendily friendally> {friendlily} disposed towards you and enabled by her situation to judge 

fairly what <a> <xxx> <xxx> difference exists between an Italian & english education. 

 You would have had this <mx> letter much sooner, but that I was absent at Florence when 

<y> the letter from Ravenna arrived at Pisa: they not willing to annoy me when on a visit, kept 

it some time, but as my stay <was> became longer sent it to me. I beg you will address to Pisa 

as usual, to which city I return in another week – I cannot say how anxiously I expect your 

answer; since I read the letter I have <not> not had a moment’s content, fearing to allow myself 

ease, lest Allegra should be suffering from neglect. Nor can I be happy untill some plan is 

decided upon of a real advantage to her. I am desirous also of knowing how far Bagnacavallo is 

from Ravenna and if on the sea-coast: also whether Allegra is entered only for a short time, or 

for a fixed period. The answer to these questions is of the greatest importance to me. Again I 

entreat you to yield, so that we may both be easy <up> about her: I not suffering from anxiety & 

injury nor you from <my> the contention in your breast of hatred & pride, which my entreaties 

awaken. I know that expressions of affection & friendship only exasperate you, yet I cannot 

help wishing you as much happiness as you inflict <miser injust in> an unjust misery upon me. 

Then indeed you would be blessed. 

           Claire 

Florence. March 24
th

. 1821 

 

Byron adds inverted on bottom of final page: 

 

D
r
. Hoppner. – The moral part of this letter upon the Italians &

c
. comes with an excellent grace from 

the writer now living with a man & his wife – and having planted a child in the {N} Foundling &
c
. – 

with regard to the rest of the letter – you know as well as any one how far it is or is not correct – 

 
Byron to Hoppner, from Ravenna, April 3rd 1821 (b): 

(Source: LJ V 262-5; QII 598-9; this text from BLJ VIII 97-8) 

Byron encloses the previous item. 

Ravenna, April 3d. 1821 

My dear Hoppner—Thanks for the translation. I have sent you some books which I not know whether 

you have read or not—you need not return them in any case.—I enclose you also a letter from Pisa—on 

the usual subject—not to trouble you as “umpire” as the person desires—but to enable you to judge 

whether I do or not deserve such a piece of objurgation. I have neither spared trouble nor expense in 

the care of the child—and she was now four years old complete—and quite above the control of the 

Servants—and as a man living without any woman at the head of his house—cannot much attend to a 

nursery, <as is necessary>—I had no resource but to place her for a time (at a high pension too) in the 

convent of Bagna-Cavalli (twelve miles off) where the air is good and where she will at least have her 

learning advanced—& her morals and religion inculcated.—I had also another reason—things were 

and are in such a state here—that I had no reason to look upon my own personal safety as particularly 

insurable—and thought the infant best out of harm’s way, for the present.—–You know (perhaps more 

than I do) that to allow the Child to be with her mother—& with them & their principles—would be 

<like> absolute insanity—if not worse—that even her health would not be attended to properly—to say 

nothing of the Indecorum.—It is also fit that I should add that I by no means intended nor intend to 

give a natural child an English education, because with the disadvantages of her birth her after 

settlement would be doubly difficult.—Abroad—with a fair foreign education—and a portion of five or 

six thousand pounds—she might and may marry very respectably—in England such a dowry would be 

a pittance—while <out of it> elsewhere it is a fortune.—– It is besides my wish that she should be a 

R[oma]n Catholic—which I look upon as the best religion as it is assuredly the oldest of the various 

branches of Christianity.—– I have now [? “not” ?] explained my notions as to the place where she 

now is—it is the best I could find for the present—but I have no prejudices in its favour. Of “the 

promise made at Geneva” of which this person speaks I have no recollection—nor can I conceive it 

possible to have been entered into—when the child was yet unborn—& might never have been born at 

all.—– You recollect also (entre nous for I have not mentioned as you will perceive by the letter) the 

pretty story you told me of what occurred at Naples which I see no reason to doubt in the main 

                                                           
169: C.C. paraphrases Luke 7, 47: “Her sins, which are many, are forgiven, for she loved much: but to whom little 

is forgiven, the same loveth little.” She may have known B.’s familiarity with the Bible. 



points—though Elise might not relate all accurately.—My best respects to Mrs. Hoppner—and to our 

acquaintances.—– I do not speak of politics because it seems a hopeless subject—as long as those 

scoundrels are to be permitted to bully states out of their independence.—Believe me, 

 yrs ever & truly 

 

 P.S. – There is a report here of a change in France; but with what truth is not yet known. 

 

April 21st 1821: Marino Faliero and The Prophecy of Dante published. 

 

Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, May 2nd 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43448) 

A delayed reaction to the previous item. 

 

I see the 4.
th

 Edition advertised of 

your letter to Bowles upon Pope. 

Have you a copy to spare? – Is your    Venice 2
nd

 May 1821 

Venetian Tragedy published? or the prophecy of Dante?
170

 

 

My dear Lord 

 When you learn that M
rs
 Hoppner was very ill in bed at the time I received your letter of the 

3
rd

 april, I flatter myself you will require no other apology from me for not having immediately 

answered it, and since her recovery I have been so constantly occupied with the Ingrams, who arrived 

here about ten days ago that I could not get a moment to write. – I now beg you will accept my best 

thanks for the books you were so good as to send by Rotondo which came perfectly safe to hand, 

notwithstanding the triple cordon of Customs house officers Censors &c which our liberal Masters 

have drawn around this devoted City – I was much amused, and not a little edified by the Moral 

effusion from the pen of the immaculate Miss 
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Claire and somewhat surprised that she should appeal to our decision in the affairs of little Allegra, as 

in the last letter M
rs
 Hoppner wrote to her, she expressly stated our objection to interfere in a business 

which we felt did not in any way belong to us; and in which, with the best wishes for all parties, we 

would not meddle without risking the displeasure of all; since which she must have perceived by our 

silence, and our dropping all correspondence with her and the Shelleys, that we were determined to 

adhere to the resolution we had formed not to be made the means of boring you any more on this 

subject. – Thus you were perfectly right in removing Allegra to some place where a little more 

attention was likely to be paid to her education, than she would receive from servants, is naturally our 

opinion, & must be that of every person of feeling; and we entirely concur in your opinion, that a 

foreign education will be better for a young person whom you propose to settle on the continent. 

Whether the convent in which you have placed 
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her be well conducted or not, we of course, who never heard of it, cannot be supposed competent to 

judge; but if we may form any opinion of the merits of a boarding school education in England, from 

what we know of the childs Mamas, I can have little hesitation in saying the convent is not likely to be 

worse. – On the other question of religion it is one on which there must be naturally a diversity of 

opinion. I should find it difficult myself to adopt the doctrines of the R
n
 Catholic religion, being 

particularly hard of belief: but I have not observed that a person educated in the most absolute credence 

of all the farrago of lies and nonsense in which its doctrines abound was in the least less happy than the 

most rigid presbyterian, on the contrary I am <persuaded> {convinced} that it is the source of much 

internal satisfaction to those who can persuade themselves of <the> {its} infallibility – If however you 

are disposed to yield on this head there are protestant countries on the continent, and if you were 

willing to place Allegra in the family of any Swiss Clergyman, where she would be brought up 

                                                           
170: A Letter to **** ****** (John Murray Esqr) on the Rev. W. L. Bowles’ Strictures on the Life and Writings of 

Pope had been published on March 31st 1821; Marino Faliero, Doge of Venice: an Historical Tragedy had been 

published (with The Prophecy of Dante) on April 21st 1821. 



according to any ideas for her future establishment you may suggest, I can only say, that as we propose 

visiting Switzer 
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land in the course of a month, we will most willingly take charge of her, & place her in such a situation 

as both you & her mother cannot fail to be satisfied with, and which will still leave you the means of 

establishing her on the continent as you propose, without {being liable to} the objection made by Clara 

“of the ignorance and profligacy of Italian women all pupils of convents”.– Should this idea meet with 

your concurrence, it would not be difficult for you to send Allegra to us, and from what Clara proposes 

in regard to the childs establishment in a boarding school I conceive there will be no difficulty in 

obtaining from her a promise not to interfere directly or indirectly with her, nor even to attempt to 

attempt <to> seei{ing} her contrary to any stipulation you may deem it proper to make. – In submitting 

this proposal to your consideration I have only further to remark that if there is any truth in the 

objection suggested by Clara; if there is any likelihood of the world taking up and talking of the affair 

in the manner she describes, such a plan must remove them, and deprive even your bitterest enemies of 

any argument against you. – Adieu my dear Lord you know how much you may reckon on M
rs
 

Hoppner and how sincerely I am 

       your devoted Servant 

        R.B.Hoppner 

 
May 7th 1821: Byron starts and lays aside The Vision of Judgement. 

 

Byron to Hoppner, from Ravenna, May 11th 1821: 

(Source: Ms. the Countess of Berkeley, not seen; this text from BLJ VIII 112-4) 

Byron answers the previous item. 

Ravenna May 11th. 1821 

My dear Hoppner / If I had but known yr. notion about Switzerland before—I should have adopted it at 

once.—As it is—I shall let the child remain in her Convent—where she seems healthy & happy—for 

the present—but I shall feel much obliged if you will enquire when you are in the Cantons—about the 

usual & better modes of education there for females—and let me know the result of your opinions.—It 

is some consolation that both Mr. & Mrs. Shelley—have written to approve entirely my placing the 

child with the Nuns for the present.—No one but the amiable Claire disapproves of it in the natural 

circumstances—in the interim.—As to what might be said by people—as she amiably puts it—I can 

refer to my whole conduct—as having neither spared care—kindness—nor expence—since the child 

was sent to me.—The people may say what they please—I must content myself with not deserving (in 

this instance) that they should speak ill.—The place is a Country town—in a good air—where there is a 

large establishment for education—& many children some of considerable rank placed in it.—As a 

country town—it is less liable to objections of every kind.—It has always appeared to me that the 

moral defect in Italy does not proceed from a Conventual education—because—to my certain 

knowledge they come out of their convents innocent even to ignorance of moral evil—but to the state 

of Society into which they are directly plunged on coming out of it.—– It is like educating an infant on 

a mountain top—and then taking him to the Sea—& throwing him into it, & desiring him to swim—

The evil however—though still too general is partly wearing away—as the women are more permitted 

to marry from attachment.—This is I believe the case also in France.—And after all—what is the 

higher society of England?—according to my own experience & to all that I have seen & heard—(and I 

have lived there in the very highest—& what is called the best) no way of life can be more corrupt.—– 

In Italy however it is—or rather was more systematized—but now they themselves are ashamed of 

regular Serventismo.—– In England the only homage which they pay to Virtue—is hypocrisy.—– I 

speak of course of the tone of high life—the middle ranks may be very virtuous.—– I have not got any 

copy (nor have yet had) of the letter on Bowles—of course I should be delighted to send it to you.—

How is Mrs. H? well again I hope.—Let me know when you set out—I regret that I cannot meet you in 

the Bernese Alps this summer—as I once hoped and intended—With my best respects to Madame—I 

am 

 ever & most truly yr. obliged Sert. 

     [scrawl] 

 

P.S.—I gave to a Musicianer a letter for you some time ago—has he presented himself?—Perhaps you 

could introduce him to the Ingrams and other dilettanti.—He is simple and unassuming—two strange 



things in his profession—and he fiddles like Orpheus himself—or Amphion—tis a pity that he can’t 

make Venice dance away from the brutal tyrant who tramples upon it— 

 

Byron to Hoppner, from Ravenna, May 17th 1821: 

(Source: NLS, not yet seen; text from BLJ VIII 118) 

Marino Faliero has been acted in London. 

Ravenna. May 17th. 1821. 

My dear Hoppner—You will have seen a paragraph in the Italian papers stating that “Ld. B had 

exposed his t[ragedy] of M. F. &c. & that it was Universally hissed.—You will also have seen in 

Galignani (what is confirmed by my letters from London) that this is twice false—for in the first 

place—I opposed the representation at all—& in the next—it was not hissed—but is continued to be 

acted—in spite of Author—publisher—& the Lord Chancellor’s injunction. Now I wish you to obtain a 

statement of this short & simple truth in the Venetian & Milan papers—as a contradiction to their 

former lie.—I say you—because your consular dignity will attain this justice—which out of their hatred 

for me (as a liberal) they would not concede to an unofficial Individual—Will you take this trouble? I 

think two words from you to those in power will do it—because I require nothing but the statement of 

what we both know to be the fact—&—that a fact in no way political.—– Am I presuming too much 

upon your good nature?—I suppose that I have no other resource—and to whom can an Englishman 

apply in a case of ignorant insult like this—(where no personal redress is to be had) but to the person 

resident most nearly connected with his own government?—I wrote to you last week—and am now in 

all haste 

 yours ever & most truly 

  Byron 

 

P.S.—Humble Reverences to Madame—pray favour me with a line in answer.—If the play had been 

condemned—the Injunction would be superfluous against the continuance of the representation. 

 

Byron to Hoppner, from Ravenna, May 21st 1821: 

(Source: Bixby, not seen; this text from BLJ VIII 123-4) 

R
a
. May 21

st
. 1821 

My dear Hoppner—I return to the subject of Saturday (I wrote by that day’s post), because the Milan 

Gazette again repeats the same thing in the same words only with a different date and an additional 

word. I ask you to interfere because otherwise they will do an absent & obnoxious individual no 

justice. If the play had been hissed, let them repeat it till they are tired; but at least state, as all our 

papers have done, how & why it was dragged upon the stage against my positive orders. I merely wish 

the matter of fact; as to criticism, that is opinion & of course open to all men. I have had Galignani’s 

English papers (which you will have seen) sent to Milan. I enclose you two letters from Douglas 

Kinnaird which will show you what to think,—unless he has egregiously mis-stated.
171

 A few words 

from you to the uppermost of the [illegible] party at Milan & Venice will be enough. I require nothing 

but the statement of the facts as you will have read them. 

 Yours ever & most truly, 

  Byron 

 

Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, May 22nd 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43448) 

[VENEZIA REGNO LOMBARDO VENETO / The Right Hon
ble

 / Lord Byron / Ravenna] 

Hoppner answers the previous item. He takes issue with a note to Marino Faliero, praising 

Italians of his acquaintance. 

 
        Venice 22:

nd
 May 1821 

My dear Lord 

 Your letter of the 11:
th

 I found waiting for me here on my return from a little trip to Trento and 

the Lago di Garda, where, by the way, I was very much disappointed with Salo, believing the situation 

from Lady M.W.Montague’s account to be perfectly beautiful, while in fact I found the Lago di Garda 

in point of picturesque scenery every way inferior, and very much so, to the Lago Maggiore. – Last 

night I received your second letter and have immediately applied to your quondam friend Demster to 

                                                           
171: Kinnaird has seen Faliero three times and says it holds the stage well. 



contradict the [hieroglyph signifying “article”] he had copied from the Milan paper
172

 into his journal, 

thinking it best to leave it to himself to do it in his own way: I have not yet received his answer; but 

should he make any difficulty, which I conceive altogether impossible, I will draw up an article for his 

paper, which, whether he will or not, he must insert, & the same measure I propose adopting with the 

editor of the Milan Gazette.
173

 I do not know whether you will think me right, but I have done this as 

my own act, not in any way suggested by you, but merely informing M
r
 Demster that I was sure his 

prompt & decided contradiction of his former 
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article would be agreeable to you, & reminding him of the many attentions you had shown him during 

your stay here. By Pasquale’s return from England I have been favoured with the sight of your tragedy 

& of your letter respecting Pope – the latter I delight in: the former in my opinion is very beautiful, 

particularly the Doge’s denunciation against Venice, in which you pourtray so exactly the state of this 

wretched & devoted city,
174

 but I cannot forgive you the praise you bestow in your notes on certain 

individuals here
175

 who never have nor ever can merit even the little you say in their behalf. – The 

accomplished son & his accomplished mother
176

 are worse than your worst lazzaroni of Naples
177

 – 

throughout the late events,
178

 the mother has shown herself the decided enemy of every liberal 

sentiment: the abject toadeater of the vilainous tyrants of her adopted country:
179

 breathing hatred of 

the neapolitans for promising to wish themselves free, & the most ardent hopes that their invaders 

might succeed in crushing them – The accomplished son in the mean time has accepted the 

appointment of extra clerk in the C de Thurn’s office (one of the greatest scoundrels that ever breathed, 

a man who has advanced himself by the most notoriously dishonest practices)
180

 and is become by 

duty, as he was by inclination already the devoted slave of the horde of slaves who rule here, as well as 

the spy of their base and suspicious administration – They are vicious Greeks, & modern Greeks – and 

after all do tell me what are the lady’s accomplishments? Have 
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you forgot Washington? and Lodi & Pompeys pillar
181

 & fifty other proofs of her ignorance & 

stupidity? Excuse me my dear Sir but the other worthy individuals of whom you speak hardly know 

how to give compliment, considering what you say of them as a sneer rather than your curious opinion 

                                                           
172: The Gazzetta di Milano had reported Marino Faliero to have been “universally hissed” at its unauthorised 

London premiere, a rumour B. was anxious that Hoppner should scotch; see BLJ VIII 118: “your consular dignity 

will attain this justice”. 

173: The editor of the Gazetta di Milano was in 1821 Francesco Pezzi. 

174: See Marino Faliero, III iii 130-210. 

175: Hoppner now takes violent issue with the note which B. appends to one of his own appendices to Marino 

Faliero: “From the present decay and degeneracy of Venice under the Barbarians, there are some honourable 

individual exceptions. There is Pasqualigo, the last, and, alas! posthumous son of the marriage of the Doges with 

the Adriatic, who fought his frigate with far greater gallantry than any of his French coadjutators in the memorable 

action off Lissa. I came home in the squadron with the prizes in 1811, and recollect to have heard Sir William 

Hoste, and the other officers engaged in that glorious conflict, speak in the highest terms of Pasqualigo’s 

behaviour. There is the Abbate Morelli. There is Alvise Querini, who, after a long and honourable diplomatic 

career, finds some consolation for the wrongs of his country, in the pursuits of literature with his nephew, Vittor 

Benzon, the son of the celebrated beauty, the heroine of ‘La Biondina in Gondoletta’. There are the patrician poet 

Morosini, and the poet Lamberti, the author of the ‘Biondina’, &c. and many other estimable productions; and, not 

the least in an Englishman’s estimation, Madame Michelli, the translator of Shakspeare. There are the young 

Dandolo and the improvvisatore Carrer, and Giuseppe Albrizzi, the accomplished son of an accomplished mother. 

There is Aglietti, and were there nothing else, there is the immortality of Canova. Cicognara, Mustoxithi, Bucati, 

&c. &c. I do not reckon, because the one is a Greek, and the others were born at least a hundred miles off, which, 

throughout Italy, constitutes if not a foreigner, at least a stranger (forestiere)”. Hoppner’s commentaries in Letters 

40 and 41 calls the sincerity and accuracy of the note into question. “Bucati” may be a misprint for “Buratti”. B. 

answers Hoppner at BLJ VIII 124-5. 

176: The Albrizzis. 

177: Tautologous. Lazzaroni is a word of abuse reserved solely for lower-class Neapolitans. 

178: The failed revolution in Naples. 

179: Madame Albrizzi, like the Contessa Benzon (see below), was from Corfu. 

180: See H.’s diary for August 3rd 1817: The Austrian minister or secretary De Tourne or some such name – is 

abominated – he has accepted of an Italian lady’s villa here for two years gratis – comes and goes when he 

pleases and has obliged the owner to hire another villa for herself (BL.Add.Mss.47234, f.7r.) 

181: Seeming references to occasions when Albrizzi revealed gross historical ignorance. 



& feel at all counts uncomfortable in being produced in such society – – But to return to your letter of 

the 11.
th

 I will not fail should I be so fortunate as to get this year to Switzerland to make every enquiry 

respecting the mode of educating young ladies in that country. In the mean time I am now able to tell 

you that such families as possess the means generally send their children to Geneva or Neufchatel 

where there are pensions in which besides every attention to their morals they receive the best 

instructions that can be bestowed on them. There are also clergymen’s famil{l}ies, & the private 

fam[tear: “ilies”] who receive one or two pensioners, where they are treated as [tear: “part of”] the 

family, provided with masters, & carried into society. At Geneva the greatest care is bestowed on the 

education of children & should you decide on sending Allegra there, M
rs
 Hoppners sister who has just 

married & M. de Budé the present proprietor of Ferney (Voltaire’s chateau) & whose family, one of the 

first in that City, who reside there, will, I am sure, bestow every attention upon her. There is too Ma
d
. 

D’Ivernois
182

 a great friend of ours, and a most amiable & accomplished lady to whom we could 

recommend her I may further add that as you look most to her future establishment with what you will 

give her she would be able to make an excellent match in Switzerland, & would possibly be as happy 

there as on this side of the Alps. – I have not yet received my leave of absence 
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& should I now get it immediately I do not think we can set out before the 12 or 15 of next month. – 

Mrs Hoppner desires me to express her best thanks for your kind remembrance of her: she is now again 

quite well & I hope likely to escape a return of her rh[e]umatic fever – Adieu my dear Lord I shall be 

always happy to be of use to you & am your devoted Serv
t
 R.B.Hoppner 

 

Byron to Hoppner, from Ravenna, May 25th 1821: 

(Source: text from Morgan Library photocopy; BLJ VIII 124-6) 

[To, / R.B.Hoppner Esq
re

 / Consul General / to H. B. M
y
. / Venezia / Venezia] 

Byron answers the previous item. 

 

respects to Madame – is the new Miss Voltaire like her Sister? – if I had been you I would have 

married them both. 

Ravenna. May 25
th

. 1821. 

My dear Hoppner / 

 It seemed proper that I should mention in the notes – the persons esteemed for a certain 

character in this our city – either for literature or otherwise – and the more so – because the Doge’s 

denunciation was – however true – so – bitter – as to appear like a personal feeling. – This it really was 

not – but it seemed one in conformity with the dramatic character of M. F. – and yet true for I have 

quoted the French Historian Darù and others – (not trusting entirely to my own opinions) as well as the 

famous Alamanni. – I did not consult my own personal feelings for or against the individuals praised – 

as some of them are not of my acquaintance – but merely their estimation in their place of birth – or 

residence. – – As to the Albrizzi I do not know what they think of her now but you know that she was 

flattered by them formerly. I was also anxious to 
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evince that I had no resentment against her – on account of our little discrepancy. – You can hardly say 

less than “accomplished” of a young man who speaks & writes half a dozen languages – and his 

mother has written books – and really in {present} Italy it is <delight a> {so high} <high> {a} merit to 

spell with precision – that I cannot help respecting a woman who writes at all. – – Of their recent 

Ultraism – I was not aware – recollect it is now two years – (except a couple of Autumn months – 

which I passed in the house with a fever) since I have been in Venice as a resident. – – – 

I am very sorry to hear it, – but knew nothing of it till now. – – – I am very much pleased with what 

you say of Switzerland – and will ponder upon it; – I would rather she married there than here for that 

matter. – For fortune I shall make all that I can spare – (if I live and she is 
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correct in her conduct) & if I die before she is settled – I have left her by will five thousand pounds – – 

which is a fair provision out of England, for a natural child. – I shall encrease it all I can – if 

                                                           
182: Perhaps related to François D’Ivernois, Swiss political thinker who corresponded with Jefferson. 



circumstances permit me – but of course – (like all {other} human things) – this is very uncertain. – 

You will oblige me very much by interfering to have the facts of the play=acting stated – {I care 

nothing for their criticism,} {but the matter of fact} – 

 

[vertically in middle of left margin:] 

 

I have written four acts of another tragedy
183

 – so you see they can’t bully me. 

 

– as those Scoundrels appear to be organizing a system of abuse against me; – because I am in their 

“list” – you know – I suppose that they actually need a list of all individuals in Italy – who dislike them 

– It must be numerous. – Their Suspicions and actual alarms – about my conduct & personal intentions 

– – in the late <xxxxx> {row} were <actually> {truly} ludicrous – – though not to bore you – I touched 

upon them lightly – they believed – & still believe here – or affect to believe it – that the whole plan & 

project 

 

1:4 [above address:] of rising – was settled by me – & the means furnished &
c
 &

c
. – All this was more 

fomented by the Barbarian agents – who are numerous here – (one of them was stabbed yesterday by 

the way but not dangerously). – [beneath address:] And although when the Commandant was shot here 

before my door in {Decr.} – I took him into my house where he had every assistance – till he died on 

Fletcher’s bed – and although not one of them dared receive him into their houses but myself; – {they} 

leaving him to perish in the Night in the Streets – when I ran down (armed of course) and carried him 

from the spot where he was lying – with Tita to help me (and a soldier or two who were scared out of 

their wits) – – they put up a paper about three months ago – denouncing me as the chief of the 

[sideways beneath address:] Liberals – & stirring up persons to assassinate me. – But this shall never 

<xxxx> <xxx> <xxx> {silence nor bully} my opinions – – All this came from the German Barbarians. 
 

Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, May 28th 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43448) 

[VENEZIA REGNO LOMBARDO VENETO / The Right Hon
ble

 / Lord Byron / Ravenna. – ] 

Hoppner answers the previous item. 

        Venice 28
th

: May 1821. – 

My dear Lord 

 The hopes of being able to send you the paper I now enclose, by Saturday night’s post; but 

which owing to its late publication I was not able to effect, was the reason of my not answering on that 

day your letter of Tuesday. The article I now send, which notwithstanding the bad style in which it is 

written and the mistake in the name of the Theater, I hope you will deem sufficient to satisfy the 

Venetian public of the falsehood of the former story, is not exactly as it was drawn up by Mengaldo 

under my dictation, but if you ask me why M
r
 Demster did not print that, I cannot conceive any other 

reason except that he had the vanity to imagine he could write a better one, and as I am obliged to be 

content with this, I hope you will find in it at all events a proof of my desire to comply with your 

wishes, and of my having done so without loss of time. Vittor Benzone
184

 who is an intimate friend of 

the Editor of the Milan Gazette has promised to write to him desiring he would insert a similar article, 

and I hope before long it will be done and to your satisfaction. I have requested Sig
r
 Demster to correct 

the name of the Theatre & to reprint the article, and have reason to hope he will do so – 

 This day I received yours of the 25
th

: and am pleased to find that what I said in my last 

respecting Switzerland affords a chance of settling 
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little Allegra in such a manner as must deprive your bitterest enemies (if I may be pardoned in 

supposing you have any) of every opportunity of questioning your conduct towards her. Any assistance 

that Mrs Hoppner and myself individually or her friends and relations in the Cantons {can afford} you 

may command, with the full assurance that if she were our own child we could not bestow more 

attention upon her. I still hope you will be able to make up your mind before we set out which will not 

be till the 12
th

: of next month, or at all events during our stay beyond the Alps, as in the first instance 

we could take her with us, in the latter we could ourselves see to the pension where she would be 

                                                           
183: Sardanapalus. 

184: Vittore Benzon, son of Contessa Maria Querini Benzoni – as rumour had it, by her half-brother. 



placed, & be able to give you a more satisfactory account of it than if we were obliged to receive it 

from another. – 

 I am delighted to hear you have advanced so far in another tragedy: unfortunately the 

declaration you have made in the preface to your last prevents your writing expressly for the stage, but 

the example of the success that has met with, and the probability that the present will be subjected to 

the same test will induce you I hope to adapt it more for representation than M. Faliero. As much 

interest in the plot as you have thrown into the dialogue and the principal characters would have 

decided it success in spite of any opposition that could be exerted against it – 

 What you have said of the worthies of Venice appears as yours, and will be received as such, 

though it was your intention to speak that of their countrymen. This note you must know 
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has been the general subject of conversation and your book was received, and none of the three good 

ladies of whom you speak are perfectly satisfied because in fact each of them thinks you ought to have 

spoken of her alone. Poor Benzoni
185

 however was the most so notwithstanding her hatred of the 

Albrizzi, until the malicious little Michaeli
186

 put it into her head that you ought to have celebrated her 

wit and amiability as her beauty was sufficiently notorious. The little Michaeli herself who only 

published three of Shakespeare’s plays which were translated for her, I believe by Mr Parr, (as the life 

of Vittoria Colonna was written for the Albrizzi by Pindemonte)
187

 and who does not understand one 

syllable of English would rather you had spoken of her origin of the Venetian Fêtes, which she wrote 

herself and everyone says in a clever well written book – she objects too to the word accomplished 

applied to her rival because in French it means every thing one would desire, and though I have told 

her that in English its sense is more restricted, she very justly re[tear: “marks”] that here it will be 

understood as a French word. What the other [tear: “old”?] cat’s
188

 sentiments are I cannot tell you, 

for since her decided declaration in favour of the Luna,
189

 I have cut all connection with her. I am sorry 

however she should have reason to be so satisfied, because independent of this question I think her 

ignorance as barbarous as theirs, and her principles if she has any beyond that of ever studying her own 

dirty interest, are at the present moment as bad as theirs: I say at the present moment, because this ultra 

tyrannic dame once danced round the tree of liberty that was erected in S
t
 Mark’s place to the notes of 

Ça ira which she herself croaked forth, and has since endeavoured to float with the tide whichever turn 

it took so that notwithstanding she is not now quite so young and agile, we may still reasonably hope to 

see her end where she began – And I have devoted more to that old witch than she deserves – You are 

right in not allowing yourself to be bullied by those dastardly miscreants who 

 

1:4 [above address:] afraid to act openly against you try to be rid of you by assassination – – This is of 

a piece with all the rest of their conduct. Their ignorance and stupidity has no parallels except in their 

falsehood, avarice and cruelty. But do what they will the day of retribution must come. I suspect as 

someone has honoured me by placing my name with yours in Tasso’s dungeon in Ferrara I have the 

honour of again appearing with you in the list you speak of – surely it is more to one’s credit to be 

hated by such wretches [below address:] than to be the object of their love. I am however angry with 

myself for feeling such detestation of them as the most thorough contempt is at best all that they 

deserve – – You do not say on what subject is your new tragedy, nor whether you continued your 

prophecy of Dante which in my humble opinion equals any of your former beautiful works, and will 

not I hope be thrown aside like poor Don Juan – adieu my dear Lord believe me ever your devoted 

R.B.Hoppner 

 
Byron to Hoppner, from Ravenna, May 31st 1821: 

(Source: Ms. not found; text from Moore’s Life II 490-1; LJ V 302; BLJ VIII 130-1) 

Byron answers the previous item. 
Ravenna, May 31. 1821. 

I enclose you another letter, which will only confirm what I have said to you. 

 About Allegra—I will take some decisive step in the course of the year; at present, she is so happy 

where she is, that perhaps she had better have her alphabet imparted in her convent. 

                                                           
185: Contessa Maria Querini Benzoni ran a “better” salon than did Albrizzi (BLJ VI 37) and it was at one of her 

conversazioni that B. and Teresa Guiccioli fell in love. 

186: The Contessa Giustina Michele, author of Feste Veneziane. 

187: The poet Ippolito Pindemonte was one of Albrizzi’s many lovers. 

188: Hoppner refers to Albrizzi. 

189: Albrizzi, having once been a Jacobin, is now a declared legitimist. 



 What you say of the Dante is the first I have heard of it—all seeming to be merged in the row 

about the tragedy. Continue it!—Alas! what could Dante himself now prophesy about Italy? I am glad 

you like it, however, but doubt that you will be singular in your opinion. My new tragedy is completed. 

 The B[enzoni] is right,—I ought to have mentioned her humour and amiability, but I thought at her 

sixty, beauty would be most agreeable or least likely. However, it shall be rectified in a new edition; 

and if any of the parties have either looks or qualities which they wish to be noticed, let me have a 

minute of them. I have no private nor personal dislike to Venice, rather the contrary, but I merely speak 

of what is the subject of all remarks and all writers upon her present state. Let me hear from you before 

you start. 

Believe me, 

ever, &c. 

 

P.S. Did you receive two letters of Douglas Kinnaird’s in an endorse from me? Remember me to 

Mengaldo, Soranzo, and all who care that I should remember them. The letter alluded to in the 

enclosed, ‘to the Cardinal,’ was in answer to some queries of the government, about a poor devil of a 

Neapolitan,
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 arrested at Sinigaglia on suspicion, who came to beg of me here; being without breeches, 

and consequently without pockets for halfpence, I relieved and forwarded him to his country, and they 

arrested him at Pesaro on suspicion, and have since interrogated me (civilly and politely, however,) 

about him. I sent them the poor man’s petition, and such information as I had about him, which I trust 

will get him out again, that is to say, if they give him a fair hearing. 

 I am content with the article. Pray, did you receive, some posts ago, Moore’s lines which I 

enclosed to you, written at Paris? 

 

Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, June 6th 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43448) 

Hoppner answers the previous item. 
        Venice 6 June 1821 

My dear Lord 

 The Milan paper which you will receive herewith will I hope set your mind at ease on the subject 

of the articles that have been published there respecting Marion Faliero. I owe it to the kindness of 

Vittor Benzone that I am now able to send it to you, & I believe it {the article} has been inserted in 

consequence of his application to the Editor, who is his particular friend, made at my request. You will 

receive also with this letter one from him together with a copy of his poem, & if you feel disposed to 

make these poor people supremely happy, one civil line from you will be sufficient to effect it = = As it 

is just possible that you might like to have D’Kinnairds letters back, & the one enclosed in yours of the 

31
st
 which I received the day before yesterday, I take the 
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opportunity of sending them, it being the last I shall have of communicating with you on this side the 

Alps our intention being to set forth on our journey on Monday morning next – In my absence Mr 

Dorville will attend to your wishes here, & I leave with him your watches & telescopes in case you 

should want them. If in the Cantons I can be of any use to you, besides making enquiries relative to a 

pension for Allegra which I shall not fail to do, a line to me at Vevey will set me instantly at work to 

execute your orders, and if independent of any commands you may have you will let me know from 

time & time how you are and what you are doing, it will greatly add to the pleasure I expect to enjoy in 

the beautiful & I believe, happy country. – – 

 As it seems that I neglected thanking you for the beautiful lines by Moore
191

 that you were so good 

as to send me I take this opportunity of doing so – abuse to be thoroughly efficient ought perhaps to be 

as vile as the 
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subject that calls it forth, but you and Moore have put it into such beautiful language that one could 

almost envy the Italians the honor of being spoken of in such lines. – I am heartily sorry you appear so 

little disposed to go on with Dante, who in your hands would change countries and become an 

Englishman. – – As you have not told me the subject of your {new} tragedy, the first I shall know of it 

                                                           
190: Giuseppe Gigante. 

191: Moore lines unidentified; perhaps indicates a missing letter from Byron. 



will probably be from the book itself, if it should appear at Geneva as it possibly will during the 

summer. – I have been myself lately very busy writing an article for the quarterly on painting in answer 

to a certain Tambroni who has recently published a work at Rome
192

 which I think proper to criticize, 

& I intend by the opportunity to have a lick at Cicognara – I am too idle to say as much as I could on 

any subject particularly as I fear my friends Gifford & Murray may not think my lucubrations worth 

their acceptance. – I shall send it home by the first opportunity from Switzerland. – Adieu my dear 

Lord, believe me ever your faithful & devoted Serv
t
 

        R.B.Hoppner 

 

The Hoppners now go to Switzerland. The correspondence becomes fragmented. 

 

June 12th 1821: Byron starts The Two Foscari; he finishes it on July 9th. 

July 16th 1821: Byron starts Cain; he finishes it on September 9th. 

 

Byron to Hoppner, from Ravenna, July 23rd 1821: 
(Source: Harry Ransom Center, Texas, photocopy from microfilm; LJ V 327-9; QII 657-8; BLJ VIII 

157-8) 

[To, / R.B.Hoppner Esq
re

 &
c
. / <Poste Restante> / <Vevay> / <En Suisse.> // Ferney / au Château de 

Ferney // Vevay / Svizzera. –] 

Byron wants to join Hoppner in Switzerland. 

Ravenna. July 23
d
. 1821 

My dear Hoppner / 

 This country being in a state of proscription – and all my friends exiled – or 

arrested – the whole family of Gamba – obliged to go to Florence for the present – <and> the father & 

Son for politicians – (& the Guiccioli because menaced with a Convent – as her father is not here –) I 

have determined to remove to Switzerland – and they also. – – Indeed my life here is not supposed to 

be particularly safe – but that has been the case for this twelve month – {past} and is therefore not the 

primary, consideration. – – – 

I have written by the post to M
r
. Hentsch J

r
. the Banker of Geneva – to provide (if possible) a house for 

me – and another for Gamba’s family (the father son and daughter) on the 
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Jura side of the Lake of Geneva – furnished – & with stabling (for me at least) for eight horses. – I shall 

bring Allegra with me. – Could you assist me or Hentsch in his researches? The Gambas are at 

Florence but have authorized me to treat for them. – – – 

You know – or do not know that they are great patriots – and both – but the Son in particular very fine 

fellows. – This I know – for I have seen them lately in very awkward situations – not pecuniary – but 

personal – and they behaved like heroes, neither yielding nor retracting. – – – – 

You have no idea what a state of oppression this country is in – they arrested above a thousand of high 

& low – throughout Romagna – banished some – &, confined others – without trial – process – or even 

accusation!! 
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Every body says they would done the same by me if they dared proceed {openly}. My motive however 

for removing, is because every one of my acquaintance to the amount of hundreds almost have been 

exiled – – Will you do what you can in looking out for a Couple of houses – {furnished} and 

conferring with Hentsch for us? We care nothing about Society – and are only anxious for a temporary 

and tranquil asylum, <for> {and} individual freedom. – Believe me 

 ever & truly 

    y
rs
. 

     Byron. 

P.S. 

 My {best} respects to M
rs
. Hoppner. I have sent two dramas to England – one {upon} 

“Sardanapalus” – the other – <is> {upon} “the two Foscaris” (a Venetian story) both in five acts. – 

Address to me at Ravenna as usual. 

 

                                                           
192: Giuseppe Tambroni, Descrizione dei depinti a buon fresco esequiti in una galleria … a Roma (1816). 



1:4 [above address:] P.S. Can you give me an idea of the comparative expences of Switzerland and 

Italy? which I have forgotten. – I speak merely of those of {decent} living – horses, &
c
. – & not of 

luxuries or high living. Do not however decide any thing positive till [below address:] I have your 

answer – as I can then know how to think upon these topics of transmigration &
c
. &

c
. &

c
. 

 

August 8th 1821: Don Juan III, IV and V published. 

 

Mary Shelley to Isabelle Hoppner, from Pisa, August 10th 1821: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43448; 1922 II 185-8; Jones II 336-8; Bennett I 205-8) 

Mary has been very disturbed by the rumour about Shelley and Claire. Shelley gave this letter to 

Byron to forward to the Hoppners; but it was found among his papers after his death. 

 

[A Madame / Mad
me

 Hoppner] 

 

My dear M
rs
. Hoppner – 

 After a silence of nearly two years I address you again, and most bitterly do I regret the occasion 

on which I now write. Pardon me that I do not write in french; you understand English well, <so> and I 

am too much impressed to shackle myself in a foreign language; even in my own, my thoughts far 

outrun my pen, so that I can hardly form the letters. I write <in> {to} defend <of> him to whom I have 

the happiness to be united, whom I love and esteem beyond all creatures, from the foulest calumnies; 

and to you I write this, who were so kind, to M
r
 Hoppner; to both of whom I indulged the pleasing 

<hope> {idea} that I have every reason to feel gratitude. This is indeed a painful task. 

 <M
r
> Shelley is at present on a visit to Lord Byron at Ravenna and I received a letter from 

<w>him today containing accounts that make<s> my hand tremble so much that I can hardly hold the 

pen. It tells me that Elise <who> wrote to you relating the most hideous stories against him, and that 

you have believed them. Before I speak of these falsehoods permit {me} to say a few words concerning 

this miserable girl. You well know that she formed an attachment with Paolo when we proceeded to 

Rome, & at Naples their marriage was talked of – We all tried to dissuade her; we knew Paolo to be a 

rascal, and we thought so well of her that we believed him to be unworthy of her. An accident led me to 

the knowledge that 
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without marrying they had formed a connexion; she was ill we sent for a doctor who said there was 

danger of a miscarriage – I w
d
 not turn the girl on the world without in some degree binding her to this 

man – We had them married at Sir W. A’Courts – she left us; turned Catholic at Rome, married him & 

then went to Florence. After the disastrous death of my child we came to Tuscany – we have seen little 

of them; but we have had knowledge that Paolo has formed a scheme of extorting money from Shelley 

by false accusations – he has written him threatening letters, saying that he w
d
 be the ruin of him &c – 

we placed these in the hands of a celebrated lawyer here who has done what he can to silence him. 

Elise has never interfered in this and indeed the other day I received a letter from her, entreating with 

great professions of love that I w
d
 send her money – I took no notice of this; but although I knew her to 

be in Evil hands I w
d
 not believe that she was wicked enough to join in his plans without proof. 

 And now I come to her accusations – and I must indeed summon all my courage while I transcribe 

them; for tears will force their way, and how can it be otherwise? You knew Shelley, you saw his face, 

& could you believe them? Believe them only on the testimony of a girl whom you despised? I had 

hopes that such a thing was impossible, and that although 
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<strange> strangers might believe the calumnies that this man propagated, none who had ever seen my 

husband could for a moment credit them. 

 She says Claire was Shelley’s <miss> mistress, that – Upon my word <I vow by all that I hold> I 

solemnly assure you that I cannot write the words, I send you a part of Shelley’s letter that you may see 

what I am now about to refute – but I had rather die that copy anything so vilely, so wickedly false, so 

beyond all imagination fiendish. 

 I am perfectly convinced in my own mind that Shelley never had an improper connexion with 

Claire – At the time specified in <Claire’s> Elise’s letter, the winter after we quitted <Nap> Este, I 

suppose while she was with us, and that was at Naples, we lived in lodgings where I had momentary 

entrance into every room, and such a thing could not have passed unknown to me. The malice of the 



girl is beyond all thought – I now do remember that Clare did keep her bed there for two days – but I 

attended on her – I saw the physician – her illness was one that she had been accustomed to for years – 

and the same remedies were employed as I had before ministered to her in England. 

 Claire had no child – the rest must be false – but 
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that you should believe it – <I th> that my beloved Shelley should stand thus slandered in your minds – 

<He> He, the gentlest & most humane of creatures, is more painful to me, oh far more painful than any 

words can express. 

 It is all a lie – Claire <if anything> is timid; she always shewed respect even for me – poor dear 

girl! she has <many> {some} faults – you know them as well as I – but her heart is good – and if ever 

we quarrelled, which was seldom, it was I, and not she, that was harsh, and our instantaneous 

reconciliations were sincere & affectionate. 

 Need I say that the union between my husband and <hims> myself has ever been undisturbed – 

Love caused our first imprudence, love which improved by esteem, a perfect trust one in the other, a 

confidence and affection, which visited as we have been by severe calamities (have we not lossed two 

children?) has encreased daily, and knows no bounds. 

 I will add that Claire has been separated from us for about a year – She lives with a respectable 

German family at Florence – The reasons of this were obvious – her connexion with us made her mani 
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fest as the Miss Clairmont, the Mother of Allegra – besides we live much alone – she enters much into 

society there – and solely occupied with the idea of the welfare of her child, she wished to <be> 

{appear} such that she may not be thought in aftertimes to be unworthy of fulfilling the maternal 

duties. – you ought to have paused before you tried to convince the father of her child of such unheard-

of atrocities on her part – If his generosity and knowledge of the world had not made him reject the 

slander with the ridicule it deserved <of> what irretrievable mischief you would have occasioned her. 

 Those who know {me} <we> will believe my simple word – it is not long ago that my father said 

in a letter to me, that he had never known me to utter a falsehood – but you, easy as you have been to 

credit evil, who may be more deaf to truth – to you I swear – by all that I hold sacred upon heaven & 

earth by a vow which I should die to write if I affirmed a falsehood – I swear by the life of my child, by 

my blessed & beloved child, that I know these accusations to be false – 

 Shelley is as incapable of cruelty as the softest woman – To those who know him his humanity 
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is almost as a proverb. – He has been unfortunate as a father. the laws of his country & death has cut 

him off from his dearest hopes. – <But> His enemies have done him incredible mischief – but that you 

should believe such a tale coming from such a hand, is beyond all belief, a blow quite unexpected, and 

the very idea of it beyond words shockings – 

 But I have said enough to convince you And are you not convinced? Are not my words the words 

of truth? Repair – I conjure you the evil you have done by retracting your confidence in one so vile as 

Elise, and by writing to me that you now reject as false every circumstance of her infamous tale. 

 You were kind to us, and I shall never forget it; now I require justice; you must believe me, I 

solemnly entreat you, the justice to confess that you do so. 

       Mary W. Shelley. 

Pisa, August 10
th

 1821 
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I send this letter to Shelley at Ravenna, that he may see it. For although I ought, the subject is too 

odious to me to copy it. I wish also that Lord Byron should see it – He gave no credit to the tale, but it 

is as well that he should see how entirely fabulous it is <, and I> 

 

September 16th 1821: Byron writes The Irish Avatar. 

September 20th 1821: Byron re-starts The Vision of Judgement. 

 

Allegra to Byron, from Bagnacavallo, no date (September 1821): 



(Source: Iris Origo, A Measure of Love Jonathan Cape, 1957, p.64) 

 

Caro il mio Pappa essendo tempo di fiera desidererei tanto una visita del mio Pappa, che ho molte 

voglie da levarmi. (Dear Papa as it is fair-time I should so much like a visit from my Papa, as there are 

lots of things I want.) 

 

[Mother Superior adds:] dove e come è collocata, e dirò pure, quanto è amata. (Where she is placed, 

and I should add, how much she is loved.) 

 

Byron to Hoppner, late September 1821: 

(Source: Ms. Morgan, not yet seen; this text from BLJ VIII 226, adapted) 

Byron encloses the two previous items. 

 

Apropos of Epistles—I enclose you two—one from the Prioress of a Convent—& the other from my 

daughter her pupil—which is sincere enough but not very flattering—for she wants to see me because 

it “is the fair” to get some paternal Gingerbread—I suppose.— 

 

There is now a fifteen-month gap in the Byron-Hoppner correspondence. On October 29th Byron 

moves from Ravenna to Pisa to rejoin Teresa’s family, and Shelley’s circle of friends. 

Sardanapalus, Cain, and The Two Foscari are published on December 19th. He starts Werner. 

Meanwhile, the Greek War of Independence has begun. 

1822: Byron lives at the Casa Lanfranchi, on the Lung’Arno at Pisa. He finishes Werner, and 

begins the incomplete Deformed Transformed. Thomas Medwin makes a record of his 

conversations. On January 28th, Lady Noel, Annabella’s mother-in-law, dies. Byron, who has 

been looking forward to this moment, takes the name of Noel Byron – which gives him the same 

initials as Napoleon Bonaparte. On March 24th, Sergeant-Major Masi is pitchforked by one of 

Byron’s servants after he has provoked an affray at the city gate. 

 

Elise Foggi to Isabelle Hoppner, April 12th 1822: 

(Not yet found in NLS; text from 1922 II 191) 

Elise protests against the blackening of her character. 

FLORENCE, 12 Avril, 1822. 

MADAME, – J’étais extrement étonnée d’entendre que vous avez dit, ou écris a Monsieur mi-lord des 

horreurs contre Mademoiselle Clairmont; je vous prie Madame de me rendre justice auprès de Madame 

Shelley, qui est très fâché contre moi: cet comme je puis déclarer avec la plus grande certitude que j’ai 

jamais rien veuz dans la conduite de Mademoiselle qui pouvait autoriser le moindre que pervers. 

J’espère Madame que vous me rendrez justice a ce point. Je suis votre devouée servante, 
ELISE FOGGI. 

 

Translation: Florence, April 12th 1822 / Madame, I was extremely astonished to hear that you had 

said or written horrible things to Monsieur Milord about Mademoiselle Claremont; I beg you Madame 

to do me justice in the eyes of Madame Shelley, who is very angry with me: because [?] I can declare 

with the greatest confidence that I never saw anything in the conduct of Mademoiselle that could 

justify anything in the least perverse. I hope Madame that you will do me justice on this point. I am 

your devoted servant / Elise Foggi. 

 

On April 20th, Allegra dies in the convent at Bagnacavallo. On July 1st, Leigh Hunt and his 

family arrive. On July 8th, Shelley, Edward Williams and Charles Vivian drown. Byron restarts 

Don Juan, having stopped writing it upon Teresa finding it objectionable. The Vision of 

Judgement is published, in the first number of The Liberal, on October 15th, and Werner, the last 

of Byron’s works to be published by Murray, on November 23rd. Still at Pisa, Byron writes The 

Age of Bronze and The Island, which are published by John Hunt, as are Cantos VI-XVI of Don 

Juan. Moves to Genoa via Lerici, September 27th 1822, arriving at Casa Saluzzo, Albaro, on 

about October 3rd. 

On April 20th, Allegra dies in the convent at Bagnacavallo. 

On July 8th, Shelley, Edward Williams and Charles Vivian drown. 

Byron moves to Genoa via Lerici, September 27th 1822, arriving at Casa Saluzzo, Albaro, on or 

about October 3rd. 

1823: Lord and Lady Blessington, together with Count D’Orsay, visit Genoa, April 1st-June 2nd. 

Byron is elected a member of the London Greek Committee, and agrees to go to Greece to 



investigate the situation there and to help negotiate the Greek loan. He departs for Greece on 

July 16th, arriving in Cephalonia on August 3rd. On August 11th he visits Ithaca. He remains on 

Cephalonia until December 29th, when he sails for Messolonghi. 

 

Byron to Hoppner, from Genoa, January 13th 1823: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43448; BLJ X 82-3) 

[To, R.B.Hoppner Esq
re

. / Consul General / To his B. M. &
c
. &

c
. &

c
. / Venezia / Venezia] 

Byron answers a letter from Hoppner which has not been found. He wants his watches and 

telescopes sold. 
Genoa – J

y
. 13

d
 1823. 

My dear Hoppner 

 “Your fault” – no – nor anybody’s fault that I know – except that of my own laziness, 

which pardon. – I saw Ingram & a brother Consul of y
rs
. a day or two ago – and M

rs
. Ingram has 

promised me a minced pie – a dainty I have not seen these seven years. – – I am waxed a good deal 

thinner within the last year – for I made myself ill swimming – and have since been obliged to be 

temperate even to abstinence. – – – 

Your letter has saved me several louis for I shall modestly regulate my subscription by the precedent of 

those wary diplomatists whose conduct I applaud. – That is to say I will give about the same with any 

Individual of that cautious corps. – With regard to the 
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watches and telescopes I do not remember the exact price – but you can have them valued by two or 

three rogues – so as to get at a modicum – and dispose of them for me as you best can, – we must do as 

well as we can and at any rate be content. – The telescopes {by the famous Berge or his successor} cost 

from five to six guineas each – and the watches I cannot even guess {at}, but they will be {more} 

easily estimated. – They are only for the Levant market – as you will see by the figures. – – – 

I hope Canning will do what you desire – I am not at all sorry that he is in power – for he is worth all 

the rest in point of talent – and of course will hardly be fool enough to go very far wrong. – I write to 

catch the post – with my best remembrances to M
rs
. H. believe me ever & truly y

rs
. 

N.B. 

 

Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, February 22nd 1823: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43448) 

[Venezia VOGHERA / FEB 25 / The Right Hon
ble

 / Lord Byron / Genoa. – ] 

Hoppner is beaten down by Father Avgerian in a haggle over Byron’s watches and telescopes. 

 

Venice 22
nd

 Feb:
ry

 1823. 

My dear Lord 

 It is so long since you entrusted me with the commission to dispose of your watches and 

telescopes that you will probably conclude that I ought by this time to have remitted you the amount. 

But I am sorry to say I have as yet done little or nothing, and what is worst I see but little chance of 

being able to fulfill your wishes at least in a manner that would be satisfactory to myself. I had your 

watches valued by two Watchmakers and a Quincalliere, and they all agreed in estimating the largest at 

between 7 & 8 Sequins the others about a sequin less, a sum which I am certain is not equal to one half 

what they cost in London. Notwithstanding this I have not faint hopes of disposing of them. It appears 

that the spirit of innovation has even penetrated into the Seraglio, and that the Turks both male & 

female have begun to imbibe a taste for more modern fashions, and would you believe 
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it, now people prefer the French & Geneva watches with nothing but their elegance & novelty to 

recommend them to the old fashioned but cold & substantial machines which hitherto indicated them 

the progress of time. It is to be hoped that this grave question will meet with all due attention at the 

approaching Congress to be held at Vienna & that the Holy Alliance will approve the introduction of 

these new fangled horologes by some hundreds of thousand troops: but in the mean time & until Dame 

fashions constitution is overthrown you must give up all thoughts of getting back the value of your 



merchandize. Father Pasquale
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 made me an offer which set me to biting my nails, & it was as much 

as I could do to refrain from throwing one of the largest & heaviest at his Reverence’s head, nor have I 

the courage to acquaint you with it. However as I promised him to do so & no other has been made – 

here goes! – He offers 4 Sequins apiece for the watches one with the other, & 5 sequins 
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a piece for the Telescopes, humbly presenting you his duty at the same time. It appears by the last 

accounts that the Armenians & Jews are the most protected of the Grand Signors subjects and that great 

harmony subsists between them, a natural consequence I should say of their similarity of disposition. I 

would wish it were possible to send them to you at Genoa where I should think you would be able to 

find a better market: or if you were to send them back to the fabricator I have no doubt that he would 

give you more for them than these monkish Jews. – Would it not be rather a droll event if we should 

meet on board a steam packet on our way to England, yet will you venture to say that such a thing is 

very unlikely at the moment? I know not what to think, but shall be very glad to have an opportunity of 

shaking hands with you either on this or the other side of the channel. Believe me my dear Lord 

      Yours very faithfully 

I write to you my hand    R.B.Hoppner 

trembling with fever the 

consequence of a violent cold. 

 

February 23rd-March 4th 1823: Byron writes Don Juan Canto XIV. 

 

Byron to Hoppner, from Genoa, February 27th 1823: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43448; BLJ X 112) 

[To, / R.B.Hoppner Esq
re

. / Consule Generale di /S.M.B / Venezia / Venezia] 

Byron’s last surviving letter to Hoppner. He answers the previous item. 

Genoa. F’
y
. 27

th
. 1823 

My dear Hoppner – 

 We must take what we can get – but you will tell Father Pasqual that he might 

have known that the value is triple what he proposed – and that I did not think him a dishonest man – 

when I printed at my own expence an Armenian Grammar in 1816 – to oblige his Confraternity. – You 

will take the best price you can get (would an auction do?) and remit the amount {on my account} to 

Messrs. Webb & Co. – my bankers at Genoa – if possible without expense {save postage} – I would 

take Siri’s bills – at a month – or two as they pleased. – The whole Sum at present offered is 64 

Sequins – by the rogue of an Armenian. – – – – – 

I rejoice to see you in Spirits and should be glad to meet you any where on the face of the earth – even 

in England; – but I am far from well – have had various attacks – since last summer – when I was fool 

enough to swim four hours – 
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in a boiling Sun – after which all my Skin peeled off then a fever came on – and 1 have never been 

quite right {from that time – August} – I am as thin as a Skeleton – thinner than you saw me at my first 

arrival in Venice – and thinner than yourself – there’s a Climax! – – However that may be temporary – 

but all my humours are topsy turvy – and playing the devil – – now here now there – and putting me to 

my patience – which is not exuberant. – Excuse haste – my best Com
ts
 to M

rs
. H. – write when you like 

– and can – and believe me ever and truly 

  y
rs
 obliged 

   & affect
ly

. 

   N. B. 

 

[1:4 has pencilled doodles of uncertain provenance.] 

 

March 8th-25th 1823: Byron writes Don Juan Canto XV. 

 

                                                           
193: Father Pascal Aucher (Harit’wn Awgerian) from the Armenian monastery of San Lazzaro, B.’s mentor in his 

1817 Armenian studies. This and Hoppner’s next letter, of February 25th, explain the dismissive tone in B.’s last 

letters about him (BLJ X 112 and 128). 



Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, March 11th 1823: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43448) 

Hoppner’s last surviving letter to Byron. 
[Venezia VOGHERA / MAR 16 / The Right Hon

ble
 / Lord Byron / Genoa] 

Venice 11 March 1823 

My dear Lord 

 A very severe cold which I have had for some ten days past had put me extremely out of 

humour when Padre Pasquale came most opportunely to receive such a jobation
194

 as I imagine he has 

rarely received. I cannot say that he appeared to take it in very good part, and indeed he rather 

restrained me from saying all that I was prepared to tell him on the occasion of his jewish conduct, by 

replying that “there was no compulsion” so that fearing to be left at last with the goods upon hand, I 

was obliged to moderate my ire, & bring him to a conclusion.
195

 This morning he sent to pay for the 

effects, and as I could not conceive a better way of remitting the amount to you. I have written by this 

days post to M
r
 Ingram, who I hope will 
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still be at Geneva to receive my letter, requesting him if he can do it without inconvenience to pay you 

the 68 Sequins, which I will return to him on his arrival here. I am aware that, in case this is 

inconvenient to him, or that he should already have set out on his way here before my letter reaches 

him, this may subject you to a short delay in receiving this money, but although I conclude from some 

passages in your last letter that you are fulfilling your distances according to the prediction you once 

told me of in Venice, I still hope that the case is not very pressing, & that you will be able to wait a few 

days for the money – Your account of your health has given me great pain, & was indeed altogether 

unexpected, as I was taught to believe you were well in health, though not very much pleased with your 

residence at Genoa. M
r
 Ingram I trust will bring me better accounts, and allow me to say that I shall be 

most happy if you should yourself feel enabled to give me a more flattering statement of your 
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health and spirits than that contained in your last letter. – Venice is very dull this winter, & the weather 

has been abominable[:] the opera which is put on has been quite in character with the season. We have 

very few English here & none of any note. – I should have been glad if I could have executed your 

commission better, but I hope you are persuaded I did the best I could and that this failure will not deter 

you from employing me again should anything also occur in which I can be of use to you here. 

   Believe me ever 

    Most sincerely yours 

     R.B.Hoppner 

 

Hoppner’s contribution to Moore’s Life of Byron, 1831: 

 

[Moore writes:] Before I proceed any farther with my own recollections, I shall here take the 

opportunity of extracting some curious particulars respecting the habits and mode of life of my friend 

while at Venice, from an account obligingly furnished me by a gentleman who long resided in that city, 

and who, during the greater part of Lord Byron’s stay, lived on terms of the most friendly intimacy 

with him. 

 

I have often lamented that I kept no notes of his observations during our rides and aquatic excursions. 

Nothing could exceed the vivacity and variety of his conversation, or the cheerfulness of his manner. 

His remarks on the surrounding objects were always original: and most particularly striking was the 

quickness with which he availed himself of every circumstance, however trifling in itself, and such as 

would have escaped the notice of almost any other person, to carry his point in such arguments as we 

might chance to be engaged in. He was feelingly alive to the beauties of nature, and took great interest 

in any observations, which, as a dabbler in the arts, I ventured to make upon the effects of light and 

shadow, or the changes produced in the colour of objects by every variation in the atmosphere. 

 The spot where we usually mounted our horses had been a Jewish cemetery; but the French, 

during their occupation of Venice, had thrown down the enclosures, and levelled all the tombstones 

                                                           
194: Jobation: “a long and tedious reproof: a lecture” (OED). 

195: The Armenian monks on San Lazarro still display B.’s watches and telescopes. 



with the ground, in order that they might not interfere with the fortifications upon the Lido, under the 

guns of which it was situated. To this place, as it was known to be that where he alighted from his 

gondola and met his horses, the curious amongst our country people, who were anxious to obtain a 

glimpse of him, used to resort; and it was amusing in the extreme to witness the excessive coolness 

with which ladies, as well as gentlemen, would advance within a very few paces of him, eyeing him, 

some with their glasses, as they would have done a statue in a museum, or the wild beasts at Exeter 

‘Change. However flattering this might be to a man’s vanity, Lord Byron, though he bore it very 

patiently, expressed himself, as I believe he really was, excessively annoyed at it. 

 I have said that our usual ride was along the sea-shore, and that the spot where we took 

horse, and of course dismounted, had been a cemetery. It will readily be believed, that some caution 

was necessary in riding over the broken tombstones, and that it was altogether an awkward place for 

horses to pass. As the length of our ride was not very great, scarcely more than six miles in all, we 

seldom rode fast, that we might at least prolong its duration; and enjoy as much as possible the 

refreshing air of the Adriatic. One day, as we were leisurely returning homewards, Lord Byron, all at 

once, and without saying any thing to me, set spurs to his horse and started off at full gallop, making 

the greatest haste he could to get to his gondola. I could not conceive what fit had seized him, and had 

some difficulty in keeping even within a reasonable distance of him, while I looked around me to 

discover, if I were able, what could be the cause of his unusual precipitation. At length I perceived at 

some distance two or three gentlemen, who were running along the opposite side of the island nearest 

the Lagoon, parallel with him, towards his gondola, hoping to get there in time to see him alight; and a 

race actually took place between them, he endeavouring to outstrip them. In this he, in fact, succeeded, 

and, throwing himself quickly from his horse, leapt into his gondola, of which he hastily closed the 

blinds, ensconcing himself in a corner so as not to be seen. For my own part, not choosing to risk my 

neck over the ground I have spoken of, I followed more leisurely as soon as I came amongst the 

gravestones, but got to the place of embarkation just at the same moment with my curious countrymen, 

and in time to witness their disappointment at having had their run for nothing. I found him exulting in 

his success in outstripping them. He expressed in strong terms his annoyance at what he called their 

impertinence, whilst I could not but laugh at his impatience, as well as at the mortification of the 

unfortunate pedestrians, whose eagerness to see him, I said, was, in my opinion, highly flattering to 

him. That, he replied, depended on the feeling with which they came; and he had not the vanity to 

believe that they were influenced by any admiration of his character or of his abilities, but that they 

were impelled merely by idle curiosity. Whether it was so or not, I cannot help thinking that if they had 

been of the other sex, he would not have been so eager to escape from their observation, as in that case 

he would have repaid them glance for glance. 

 The curiosity that was expressed by all classes of travellers to see him, and the eagerness 

with which they endeavoured to pick up any anecdotes of his mode of life, were carried to a length 

which will hardly be credited. It formed the chief subject of their enquiries of the gondoliers who 

conveyed them from terra firma to the floating city; and these people, who are generally loquacious, 

were not at all backward in administering to the taste and humours of their passengers, relating to them 

the most extravagant and often unfounded stories. They took care to point out the house where he lived, 

and to give such hints of his movements as might afford them an opportunity of seeing him. Many of 

the English visiters, under pretext of seeing his house, in which there were no paintings of any 

consequence, nor, besides himself, any thing worthy of notice, contrived to obtain admittance through 

the cupidity of his servants, and with the most barefaced impudence forced their way even into his 

bedroom, in the hopes of seeing him. Hence arose, in a great measure, his bitterness towards them, 

which he has expressed in a note to one of his poems, on the occasion of some unfounded remark made 

upon him by an anonymous traveller in Italy; and it certainly appears well calculated to foster that 

cynicism which prevails in his latter works more particularly, and which, as well as the misanthropical 

expressions that occur in those which first raised his reputation, I do not believe to have been his 

natural feeling. Of this I am certain, that I never witnessed greater kindness than in Lord Byron. 

 The inmates of his family were all extremely attached to him, and would have endured any 

thing on his account. He was indeed culpably lenient to them; for even when instances occurred of their 

neglecting their duty, or taking an undue advantage of his good-nature, he rather bantered than spoke 

seriously to them upon it, and could not bring himself to discharge them, even when he had threatened 

to do so. An instance occurred within my knowledge of his unwillingness to act harshly towards a 

tradesman whom he had materially assisted, not only by lending him money, but by forwarding his 

interest in every way that he could. Notwithstanding repeated acts of kindness on Lord Byron’s part, 

this man robbed and cheated him in the most barefaced manner; and when at length Lord Byron was 

induced to sue him at law for the recovery of his money, the only punishment he inflicted upon him, 

when sentence against him was passed, was to put him in prison for one week, and then to let him out 



again, although his debtor had subjected him to a considerable additional expense, by dragging him 

into all the different courts of appeal, and that he never at last recovered one halfpenny of the money 

owed to him. Upon this subject he writes to me from Ravenna, ‘If * * [Merryweather] is in (prison), let 

him out; if out, put him in for a week, merely for a lesson, and give him a good lecture.’ 

 He was also ever ready to assist the distressed, and he was most unostentatious in his 

charities: for besides considerable sums which he gave away to applicants at his own house, he 

contributed largely by weekly and monthly allowances to persons whom he had never seen, and who, 

as the money reached them by other hands, did not even know who was their benefactor. One or two 

instances might be adduced where his charity certainly bore an appearance of ostentation; one 

particularly, when he sent fifty louis d’or to a poor printer whose house had been burnt to the ground, 

and all his property destroyed; but even this was not unattended with advantage; for it in a manner 

compelled the Austrian authorities to do something for the poor sufferer, which I have no hesitation in 

saying they would not have done otherwise; and I attribute it entirely to the publicity of his donation, 

that they allowed the man the use of an unoccupied house belonging to the government until he could 

rebuild his own, or re-establish his business elsewhere. Other instances might be perhaps discovered 

where his liberalities proceeded from selfish, and not very worthy motives; but these are rare, and it 

would be unjust in the extreme to assume them as proofs of his character. 

 


